
FROM PREMIERSHIP  
TO PLAYGROUND.

SportS EquipmEnt rangE
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Here at pitchworks we’re as passionate about sport as you are.  
and the reason for this is because we come from professional 
sporting backgrounds and that means we are perfectly placed 
to understand the demands you face on a daily basis.

as market specialists in supplying football posts and nets,  
we’re responsible for ensuring a host of premiership, Championship 
and Football League Clubs are match-ready in order to compete  
at the highest level.

and it’s not just top-flight football we take care of either; we also 
supply many of the leading universities, Schools and Local 
authorities with equipment and netting for a whole host of other 
sports including everything from badminton to volleyball.

the key to our success lies in our commitment to developing close 
customer relationships and these are created through our four 
dedicated technical sales representatives who provide in-depth one to 
one consultations. at pitchworks no enquiry is too big or too small 
and we are more than happy to offer quotations on custom products 
to suit your needs, as well as welcoming any ideas you may have  
on product innovation.  

Garry Worrall 
managing Director

From Premiership to playground, 
Pitchworks has been supplying 
superior ground equipment 
to the sports industry for more 
than 20 years. 

Our commitment and focus has 
and always will be the provision 
of outstanding customer service 
and product knowledge. 

Welcome
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“�Thanks�to�their�expertise�and�
wealth�of�specialist�knowledge,�
my�life�and�job�are�made�a�
whole�lot�easier.”

“�A�trusted�and�highly�
competent�partner.”

“With their wide ranging portfolio of equipment and 
products combined with their prompt and courteous 
customer service, it’s hard to beat Pitchworks.”

Danny Beckley
grounds manager, Harrow School

“Pitchwork’s level of technical know-how and product 
knowledge is unsurpassed and compliments the very high 
standards we set ourselves at Loughborough University.  
It is reassuring to be able to call upon a trusted and highly 
competent partner like Pitchworks.”

mark Freeman
Head groundsman, Loughborough university

“At Millfield we have found Pitchworks to be highly 
professional with excellent personal customer service. 
They are committed to the customer to ensure that they 
receive quality at every stage, we have always received 
equipment on the day promised and this can only come 
from a dedicated company and workforce. I will always 
talk to Pitchworks.”

David Warner
grounds and gardens manager, millfield School

“Pitchworks recognise the pressures and demands of 
playing professional sport at the very highest level.  
What they don’t know about sports equipment isn’t worth 
knowing and their standard of customer service is the 
reason why I won’t talk to anyone else… knowledgeable, 
experienced and efficient.”

paul Burgess
Head groundsman, real madrid C.F. 

“I’m passionate about maintaining the very highest 
standards to ensure we have a superior playing surface 
and only Pitchworks can help me achieve this. Thanks 
to their expertise and wealth of specialist knowledge, 
my life and job are made a whole lot easier.”

Jonathan Calderwood
Head of ground Staff, aston Villa F.C.

“I’ve worked with Pitchworks for many years and I see no 
reason to change. They never rest on their laurels and 
are constantly updating me on the latest products and 
techniques, which not only makes them a proactive 
business partner, but one that takes a genuine interest 
in my day-to-day need.”

matt merchant
Head groundsman, Lancashire County Cricket Club

Customer�Testimonials

Schools�&�Higher�Education Professional�Sport

“�It’s�hard�to�beat�Pitchworks.”

“��What�they�don’t�know�
about�sports�equipment�
isn’t�worth�knowing.”

“I strive for the best standards that we can get and 
Pitchworks help me and my team achieve this goal that 
we have set. Thanks to the backup and support that they 
give to us, it makes all our life and job lots easier.”

Lee metcalfe
Head groundsman – Carrington training Centre 
manchester City F.C.
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Partnerships

Fleet 
For over 50 years Fleet has rigorously followed the quest  
to fulfil their objective – of continuous, cost effective, 
innovative, quality solutions, for all grounds of people.  
Fleet is a customer-focused operation and only demands 
the best. Fleet prides itself in being an environmentally 
responsible company, who are worldwide market leaders  
in sports line marking.

DLF Trifolium Ltd
DLF Trifolium and Johnsons Sports Seed, the world’s 
premier grass breeding company and seed mixture brand 
are proud to have been associated with Pitchworks for the 
last 20 years. During that time both businesses have 
grown around a very strong relationship; based on loyalty, 
integrity and product offer and we are delighted to support 
the re-branding of Sports e-Quipment to Pitchworks and 
continue our goal of providing today’s Grounds Manager with 
quality seed mixtures, covering the world’s greatest stages. 

Jeremy Hindle
Business manager Wholesale, DLF trifolium

Harrod UK
Pitchworks are a long established and trusted Harrod UK 
distributor and the relationship we have forged with them  
is based on mutual standards of performance and  
delivery. Our demands are high and Harrod UK equipment 
is specified wherever sport is played at the top level.  
And this appreciation for safety and quality is a major 
factor towards our joint success.

It’s a working partnership that we’re proud of and one  
that is maintained through a commitment to deliver a 
wealth of knowledge and expertise to some of the most 
prestigious venues across Europe. From Old Trafford  
to the Bernabéu, we’re ready to ensure that these  
premier sporting arenas don’t just have their equipment 
requirements met, but surpassed.

Les Saunders
Sales and marketing Director, Harrod uK

Everris 
The name might not be a familiar one, but Everris have  
a global product portfolio that’s renowned for innovation, 
performance and advanced precision. Commending the 
relationships they create and maintain with distributors, 
growers, green-keepers and groundsmen, Everris continues 
to deliver powerful and reliable products like Sierrablen 
Plus, Sierraform GT, Greenmaster Pro-Lite, Sportsmaster 
and Pro Turf.

Everris is a company that’s constantly striving to create 
innovative nutritional programs and complete solutions. 
They pride themselves on being a complete provider that 
specializes in ornamental horticulture, turf and amenity  
as well as speciality agriculture. 

When it comes to healthy green turf, Everris knows all 
there is to know in order to bring you the most 
technologically advanced fertilizers, nutritional programs, 
turf seed, growing media, and plant protection products 
available today. 

By helping growers produce better plants and create 
stronger, greener turf, Everris aims to maximize every 
customer’s return on their investment. All of which is 
achieved by maintaining a healthy balance and respect 
with the natural environment around us.

“Everris global product portfolios are renowned for their 
innovation, performance and precision. Working in 
partnership with Pitchworks, Everris is passionate about 
creating improved nutrition programmes and total solutions 
helping end users grow healthy green turf.”

richard Walton Business manager
turf & amenity, (uK / ireland), Everris

A key contributory factor towards 
Pitchworks success is the long-term 
partnerships we hold with our 
suppliers. Four of these highly 
successful relationships are with 
Harrod UK, Everris, Fleet and DLF. 
With each one spanning more than 20 
years, we believe they are testament to 
the friendly, efficient and competitive 
service we continue to deliver.

76

®Registered trade mark of Everris Limited. Banner Maxx®, Heritage Maxx®, Medallion®TL, registered trade mark of Syngenta Group Company. Banner Maxx contains 
propiconazole, Heritage Maxx contains azoxystrobin, Medallion TL contains fludioxonil. USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND PRODUCT 
INFORMATION BEFORE USE. Distributed in the UK & Ireland by Everris Limited, Epsilon House, West Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 9FJ, Tel: 0845 8094470,Fax: 01473 237128 
E-mail: prof.sales@everris.com, www.everris.co.uk

Dedicated to your turf
As well as fertilizer, plant 
protection products and grass 
seeds, Everris offers expertise 
and solutions to a range of turf 
problems, which we bring together 
in our unique programme of 
integrated turf practices and 
treatments ... iTurf.

Driven by innovation
Inspired by nature
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Our�Product�Range
Pitch
Football 12

Football Nets 25

Small Sided 31

9 v 9 Football 38

Five-A-Side 43

Futsal 47

Goal Safety 43

Gaelic Football 49

Cricket 51

Hockey 56

Rugby 64

Lacrosse 71

Manufacturer’s Guidance 72 

Court
Badminton 76

Tennis 80

Mini Tennis 85

Basketball 86

Netball 90

Volleyball 94

Manufacturer’s Guidance 99

 

Track and Field
Archery 102

Athletics 103

Accessories
Anchors 108

Bootwipers 110

Bins and Grates 112

Mats and Trolleys 113

Storage 116

Team Shelters 119

Barriers and Dividers 124

Ground Care
Grass Seed 128

Fertilizer 131

Line Marking 132

Carriage 134

To place an order visit  
www.pitchworks.co.uk  
or if you prefer to speak  
to our sales team call  
our Freephone Orderline  
on 0800 195 1943

All products are priced 
exclusive of VAT and  
carriage charges apply. 
Please see page 134 
for carriage charges.
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PITCH

From�stadium�goals�all�the�way�through�to�training�accessories,��
we�can�supply�equipment�for�a�broad�range�of�pitch�level�sports.�
Whether�you�are�competing�at�national�or�regional�level,��
all�of�our�products�are�designed�to�adhere�to�strict��
regulations�and�specifications.
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Football Football

3g integral Weighted goals with new high raise wheels

individual rollers 3g Welded Corner – detail

Easy manoeuvrability

Freehanging net Supports

3g Hinged Bottom net Support

3g Stadium goal

3g Stadium goal – detail3g Stadium goal – detail

See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

3G Stadium Goal
• uprights and crossbars manufactured from 

102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick elliptical 
reinforced aluminium.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Zinc plated steel fixing plate incorporating  
corner net clamp.

• polyester powder coated white.

• micro adjustable foot on each upright allows  
exact upright height.

• 460mm deep elliptical sockets complete with 
drop-in socket lids and wedges for holding posts 
firmly in the socket.

• Stainless steel corner net clamp.

• Complete with 210 lock-on synthetic net hooks 
per set and stainless steel bolts throughout.

Recommended net 
FBL-308 – Senior – £283.40 
FBL-357 – Junior – £140.55

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

80kg per set of 2

FBL-548  £962.50 

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

74kg per set

FBL-546  £962.50

Freehanging Net Supports
• uEFa/FiFa regulation net supports, designed 

to suspend the net and eliminate rebounds.

• 80mm dia. x 2.5mm thick aluminium, powder 
coated green.

• other colours are available – price on 
application.

• Complete with ratchet winch net tensioner & 
2.2m webbing straps with carbine clips, and 
350mm ground sockets.

41kg per set of 4

FBL-539  £535.00 

61kg per set of 6

FBL-541  £847.75

3G Hinged Bottom Net Support
• Fixes on to 3g goal Section for weighing down 

nets and aligning box net systems

• 32mm tubular steel or aluminium, designed  
to be threaded through 1.8m deep net and 
folds up to enable ground maintenance.

Steel Senior

48kg per set of 2

FBL-190  £267.25 

Steel Junior

44kg per set of 2

FBL-189  £267.25

Aluminium Senior

20kg per set of 2

FBL-200  £463.80

Aluminium Junior

19kg per set of 2

FBL-199  £463.80 

3G Integral Weighted Goals

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Completely safe to use at all times, eliminating  
the users responsibility of attaching separate 
anchorage. the unique roller system allows  
easy manoeuvrability.

• FBL-365 – 7.32m long x 2.44m high x 2.54m 
depth (internal). 

• Back bar consisting of twelve individual 
galvanised steel rollers. 

• 2 x solid cellular high raise wheels.

• uprights & Crossbars made from 102mm x 
112mm x 2.2mm thick reinforced aluminium.

• Welded corner joints provide added strength 
and aesthetic appearance.

• Full length 31.8mm dia. x 1.5mm galvanised 
steel international back tubes.

• Full length bottom net retaining bar. 

• polyester powder coated white  
(excluding rollers).

• Complete with 140 lock-on synthetic  
net hooks per set.

Required net
FBL-636 – Senior – £140.25 
FBL-660 – Junior – £140.25

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

378kg per set

FBL-635  £2792.90 

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

365kg per set

FBL-637  £2691.20

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462 all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462
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Football Football

NEW High Raise Wheels
• Cam operated bracket lifts the goal high 

enough for the wheels to work efficiently on 
both synthetic, 3g and natural turf pitches.

• Sold as a set of 8 wheels suitable for  
Harrod uK aluminium goals.

54kg per set of 8

FBL-559  £519.75

High raise Wheels

NEW 3G Weighted portagoal
• aluminium profile back bar with  

internal weights inserted.

• 102mm x 112mm x 2.2m thick  
aluminium frame.

• international net supports and horizontal 
crossbar braces manufactured from  
31.9mm dia. galvanised steel.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• 8 x solid cellular high raise wheels.

• Complete with 200 unique lock-on  
synthetic net hooks. 

• Stainless steel bolts.

Recommended net 
FBL-017 – Senior – £145.55 
FBL-019 – Junior – £145.55

Senior Weighted portagoal

FBL-435  £2653.00

Junior Weighted portagoal

FBL-436  £2556.50

Spare Net Hooks

24 pack

FBL-229  £14.55

3g aluminium portagoal

‘u’ peg anchor (supplied)

Flip-over Wheel – detail

See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

3G Aluminium portagoals
• 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick  

reinforced aluminium.

• international net supports and horizontal 
crossbar braces manufactured from 31.8mm 
dia. x 1.5mm thick galvanised steel.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Complete with 200 unique lock-on synthetic 
net hooks, stainless steel bolts and four ‘u’ peg 
grass anchors per set.

Recommended net 
FBL-017 – Senior – £145.55 
FBL-019 – Junior – £145.55

7.32m x 2.44m Senior portagoal

148kg per set

FBL-600  £1729.75

6.4m x 2.13m Junior portagoal

128kg per set

FBL-084  £1763.30

Spare Net Hooks

24 pack

FBL-229  £14.55

3g Weighted portagoal

High raise Wheels – details  

High raise Wheels – details  
3g Welded Corner – detail

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462

NEW

NEW
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Football Football

3g Euro fixed portagoal

3g Euro Foldaway goal

3g Demountable portagoal

3G Demountable portagoal
uniquely designed Demountable portagoal is the 
perfect pre-match solution for professional clubs.

• uprights & Crossbars made from 102mm x 
112mm x 2.2mm thick reinforced aluminium.

• Each goal can be assembled in  
less than five minutes by two people.

• Detachable crossbar and backbar  
with quick release latch.

• quick and secure rope clamps for  
top and bottom headlines.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with 200 lock-on synthetic  
net hooks per set.

• includes 4 x pEg-021 for anchoring on grass.

Required net 
FBL-636 – Senior – £140.25 
FBL-660 – Junior – £140.25

7.32m x 2.44m Senior portagoal

134kg per set

FBL-680  £2197.90

6.4m x 2.13m Junior portagoal

120kg per set

FBL-681  £2197.90

3G Hinged Aluminium portagoal
• Specification as per FBL-600 but with  

hinged backbar and continental net support.

• Four portagoal trolleys complete  
with 360º pneumatic swivel wheels.

• includes 4 x pEg-021 for anchoring on grass

Recommended net 
FBL-017 – £145.55

3G Hinged Aluminium portagoal

227kg per set

FBL-605  £3259.10

NEW Replacement Trolleys – 1285mm long

80kg per set of 4

FBL-552  £865.90

NEW 3G Euro Foldaway Goal
Harrod uK’s uniquely designed Demountable 
Stadium goal is the ultimate pre-match solution 
for national stadiums and professional clubs. 
Each goal can be erected and folded away  
into a bag ready to be transported in  
less than 3 minutes.

• Senior Size 7.32 x 2.44m.

• Whole goal folds into the bag without  
any parts needing to be removed.

• uprights and crossbars made from 102mm x 
112mm x 2.2mm thick reinforced aluminium.

• integral net supports designed to  
suspend the net and eliminate rebounds.

• goal is powder coated white  
with black net supports.

• Complete with carry bag, 4mm box net  
and 200 lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• includes 4 x pEg-021 for anchoring on grass.

FBL-682  £4481.25

NEW 3G Euro Fixed portagoal
Harrod uK’s Euro Fixed portagoal is designed  
to be portable but with integral free hanging  
net supports to mirror the socketed version  
that can be seen in use at most stadiums.

• uprights and crossbars made from 102mm x 
112mm x 2.2mm thick reinforced aluminium.

• integral net supports designed to  
suspend the net and eliminate rebounds.

• goal is powder coated white  
with black net supports.

• Complete with carry bag, 4mm box net  
and 200 lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• includes 4 x pEg-021 for anchoring on grass.

Recommended net 
FBL-684 – £216.60

optional New High Raise Wheels
FBL-559 – £519.75

FBL-683  £1881.25
trolley Wheels

3g Hinged aluminium portagoal

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462

NEW

NEWNEW

aluminium Folding goal

aluminium Folding goal aluminium Folding goal roller style wheel

See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

Ideal for synthetic surfaces. 
Hinged supports allow this goal  
to fold effortlessly, and is easily 
wheeled by two people neatly  
back against a surrounding fence 
when not in use, allowing space 
and freedom for other sports.

3G Aluminium Fence  
Folding Goals
• uprights & crossbars made from 102mm x 

112mm x 2.2mm thick reinforced aluminium.

• uprights and crossbars are polyester  
powder coated white.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Complete with 100 unique lock-on synthetic 
net hooks (50 per goal) and 28 net clips  
(14 per goal).

• Support posts made from 100mm x  
100mm galvanised steel and polyester  
powder coated green.

• adjustable telescoping side bars and  
vertical support bar made from 60mm  
x 60mm galvanised steel.

• Side bars incorporate 90mm dia.,  
300mm long roller style wheels.

• 460mm deep sockets with a 103mm  
square internal measurement.

• Stainless steel bolts.

Recommended net
FBL-310 – Senior – £151.05  
FBL-357 – Junior – £140.55

7.32m x 2.44m Senior with 2.3m–3.5m projection

537kg per set

FBL-613  £4048.15

7.32m x 2.44m Senior with 3.5m–5m projection

603kg per set

FBL-615  £4128.15

6.4 x 2.13m Junior with 2.3m–3.5m projection

537kg per set

FBL-614  £4048.15

6.4m x 2.13m Junior with 3.5m–5m projection

603kg per set

FBL-616  £4128.15

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462
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Football Football

Super Heavyweight goals with Solid net Supports 

Heavyweight goals with tubular net Supports

Welded Elbow on Crossbar 12mm rivet nut Fixing See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

Super Heavyweight Goals

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Hexagonal rivet fixing ensure uprights  
are securely fixed to crossbar joints.

• 76mm dia. x 3mm thick steel  
uprights and crossbars.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets  
with 80.9mm dia. internal measurement.

• Sockets are designed to allow uprights to sit 
313mm deep into socket.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• Complete with 24 synthetic arrow net hooks.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

Recommended net support
FBL-053 – £98.15

Recommended net 
FBL-003 – Senior – £92.50 
FBL-090 – Junior – £59.65

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

150kg per set

FBL-046  £620.90

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

141kg per set

FBL-049  £615.55

Super Heavyweight Goals  
with Locking Sockets

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Specification as per super heavyweight goals but 
with a bayonet locking method to ensure that 
unauthorised persons cannot remove posts without 
unbolting the crossbars. this method of locking 
the upright into the sockets can only be used on 
new installations as a special socket is required.

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

153kg per set

FBL-058  £708.80

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

141kg per set

FBL-059  £641.70

Lids for 76mm Goals

Steel Drop-in Lids

FBL-171  £46.95

plastic Lid Caps

LID-002  £13.95

NEW Security Bolts
Full set of anti-tamper bolts for use with super 
heavyweight and heavyweight football goals.

FBL-120  £34.75

Heavyweight Goals

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Hexagonal rivet fixing ensure uprights  
are securely fixed to crossbar joints.

• 60mm dia. x 4mm thick steel  
crossbars and 3mm thick uprights.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets  
with 65.9mm dia. internal measurement.

• Sockets are designed to allow uprights  
to sit 308mm deep into socket.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• Complete with 24 synthetic arrow net hooks.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

Recommended net support
FBL-081 – £83.40

Recommended net 
FBL-003 – Senior – £92.50 
FBL-090 – Junior – £59.65

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

132kg per set

FBL-047  £512.10

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

108kg per set

FBL-051  £491.05

Lids for 60mm Goals

Steel Drop-in Lids

FBL-170  £43.90

plastic Lid Caps

LID-004  £18.40

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462

NEW

3g aluminium parks goal

Easily and quickly assembled Welded corner joint Heavy duty latch mechanism

See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

Designed and manufactured  
for clubs and ground staff that 
regularly assemble and remove 
goal posts from shared or public 
pitches. Easily assembled by  
two adults, the heavy duty latch 
mechanism provides a quick 
method of securing the posts  
and crossbar, while the lock-on 
synthetic net hooks make 
attaching the net effortless.

3G Aluminium parks Goals
• manufactured from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm 

thick reinforced aluminium.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with latch mechanism and  
100 unique lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• 460mm deep elliptical sockets  
complete with drop-in socket lids.

Recommended net
FBL-008 – Senior – £79.35 
FBL-618 – Junior – £79.35

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

80kg per set

FBL-568  £1066.30

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

68.5kg per set

FBL-566  £1066.30

3G parks Goals with Locking Lid
as FBL-568 but complete with lockable flush 
fitting aluminium socket lid.

• ‘allen’ key operated lock with plastic dust cover.

• Four locking lids, supplied with one ‘allen’ key.

• this method of locking lid can only be used on 
new installations as a special socket is required.

Recommended net
FBL-008 – Senior – £79.35 
FBL-618 – Junior – £79.35

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

80kg per set

FBL-567  £1251.95

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

68.5kg per set

FBL-565  £1251.95

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462
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Football Football

76mm Square anti Vandal goals with Solid net Supports

Continental Solid net Supports international Steel net Supports

Continental tubular net Supports

See page 48 for safety advice

Designed and made for use  
where vandalism is a major 
problem. Manufactured from 
heavy gauge material, these  
posts are designed for  
durability. Zinc phosphated and 
finished with a scratch resistant 
polyester powder coating.

Anti vandal Square Goals
Suitable for regular use and may be left out all year. 
Elbow joints are welded to the crossbar, fit over 
uprights and are secured with two bolts per upright.

• uprights and crossbars manufactured from 
76mm square x 3mm thick steel.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four sockets either 457mm or 
600mm deep with 82mm square internal 
measurement.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• Complete with 24 synthetic arrow net hooks.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

Recommended net support 
FBL-053 – £98.15

Recommended net
FBL-003 – Senior – £92.50 
FBL-090 – Junior – £59.65

7.32m x 2.44m Senior – 600mm deep sockets

228kg per set

FBL-045  £736.95

7.32m x 2.44m Senior – 457mm deep sockets

216kg per set

FBL-044  £681.05

6.4m x 2.13m Junior– 600mm deep sockets

206kg per set

FBL-094  £736.95

Net Supports*

coNTINENTAL SoLID STEEL

• manufactured from 22mm dia. solid steel  
and polyester powder coated white.

• Detachable for easy storage.

24kg per set of 4

FBL-053  £98.15

coNTINENTAL TUBULAR STEEL

• manufactured from 25.4mm dia. x 1.6mm 
thick tubular galvanised steel.

8kg per set of 4

FBL-081  £83.40

INTERNATIoNAL STEEL

• manufactured from 32mm dia. x 1.5mm  
thick tubular zinc plated steel.

• For use with senior or junior goals.

20kg per set of 4

FBL-066  £143.05

*Bolts not included

Steel Hinged Bottom Net 
Supports For Steel Goals
used for weighing down nets where pegging  
is not practical.

Senior

48kg per pair

FBL-191  £262.25

Junior

39kg per pair

FBL-194  £262.25

Heavyweight Freestanding Steel goals shown complete with wheels 

Flip-over Wheel for Freestanding Steel goals

See pages 25–30 for our  
full range of Football Nets

Heavyweight Freestanding  
Steel Goals
Designed as a freestanding goal and is only portable 
when used with the flip-over wheels. this goal can 
be moved in one piece by four adults.

• the uprights and crossbars are manufactured 
from 60mm dia. x 4mm steel.

• the uprights have round steel plates  
on the bottom to prevent posts marking  
artificial surfaces.

• the side rails and backbar are made from  
50mm square steel providing stability and 
distributing the weight more evenly.

• polyester powder coated white.

• net supports are manufactured  
from zinc plated 32mm dia. steel.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg pEg-021  
anchors, for pegging on grass.

Recommended net 
FBL-003 – Senior – £92.50 
FBL-090 – Junior – £59.65

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

165kg per set

FBL-054  £727.90

6.4m x 2.13m Junior

137kg per set

FBL-057  £713.40

Flip-over Wheels for 
Freestanding Goal posts
once wheels are engaged football goals can be 
safely moved by four adults.

• 260mm diameter cellular rubber wheels 
complete with ‘u’ bracket that bolts to 
bottom side bar.

• Cellular rubber wheels are puncture proof 
and do not require inflating.

• Extra wide tyre for better weight distribution.

32kg per set of 8

FBL-556  £415.25

all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462 all independently tested to BS En 748 or BS 8462

6.4m x 2.13m Junior – 457mm deep sockets

200kg per set

FBL-043  £681.05

Drop-in lids for 76mm square posts

Steel

FBL-172  £48.75

plastic

LID-001  £13.95

Heavy Duty Storage Brackets
ideal for storing goals and posts. 46cm high x 
46cm deep x 5cm wide. Stability and suitability 
of the wall must be assessed before installation.

• maximum loading capacity 400kg

7.5kg per pair

STo-025  £52.50
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Football Football

corner poles, Flags and Bases

pRo FLEx 50mm poLES

• Single complete pVC spring back pole,  
orange/yellow flag, socket and lid. 

• Designed to reduce the risk of injury.

• rubber connector ensures spring back after contact.

• as used by top professional clubs.

White

FBL-410  £50.05

Yellow 

FBL-412  £50.05

pRo FLEx BASE 2012 STyLE 

FBL-418  £72.40

30mm RUBBER JoINTED SpRING BAcK poLES

• Single complete corner pole.

• Designed to reduce the risk of injury.

• rubber connector ensures spring back after contact.

• as used by top professional clubs.

FBL-400  £32.05

FLExIBLE pvc poLES WITH SpIKE 22mm x 1.8m

White

FBL-020  £4.10

Yellow

FBL-219  £4.10

SqUARE STEEL FLExIBASE

• manufactured from 22mm dia. solid steel.

• Designed for centre lines.

6.5kg per base

FBL-124  £35.70

DIAmoND STEEL FLExIBASE

• manufactured from 22mm dia. solid steel.

• Designed for pitch corners.

6.5kg per base

FBL-123  £35.70

RUBBER FLExIBASES

• Weighted solid black rubber base.

• accepts 22 & 50mm poles.

3.5kg per base

FBL-023  £16.20

GRoUND SocKET WITH LID

For 22mm Flexible pole

FBL-022  £13.30

FLExIBLE poLE cARRy BAG

Capacity 12 poles ,1.9m long

FBL-218  £23.70

coRNER FLAGS – 30cm x 30cm

colour options
Black/green/maroon/navy/orange/red/ 
royal Blue/White/Yellow

Single Colour Flag

FLG-100  £2.50

two Colour Flag

FLG-200  £3.25

three Colour Flag

FLG-300  £4.80

Linesman’s Flags

FLAGS

1 red and 1 yellow flag

FBL-091  £4.50

FLAG STIcKS 

With foam covered handles

FBL-092  £3.60

RED/yELLoW cHEqUERED FLAGS

FBL-095  £6.60

ToUcH Up pAINT

White aerosol can

mNT-001  £24.95

Blue aerosol can

mNT-003  £24.95

green aerosol can

mNT-002  £24.95

SEcURITy BoLTS

Full set of anti-tamper bolts for use with super 
heavyweight and heavyweight football goals.

FBL-120  £34.75

For use with anti-vandal goals.

FBL-121  £64.00

Sundries

180mm STEEL GRoUND pEGS

pack of 10

FBL-016  £1.85 

HEAvy DUTy STEEL GRoUND pEG

250mm x 10mm dia.

pack of 10

FBL-116  £15.20

‘U’ pEG 6mm x 200mm LoNG

pack of 10

pEG-025  £5.85

vELcRo NET TIES – 200mm SENIoR

pack 40

FBL-227  £13.60

150mm 5-A-SIDE 

pack 24

FBL-228  £6.65

pLASTIc NET cLIp

pack of 80

FBL-225  £9.05

ALUmINIUm NET HooKS

pack of 24 

FBL-229  £14.55

SyNTHETIc ARRoW NET HooKS

Screw into the crossbar.

pack 12

FBL-222  £5.40

SyNTHETIc HooK coNvERSIoN KIT

Complete with drill bit, 10mm tap and hand wrench, 
to convert old type steel goals to take arrow hooks. 

FBL-221  £42.10

perimeter pole System
perimeter poles stand 6.4m high out of ground, 
ideal for training ground environments and shared 
pitches which require a ball stop boundary. nets are 
raised and lowered using a haulage rope system.

• uprights 7.3m long, 76mm dia.  
x 3mm thick steel.

• polyester powder coated green  
(other colours available poa).

• Complete with 15m haulage rope, eye and cleat.

• For use with lightweight surround netting only.

• maximum distance between posts  
must be no more than 5.5m.

• We do not recommend use in windy or exposed 
sites and strongly advise that poles are stored 
horizontally in windy conditions.

6.4m High perimeter poles

• out of ground height.

• one piece upright.

40kg per upright 

FBL-101  £123.95

perimeter pole Socket

• 914mm deep x 89mm dia. x 3mm steel 
7.6kg per socket. 

FBL-100  £37.70

polyethylene Black Surround Netting

• 120mm mesh x 2.5mm per sq/m.

FBL-013  £1.30

perimeter pole System

crowd protection 
Ball Stop System
• Designed for pre-match warmups.

• 30m wide x 5m high.

• Complete with 4 x 80mm dia. aluminium  
poles and 2.5mm x 120mm mesh netting.

• Sizes available from 20m to 60m in  
additional 10m lengths, poa.

crowd protection Ball Stop System

BAR-010  £745.55

crowd protection Ground Socket

per socket

BAR-020  £18.60

Crowd protection Ball Stop System

pro Flex Corner pole

2322
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Football FootballFootball�NetsFootball

premier Head tennis – detail

premier Head tennis

mini aluminium training goals

mini Aluminium Training Goal
Lightweight and easily portable, the mini training 
goals can be used anywhere on the training 
ground and are the perfect training aid for target 
practice and small sided games. 80mm dia. 
aluminium mini training goals, available in three 
sizes and supplied as single goals: 1.5m x 1.0m, 
2.0m x 1.0m & 3.0m x 1.0m.

• 80mm dia. x 2.5mm thick aluminium.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Full length international style back supports.

• Complete with 4mm thick polyethylene FpX net.

• includes 2 x pEg-021 ‘u’ peg anchors.

• Easy to use synthetic net hooks.

1.5m x 1.0m mini Goal

22kg per goal 

FBL-606  £272.10

2.0m x 1.0m mini Goal

24kg per goal 

FBL-607  £289.10

3.0m x 1.0m mini Goal

28kg per goal 

FBL-608  £339.75

 

premier Head Tennis
Height adjustable professional standard head 
tennis unit. Easily wheeled to and from the 
training pitch, this is the ideal training aid for 
professional and semiprofessional clubs.

• adjustable net height from 1m to 1.85m.

• 100mm dia. aluminium uprights  
complete with slider mechanism.

• Heavy duty steel base ensures  
constant net tension.

• Blue polyester powder coating  
(other colours poa).

• two large cellular rubber wheels.

• 6m x 1m net with pVC headband.

• net carry bag.

premier Head Tennis

150kg per set

FBL-650  £849.35

Spare Net

FBL-651  £96.45

Euro/Braided net

FpX net

Fp1 net

Fp14 net

6.4m x 2.13m JUNIoR

Jp1a White

• 2.5mm polyethylene. 

• 1m to 2.7m at base. 

FBL-090  £59.65

Jp3a White

• 2mm polyethylene. 

• 1m to 2.7m at base. 

FBL-011  £42.15

Straight Back profile
nil to 2.4m at base

Fp1 Senior White

2.5mm polyethylene 

FBL-008  £79.35

Junior White

2.5mm polyethylene 

FBL-618  £79.35

Box profile Nets 

7.32m x 2.44m SENIoR

Euro Net UEFA Spec

• White – 4mm braided polyethylene.

• 1.8m sq., box shape.

FBL-308  £283.40

Braided Euro Net Black

• Black – 3.5mm polyethylene.

• 1.8m sq., box shape.

FBL-309  £234.75

Fpx White Net

• 4mm polyethylene.

• 1.8m sq., box shape.

FBL-311  £219.45

Hexagonal World cup

• White – 3mm nylon.

• 2m sq., box shape. 

FBL-303  £302.65

Fp14 White – UEFA/FIFA

• 3mm polyethylene.

• 1.8m sq., box shape.

FBL-310  £151.05

6.4m x 2.13m JUNIoR

Fp14 White – UEFA/FIFA

• 3mm polyethylene.

• 1.8m box shape.

FBL-357  £140.55

Standard profile Nets

7.32m x 2.44m SENIoR

Fpx White

• 4mm polyethylene. 

• 1.0m to 3m at base.

FBL-002  £133.80

Fpx White

• 4mm polyethylene. 

• 1.0m to 1.8m at base.

FBL-284  £133.80

Fp14 White

• 3mm polyethylene.

• 1.0m to 3m at base. 

FBL-003  £92.50

Fp1 White

• 2.5mm polyethylene. 

• 1.0m to 3m at base. 

FBL-006  £56.05

Fp1 Black

• 2.5mm polyethylene. 

• 1.0m to 3m at base. 

FBL-080  £77.75

Fp2 White

• 2mm polyethylene. 

• 1.0m to 3m at base. 

FBL-098  £44.55

N
et

s
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3mm polyethylene

4.88m x 2.13m

0.9m to 2.2m at base 

FBL-245  £96.30

0.4m to 2.1m at base 

FBL-246  £85.65

Futsal
3mm polyethylene

3m x 2m x 2m

0.8m to 2m at base

FBL-052  £52.65
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Football�Nets

Small Sided
0.4m to 1.5m at base

4.88m x 1.83m White

3mm polyethylene

FBL-370  £72.35

2.5mm polyethylene

FBL-363  £38.60

3.66 x 1.83m White

3mm polyethylene

FBL-371  £63.20

2.5mm polyethylene

FBL-362  £36.40

Five-A-Side
0.4m to 1.2m at base 

4.88m x 1.22m Fx5 5-A-Side White

3mm polyethylene

FBL-031  £43.90

2.3mm polyethylene

FBL-028  £23.90

3.66m x 1.22m Fx5a 5-A-Side White

3mm polyethylene

FBL-032  £41.55

2.3mm polyethylene

FBL-029  £22.35

2.44m x 1.22m Fx5b 5-A-Side White

3mm polyethylene

FBL-035  £41.55

2.3mm polyethylene

FBL-030  £20.05

Specialised Nets

INTEGRALLy WEIGHTED GoALS

Fpx White 4mm polyethylene

7.32m x 2.44m

FBL-636  £140.25

6.4m x 2.13m

FBL-660  £140.25

4.88m x 2.13m 

FBL-659  £106.95

4.88m x 1.83m 

FBL-664  £84.85

3.66m x 1.83m 

FBL-661  £84.85

4.88m x 1.22m 

FBL-662  £74.00

3.66m x 1.22m 

FBL-663  £74.00

2.44m x 1.22m 

FBL-666  £67.75

poRTAGoALS

Fpx White 4mm polyethylene

7.32m x 2.44m 

FBL-017  £145.55

6.4m x 2.13m 

FBL-019  £145.55

4.88m x 2.13m 

FBL-360  £130.55

4.88m x 1.83m 

FBL-358  £130.55

3.66m x 1.83m 

FBL-359  £122.50

cLASSIc GoALS

White 3mm polyethylene

4.88m x 1.83m 

FBL-642  £66.95

3.66m x 1.83m 

FBL-643  £58.35

4.88m x 1.22m 

FBL-031  £43.90

3.66m x 1.22m 

FBL-032  £41.55

pvc GoALS

White 2.5mm polyethylene

3.66m x 1.83m 

FBL-163  £13.95

2.44m x 1.22m 

FBL-158  £10.30

TRAINING GoALS

Fpx White 4mm polyethylene

3m x 1m 

FBL-628  £25.05

2m x 1m 

FBL-627  £24.85

1.5m x 1m 

FBL-626  £24.60

Violet

Football�Nets

green

Yellow

White

Black

orange

red

Blue

Huck core Net colours

Nets are available for all sizes, 
styles of goals and different 
colour combinations. Please 
call for availability and prices.
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Football�Nets

ultimate Stripe nets – Vertical option

ultimate Stripe nets – Diagonal option

ULTImATE STRIpES

• available in two colour diagonal or vertical stripes.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 4mm diameter.

Diagonal stripe 

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/Blue and Yellow/
Black and White/Black and Yellow/Black and red/
red and White

per pair

1074-DS  £127.00

vertical stripe

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/Blue and Yellow/
Black and White/Black and Yellow/Black and red/
red and White

per pair

1074-vS  £176.00

International Style Netting
• international Style Dimensions.

• 7.5m x 2.5m (24ft x 8ft).

• runback 1m (3ft 3in) at top, 3m (10ft)  
at bottom.

• nets conform to BS En 748.

High tenacity knotless polyester

• 2.3mm diameter.

colour options
green/White

per pair

1004  £53.00

High tenacity knotless polypropylene

• 3mm diameter.

colour options
White

per pair

1054  £77.75

• 4mm diameter.

colour options
green/White/orange

per pair

1074  £106.00

Heavy duty high tenacity knotless polypropylene 

• 5mm diameter.

colour options
White/red

per pair

1064  £234.00

All nets on this page are 
manufactured by Huck Nets.

Football�Nets
TWo coLoUR ULTImATE STRIpES

• available in two colour diagonal or vertical stripes.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 4mm diameter.

Diagonal stripe 

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/Blue and Yellow/
Black and White/Black and Yellow/Black and red/
red and White

per pair

1071-DS  £114.00

vertical stripe

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/Blue and Yellow/
Black and White/Black and Yellow/Black and red/
red and White

per pair

1071-vS  £155.00

ANTI HooLIGAN SmALL mESH GoAL NETS

• available in Continental and Box styles.

• 4mm diameter.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

colour options
green/White

per pair

1081-060  £174.00

ULTImATE HExAGoNAL

• as used in the 2006 World Cup held in germany.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 3.5mm diameter.

colour options
green/White

per pair

1021  £138.00

TWo coLoUR ULTImATE cHEcK

• new unique hexagonal check net.

• available to match your team colours.

• available in Continental and Box styles.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 3.5mm diameter.

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/red and White

per pair

1011  £144.00

continental Style Netting
• 7.5m x 2.5m (24ft x 8ft).

• top depth 0.80m (2ft 7in).

• Bottom depth 2m (6ft 6in).

• mesh size 12cm (43/4in).

• nets conform to BS En 748.

High tenacity knotless polyester

• 4mm diameter.

colour options
green/White

per pair

1041  £162.00

High tenacity knotless polypropylene 

• 3mm diameter.

colour options
green/White/orange/Blue/Black

per pair

1051  £69.00

• 4mm diameter.

colour options
green/White/orange/Blue/Yellow/Black/red/Violet

per pair

1071  £102.00

Heavy duty high tenacity knotless polypropylene 

• 5mm diameter.

colours available
green/White/red

per pair

1061  £221.45

All nets on this page are 
manufactured by Huck Nets.
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Small�Sided

Aluminium 3G Integral 
Weighted portagoals

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Self weighted portable aluminium goal, complies 
with BS 8462 safety standards without the need 
for any separate anchorage. Backbar consists of 
individual galvanised steel rollers.

• uprights, crossbars and sidebars made  
from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick 
reinforced aluminium.

• international net supports and diagonal braces 
manufactured from 31.8mm dia. x 1.5mm 
thick galvanised steel.

• Welded corner joints provide added strength 
and aesthetic appearance.

• Full length bottom net retaining bar.

• Handles on sidebars make movement easier.

• polyester powder coated white (excluding rollers).

• Complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Required nets 
FBL-664 – 4.88m – £84.85 
FBL-661 – 3.66m – £84.85

4.88m x 1.83m

232kg per set

FBL-654  £2580.90

3.66m x 1.83m

213kg per set

FBL-655  £2370.25

aluminium 3g integral Weighted portagoals 4.88m x 1.83m

3g aluminium portagoalsgalvanised steel rollers nEW High raise Wheels

3G Aluminium portagoals
• manufactured from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm 

thick reinforced aluminium.

• international net supports and diagonal braces 
manufactured from 31.8mm dia. x 1.5mm 
thick galvanised steel.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with lock-on synthetic  
net hooks and stainless steel bolts.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg grass anchors.

• For anchoring on synthetic surfaces 6 x 
anC-005 are required (see pages 108).

Recommended nets 
FBL-358 – 4.88m – £130.55 
FBL-359 – 3.66m – £122.50

4.88m x 1.83m

126kg per set

FBL-215  £1605.00

3.66m x 1.83m

120kg per set

FBL-210  £1480.25

NEW High Raise Wheels
See page 15 for details.

54kg per set of 8

FBL-559  £519.75

all independently tested to BS 8462

NEW

Football�Nets

Straight Back Nets
• For general park use.

• High tenacity knotless polyester.

colour options
green/White

2.3mm diameter

per pair

1005  £46.00

Each

1005s  £27.00

3mm diameter

per pair

1055  £68.00

Each

1055s  £35.00

ULTImATE cHEcK

• new unique hexagonal check net.

• available to match your team colours.

• available in Continental and Box styles.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 4.5mm diameter.

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/red and White/ 
Blue and Yellow/Black and Yellow/

per pair

1013  £227.00

ULTImATE STRIpES

• available in two colour diagonal or vertical stripes.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 4mm diameter.

Diagonal stripe 

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/Blue and Yellow/
Black and White/Black and Yellow/Black and red/
red and White

per pair

1073-DS  £169.00

vertical stripe

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/Blue and Yellow/
Black and White/Black and Yellow/Black and red/
red and White

per pair

1073-vS  £231.00

ULTImATE HExAGoNAL

• as used in the 2006 World Cup held in germany.

• High tenacity knotless polypropylene.

• 4.5mm diameter.

Single colour

colour options
White/Yellow

per pair

1023  £217.00

Two colour

colour options
green and White/Blue and White/red and White

per pair

1023A  £233.00

Box Style Netting
• Box Style Dimensions.

• 7.5m x 2.5m (24ft x 8ft).

• runback 2m (6ft 6in) equal top and bottom.

• mesh size 12cm (4 3/4 in).

• nets conform to BS En 748.

High tenacity knotless polyester

• 3mm diameter.

colour options
White/Black

per pair

1053  £99.00

Colour 02: White, Colour 06: Black

High tenacity knotless polypropylene

• 4mm diameter.

colour options
White

per pair

1073  £137.00

Heavy duty high tenacity knotless polypropylene 

• 5mm diameter.

• World Cup model.

colour options
green/White/red

per pair

1063  £249.00

All nets on this page are 
manufactured by Huck Nets.
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NEW 3G Weighted  
portagoals Small Sided
• aluminium profile Backbar  

with integral weighted insert.

• 102mm x 112mm x 2.2m  
thick aluminium frame.

• international net supports and horizontal 
crossbar braces manufactured from  
31.9mm dia galvanised steel.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Complete with 8 flip up cellular wheels.

• Complete with 200 unique lock-on  
synthetic net hooks. stainless steel bolts.

• Recommended nets 

FBL-358 – 4.88m – £130.55 
FBL-359 – 3.66m – £122.50

4.88m x 1.83m

126kg per set

FBL-438  £2451.90

3.66m x 1.83m

120kg per set

FBL-439  £2251.75

Folding aluminium mini Soccer goals
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Small�Sided

aluminium Fence Folding mini Soccer goals

aluminium Fence Folding mini Soccer goals – detail

Folding Aluminium  
mini Soccer Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  

from 80mm dia. x 2.5mm thick aluminium.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with 32mm x 1.5mm thick steel  
full back supports.

• Sprung loaded folding side frame for ease of use 
and storage, complete with detachable 42.4mm 
dia. x 3.2mm galvanised steel bottom backbar.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg anchors  
and lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• Welded corner joints with an internal 8mm 
thick steel plate for added strength and 
aesthetic appearance.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• 1.5m runback.

Recommended nets
FBL-370 – 4.88m – £72.35 
FBL-371 – 3.66m – £63.20

4.88m x 1.83m

77kg per set

FBL-180  £718.40

3.66m x 1.83m

65kg per set

FBL-181  £667.25

Freestanding Aluminium  
mini Soccer Goals
Same specification as Folding goals but with 
fixed side frames and diagonal brace.

4.88m x 1.83m

78kg per set

FBL-148  £690.25

3.66m x 1.83m

66kg per set

FBL-149  £638.55

Aluminium Fence Folding  
mini Soccer Goals
• uprights and crossbars manufactured  

from 80mm dia. reinforced aluminium.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Crossbars have welded corner joint for  
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• net supports are manufactured from 50mm 
dia. x 2mm thick steel and polyester powder 
coated green.

• 100mm square zinc plated steel support posts 
complete with sockets and 60mm square 
galvanised steel telescoping side bars.

• Solid pVC rollers, easily folded by 2 people.

• 460mm deep sockets with a 103mm sq. 
internal measurement.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout and  
complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Recommended nets
FBL-370 – 4.88m – £72.35 
FBL-371 – 3.66m – £63.20

4.88m x 1.83m – projection 2.3m to 3.5m

292kg per set

FBL-586  £2237.35

3.66m x 1.83m – projection 2.3m to 3.5m

270kg per set

FBL-587  £2231.05

4.88m x 1.83m – projection 3.5 to 5m

326kg per set

FBL-588  £2339.85

3.66m x 1.83m – projection 3.5 to 5m

304kg per set

FBL-589  £2327.10

3g Weighted portagoals Small Sided

3g Weighted portagoals Small Sided

3G Eurogoal Small Sided Goals
• uprights and crossbars manufactured  

from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick 
reinforced aluminium.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Zinc plated steel fixing plate incorporating 
corner net retaining clamp.

• polyester powder coated white.

• micro adjustable foot on each upright  
allow exact upright height.

• 460mm deep elliptical sockets complete  
with drop-in socket lids and wedges for  
holding posts firmly in the socket.

• Complete with 210 lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Recommended net supports 
FBL-093 – See below

Recommended net 
FBL-371 – £63.20

3.66m x 1.83m

58kg per set

FBL-544  £819.10

3G mini Soccer Net Support
manufactured from 25mm dia. x 1.5mm  
thick tubular galvanised steel.

3kg per set

FBL-093  £85.80

3g mini Soccer net Support

3g mini Soccer goal shown with net Supports

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462

NEW
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NEW Heavy Duty  
Galvanised Goals
ideal for football specific venues that have  
high usage. these heavy duty football goals  
have fully welded side frames.

• 60mm diameter galvanised steel goals.

• Fully welded side frame with bolt  
on crossbar and backbar.

• all polyester coated white.

• Heavy braided twine for securely  
attaching the net.

• Small sided FBL-510 and FBL-511 require 
6 x anC-005 Counterbalance weights for 
synthetic surfaces.

Recommended nets 
FBL-520 – 4.88m – £80.40  
FBL-521 – 3.66m – £80.40

4.88m x 1.83m

176kg per set

FBL-510  £811.45

3.66m x 1.83m

163kg per set

FBL-511   £788.30

classic Small Sided

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Heavy duty post design and ideal for  
venues that have constant heavy usage.

• Designed for outdoor locations with  
constant heavy usage.

• Crossbars, backbars and side frames are 
manufactured from 48mm x 3mm thick steel.

• Heavy duty tube clamp joints have factory 
fitted grub screws with the exception of 
crossbar and backbar joints which have 
stainless steel bolt fixings.

• goals supplied with a 3ml sachet of Loctite® 
threadlocker glue. We recommend this is  
used where goal is to receive heavy usage  
and does not need to be dismantled.

• Crossbars, backbars and side frames  
are polyester powder coated white.

• Heavy duty tube clamps ensure  
secure assembly of all joints.

Recommended nets 
FBL-642 – 4.88m – £66.95  
FBL-643 – 3.66m – £58.35

4.88m x 1.83m

154kg per set

FBL-640  £597.75

3.66m x 1.83m

138kg per set

FBL-641  £559.10
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Small�SidedSmall�Sided

Classic mini Soccer goal with optional Weights

nEW Heavy Duty galvanised goals – 4.88m x 1.83m

Super Heavyweight Socketed goals with Solid net Supports

Heavyweight Socketed goals with tubular net Supports

60mm Round  
Heavyweight Goals
• 60mm dia. x 4mm thick steel crossbars  

and 3mm thick uprights.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets  
with 65mm dia. internal measurement  
and socket lids.

• Sockets are designed to allow uprights  
to sit 308mm into socket.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

Recommended net support 
FBL-082 – £73.15 

Recommended nets 
FBL-370 – 4.88m – £72.35  
FBL-371 – 3.66m – £63.20

4.88m x 1.83m

91kg per set

FBL-152  £482.10

3.66m x 1.83m

72kg per set

FBL-139  £482.10

continental Net Supports
conform to FA Guidelines.

Solid

• manufactured from heavy duty 22mm  
dia. solid steel.

• polyester powder coated white.

11.5kg per set

FBL-082  £73.15

Tubular

• made from 25.4mm x 1.6mm thick tubular 
galvanised steel.

3kg per set

FBL-083  £83.40

76mm Round Super 
Heavyweight Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  

from 76mm dia. x 3mm thick steel.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets and 
lids with 80mm dia. internal measurement.

• Sockets are designed to allow uprights  
to sit 313mm into socket.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

Recommended net support 
FBL-083 – £83.40

Recommended net 
FBL-370 – 4.88m – £72.35  
FBL-371 – 3.66m – £63.20

4.88m x 1.83m

113kg per set

FBL-192  £535.40

3.66m x 1.83m

103kg per set

FBL-147  £508.70

Super Heavyweight Goals  
with Locking Uprights
Specification as per super heavyweight goals but 
with a bayonet locking method to ensure that 
unauthorised persons cannot remove posts without 
unbolting the crossbars. this method of locking 
the upright into the sockets can only be used on 
new installations as a special socket is required.

4.88m x 1.83m

113kg per set

FBL-193  £595.00

3.66m x 1.83m

104kg per set

FBL-144  £565.15

NEW

all independently tested to BS 8462 Ideal for local authorItIes and schools
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Small�SidedSmall�Sided

Folding Steel mini Soccer goals

Freestanding Steel mini Soccer goalsFreestanding Steel mini Soccer goals polygoaloptional Counterbalance Weights

Supa 7

Steel Backbar – detail

Supa 7 – detail

Supa 7 – detail

polygoal – detail

polygoal – detail

Freestanding Steel Small  
Sided Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  

from 50.8mm dia. x 2.6mm thick steel.

• uprights and crossbar polyester  
powder coated white.

• Complete with 32mm x 1.5mm thick 
galvanised steel full back supports.

• Fixed side frame, complete with detachable 
42.4mm dia. x 3.2mm galvanised steel  
bottom backbar.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg anchors.

Recommended nets
FBL-370 – 4.88m – £72.35 
FBL-371 – 3.66m – £63.20

4.88m x 1.83m

111kg per set

FBL-138  £378.70

3.66m x 1.83m

98kg per set

FBL-137  £376.05

Folding Steel Small Sided Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  

from 50.8mm dia. x 2.6mm thick steel.

• uprights and crossbar polyester powder  
coated white.

• Complete with 32mm x 1.5mm thick 
galvanised steel full back supports.

• Sprung loaded folding side frame for ease of use 
and storage, complete with detachable 42.4mm 
dia. x 3.2mm galvanised steel bottom backbar.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg anchors.

Recommended nets
FBL-370 – 4.88m – £72.35 
FBL-371 – 3.66m – £63.20

4.88m x 1.83m

109kg per set

FBL-142  £417.50

3.66m x 1.83m

97kg per set

FBL-143  £398.15

polygoal
this new and improved freestanding goal  
is lightweight and can be easily assembled  
and dismantled.

• Size 3.66m wide x 1.83m high x 1.5m runback.

• manufactured from 68mm dia. heavy  
duty white pVC.

• Complete with a 2.5mm net, three ‘u’ peg 
anchors, net retaining clips and carry bag with zip.

• Joins together using pVC button clips to  
ensure stability.

• Bag is complete with central carry straps, when 
packed bag measures 150cm x 31cm x 32cm.

• Sold as a single goal.

polygoal

19.5kg per goal

FBL-160   £86.30

Spare carry bag

FBL-161  £22.55

Spare net

FBL-163  £13.95

Supa 7
ideal for teams who need to transport goals  
to and from the pitch. Each goal can be 
assembled in under 15 minutes.

• Size 3.66m wide x 1.83m high x 1.5m runback.

• uprights and crossbars are manufactured from 
50mm dia. x 1.5mm thick steel and polyester 
powder coated white.

• Side frames are manufactured from 32mm dia. 
x 1.5mm thick galvanised steel.

• 3 piece detachable backbar with carry strap 
(not designed to be fitted in carry bag).

• 2.5mm net, two ‘u’ peg anchors, net pegs  
and carry bag.

• Joins together using heavy duty button clips.

• Bag is complete with both central and end 
carry straps, when packed bag measures 
230cm x 21cm x 21cm.

• Sold as a single goal.

Supa 7

33kg per goal

FBL-165  £224.85

Spare carry bag

FBL-166  £46.05

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462
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3G 9 v 9 Aluminium Integral 
Weighted portagoals
Self weighted portable aluminium goal, complies 
with BS 8462 safety standards without the need 
for any separate anchorage. Backbar consists of 
individual galvanised steel rollers.

• uprights, crossbars and sidebars made  
from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick 
reinforced aluminium.

• international net supports and diagonal  
braces manufactured from 31.8mm dia.  
x 1.5mm thick galvanised steel.

• Handles on sidebars make movement easier.

• polyester powder coated white  
(excluding backbar).

• Backbar consists of individual galvanised  
steel rollers.

• Complete with 140 net hooks per goal.

Required nets
FBL-659 – £106.95

Wheel option
FBL-559 – £519.75 (see page 15 for details)

4.88m x 2.13m

358kg per set

FBL-545  £2641.85
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3g 9 v 9 aluminium integral Weighted portagoal

3g 9 v 9 aluminium integral Weighted portagoal 

9�v�9�Football�(4.88m�x�2.13m)

3g 9 v 9 aluminium portagoal

3G 9 v 9 Aluminium portagoals
• manufactured from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm 

thick reinforced aluminium.

• international net supports and diagonal braces 
manufactured from 31.8mm dia. x 1.5mm 
thick galvanised steel.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with 200 unique lock-on synthetic 
net hooks and stainless steel bolts.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg grass anchors.

• For anchoring on synthetic surfaces 6 x anC-005 
per goal are required (see pages 108)

Recommended net
FBL-659 – £106.95

4.88m x 2.13m

130kg per set

FBL-207  £1696.20

9�v�9�Football�(4.88m�x�2.13m)

NEW 3G 9 v 9  
Weighted portagoal
• aluminium profile Backbar with integral 

weighted insert.

• 102mm x 112mm x 2.2m thick  
aluminium frame.

• international net supports and horizontal 
crossbar braces manufactured from  
31.9mm dia galvanised steel.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Complete with 8 new cam cellular wheels.

• Complete with 200 unique lock-on synthetic 
net hooks. 

• Stainless steel bolts.

Recommended net
FBL-360 – £130.55

9 x 9 Self Weighted portagoal

FBL-437  £2509.75

High Raise Wheels
See page 15 for details.

54kg per set of 8

FBL-559  £519.75

3g 9 v 9 Weighted portagoal

3g 9 v 9 Weighted portagoal

3g 9 v 9 Weighted portagoal

3g 9 v 9 Weighted portagoal – detail

High raise Wheels

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462

NEW
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NEW 60mm Round 
Heavyweight Steel  
9 v 9 Football Goals 
• 9 v 9 size 4.88m x 2.13m.

• 60mm diameter x 4mm thick steel  
crossbars and 3mm thick uprights.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets  
with 65mm diameter internal measurement.

• Sockets complete with socket lids.

• Sockets are designed to allow uprights  
to sit 308mm into socket.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

91kg per set

FBL-250  £483.15

Recommended net supports 
FBL-082 – £73.15

Recommended net 
FBL-248 – £71.60
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Super Heavyweight Steel 9 v 9 Football goal

60mm round Heavyweight Steel 9 v 9 Football goal

9�v�9�Football�(4.88m�x�2.13m)

Fp1 Straightback 9 v 9  
Football Net
9 v 9 Size 4.88m x 2.13m

• 2.5mm polyethylene.

• runback nil to 2.13m at base.

2.50kg per set

FBL-562  £94.45

NEW Super Heavyweight Steel 
9 v 9 Football Goals 
• 9 v 9 size 4.88m x 2.13m.

• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  
from 76mm diameter x 3mm thick steel.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets  
and lids with 80mm diameter internal 
measurement.

• Sockets are designed to allow uprights  
to sit 313mm into socket.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• new rivet nut fixing with 12mm thread.

113kg per set

FBL-251  £550.65

Recommended net supports 
FBL-083 – £83.40

Recommended net 
FBL-246 – £85.65

9�v�9�Football�(4.88m�x�2.13m)

3g 9 v 9 Stadium goal shown with net Support

9 v 9 aluminium 3g parks goal posts

NEW Aluminium 9 v 9 3G 
parks Football Goal posts 
Designed and manufactured for clubs and ground 
staff that regularly assemble and remove football 
goal posts from shared or public pitches. 

Easily assembled by two adults, the heavy  
duty latch mechanism provides a quick method  
of securing the posts and crossbars, while the 
lock-on synthetic net hooks make attaching  
the net effortless.

3G parks Goal posts

9 v 9 Size 4.88m x 2.13m

• manufactured from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm 
thick reinforced aluminium.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with latch mechanism and 100 
unique lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• 460mm deep elliptical sockets complete  
with drop-in socket lids.

69kg per set

FBL-563  £788.40

3G parks Goal posts With Locking Lid

9 v 9 Size 4.88m x 2.13m

• Specification as FBL-563 but complete with 
lockable flush fitting aluminium socket lid.

• ‘allen’ key operated lock with plastic dust cover.

• Four locking lids, supplied with one ‘allen’ key.

• this method of locking lid can only be used on 
new installations as a special socket is required.

71kg per set

FBL-564  £983.95

Recommended net 
FBL-562 – £94.45

3G 9 v 9 Stadium Goals
• uprights and crossbars manufactured  

from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick 
reinforced aluminium.

• Welded crossbar/upright corner joints provide 
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Zinc plated steel fixing plate incorporating 
corner net retaining clamp.

• polyester powder coated white.

• micro adjustable foot on each upright allows 
exact upright height.

• 460mm deep elliptical sockets complete with 
drop-in socket lids and wedges for holding 
posts firmly in the socket.

• Complete with 210 net hooks per goal.

Recommended net supports
FBL-093 – See below

Recommended net
FBL-246 – £85.65

4.88m x 2.13m

58kg per set

FBL-242  £945.00

3G Net Support
• manufactured from 25mm dia. x 1.5mm  

thick tubular galvanised steel.

3kg per set

FBL-093  £85.80

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Folding Aluminium  
Five-A-Side Goals

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  
from 80mm dia. x 2.5mm thick aluminium.

• uprights and crossbar are polyester  
powder coated white.

• Complete with 32mm x 1.5mm thick  
steel back supports.

• Sprung loaded folding side frame for ease of use 
and storage, complete with detachable 42.4mm 
dia. x 3.2mm galvanised steel bottom backbar.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg anchors  
and lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• Welded corner joints with internal 8mm thick 
steel plate and external L plate for added 
strength and aesthetic appearance.

Recommended nets
FBL-031 – Senior – £43.90 / FBL-032 – Junior 
– £41.55 / FBL-035 – mini – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

80kg per set

FBL-185  £574.10

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

67kg per set

FBL-186  £536.00

2.44m x 1.22m mini

53kg per set

FBL-187  £497.75
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Five-A-Side�Football

Folding aluminium Five-a-Side goals

3g aluminium integral Weight portagoal

Corner Joint and internal plate Detail

3G Aluminium Integral 
Weighted portagoals

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Self weighted portable aluminium goal, complies 
with BS 8462 safety standards without the need 
for any separate anchorage. Backbar consists of 
individual galvanised steel rollers.

• uprights, crossbars and sidebars made  
from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick 
reinforced aluminium.

• Welded crossbar/corner joints provide added 
strength and aesthetic appearance.

• Full length bottom net retaining bar.

• Handles on sidebars make movement easier.

• international net supports and diagonal braces 
manufactured from 31.8mm dia. x 1.5mm 
thick galvanised steel.

• polyester powder coated white (excluding backbar).

• Complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Required nets
FBL-662 – Senior – £74.00 / FBL-663 – Junior 
– £74.00 / FBL-666 – mini – £67.75

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

207kg per set

FBL-644  £1839.05

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

199kg per set

FBL-645  £1596.45

2.44m x 1.22m mini

192kg per set

FBL-646  £1549.75

Freestanding Aluminium  
Five-A-Side Goals
Same specification as folding goals but  
with fixed side frames and diagonal brace.

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

80kg per set

FBL-145  £585.40

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

67kg per set

FBL-146  £546.45

9�v�9�Football�(4.88m�x�2.13m)

Folding aluminium 9 v 9 Football goals

Freestanding Steel 9 v 9 Football goals

Folding Aluminium 9 v 9 Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  

from 80mm dia. x 2.5mm thick aluminium.

• uprights and crossbars polyester powder 
coated white.

• Complete with 32mm x 1.5mm thick steel  
full back supports.

• Sprung loaded folding side frame for ease of use 
and storage, complete with detachable 42.4mm 
dia. x 3.2mm galvanised steel bottom backbar.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg anchors  
and lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• Welded corner joints with an internal  
8mm thick steel plate for added strength  
and aesthetic appearance.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

Recommended net
FBL-245 – £96.30

4.88m x 2.13m

78kg per set

FBL-240  £854.45

NEW Heavy Duty Galvanised 
Steel 9 v 9 Goals
ideal for football specific venues that have high 
usage. these heavy duty football goals have fully 
welded side frames.

• 60mm diameter galvanised steel goals.

• Fully welded side frame with bolt on  
crossbar and backbar.

• all polyester coated white.

• Heavy braided twine for securely  
attaching the net.

Recommended net
FBL-519 – poa

FBL-509 poA

Freestanding Steel 9 v 9 
Football Goal posts 
When used with the flip-over wheels, these 
portable football goal posts can be moved  
in one piece by four adults.

• the uprights and crossbars are manufactured 
from 60mm diameter x 4mm steel.

• the uprights have round steel plates on  
the bottom to prevent posts marking  
artificial surfaces.

• the side rails and backbar are made from 
50mm square steel providing stability  
and distributing the weight more evenly.

• polyester powder coated white.

• net supports are manufactured from  
zinc plated 32mm diameter steel.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg pEg-021  
anchors, for pegging on grass  
(risk assessment required prior to use).

Recommended net
FBL-096 – £52.45

82kg per set

FBL-060  £702.90

Flip-over Wheels for 
Freestanding Goal posts
Flip-over Wheels for Freestanding goal posts.

• once wheels are engaged football goals can be 
safely moved by four adults.

• 260mm diameter cellular rubber wheels complete 
with ‘u’ bracket that bolts to bottom side bar.

• Cellular rubber wheels are puncture proof and do 
not require inflating.

• Extra wide tyre for better weight distribution.

32kg per set of 8

FBL-556  £415.25

galvanised steel rollersFlip over Wheel for Freestanding Steel goals

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462
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Aluminium Fence Folding  
Five-A-Side Goals
• uprights & crossbars manufactured from 

80mm dia. x 2.5mm reinforced aluminium  
and polyester powder coated white.

• Crossbars have welded corner joint for  
added strength and aesthetic appearance.

• net supports are manufactured from  
50mm dia. x 2mm thick steel and polyester 
powder coated green.

• 100mm square galvanised steel support posts 
complete with sockets and 60mm square 
galvanised steel telescoping side bars.

• Solid pVC rollers.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout and  
complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Required nets 
FBL-031 – 4.88m – £43.90 
FBL-032 – 3.66m – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m – projection 2.3m to 3.5m

280kg per set

FBL-580  £2189.35

3.66m x 1.22m – projection 2.3m to 3.5m

258kg per set

FBL-581  £2183.05

4.88m x 1.22m – projection 3.5 to 5m

314kg per set

FBL-583  £2285.40

3.66m x 1.22m – projection 3.5 to 5m

292kg per set

FBL-584  £2269.50

FS1 Fold-away Steel goal – 4.88m (top) & 3.66m (bottom)

FS8 Folding Wheelaway Steel goals – 4.88m (top) & 3.66m (bottom)

Five-A-Side�Football
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Detachable back bar

Button clip mechanismFoot operated release

FS1 Fold-away Steel Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured from 

50mm dia. x 2mm thick steel.

• Side frames are manufactured from 25mm dia. x 
2mm net supports, and a button clip mechanism 
allows net supports to fold away for easy storage.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with detachable steel bottom backbar 
and plastic pads to prevent floor damage.

Recommended nets
FBL-031 – Senior – £43.90 / FBL-032 – Junior 
£41.55 / FBL-035 – mini – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

60 kg per set

FBL-036  £240.10

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

50 kg per set

FBL-037  £234.25

2.44m x 1.22m mini

36 kg per set

FBL-038  £220.80

FS8 Folding Wheelaway  
Steel Goals
• uprights and crossbars are manufactured from 

50mm dia. x 2.6mm thick steel and polyester 
powder coated white. Complete with detachable 
steel bottom backbar.

• Side frames are manufactured from 31.8mm 
dia. galvanised steel and designed to fold using 
an integral foot operated release action and 
complete with flip-over wheels.

• the flip-over wheel is easily operated to enable 
goals to be wheeled away. Large rubber pads 
protect and grip floors.

• Extra heavy duty construction designed 
specially for use in Sports halls where goals 
have continual use.

• also suitable for outdoor use.

Recommended nets
FBL-031 – Senior – £43.90 / FBL-032 – Junior 
£41.55 / FBL-035 – mini – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

105kg per set

FBL-125  £470.45

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

89kg per set

FBL-126  £448.60

2.44m x 1.22m mini

74kg per set

FBL-127  £429.30

FS5 Socketed Steel goal 

aluminium Fence Folding Five-a-Side goal

Fence Folding Sockets

FS5 Socket

Five-A-Side�Football

FS5 Socketed Steel Goals
• manufactured from 50mm dia.  

x 2.6mm thick steel.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with 31.8mm dia. fixed side  
frames and 460mm deep sockets.

• For ease of installation the sockets are fitted 
onto a frame so that they are the correct 
distance apart.

Recommended nets
FBL-031 – Senior – £43.90 / FBL-032 – Junior 
£41.55 / FBL-035 – mini – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

96kg per set

FBL-131  £474.60

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

88kg per set

FBL-132  £454.60

2.44m x 1.22m mini

81kg per set

FBL-133  £436.80

FS6 permanent Steel Goals
Same specification as FS5 but with uprights and 
back frames which are cemented directly into the 
ground and no sockets.

Recommended nets
FBL-031 – Senior – £43.90 / FBL-032 – Junior 
£41.55 / FBL-035 – mini – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m Senior

72kg per set

FBL-134  £417.40

3.66m x 1.22m Junior

64kg per set

FBL-135  £395.55

2.44m x 1.22m mini

57kg per set

FBL-136  £378.45

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462
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Futsal

Folding Futsal goal

3m x 2m Weighted Futsal goal

Aluminium Folding Futsal Goal
Futsal is the name chosen by FiFa, the World 
governing body of Football, for the only version  
of 5-a-side football that it supports.

• uprights and crossbars are manufactured  
from 80mm dia. x 2.5mm thick aluminium.

• uprights and crossbars are polyester  
powder coated white.

• Complete with 32mm dia. x 1.5mm thick  
steel net supports.

• Sprung loaded folding side frame for ease of use 
and storage, complete with detachable 42.4mm 
dia. x 3.2mm galvanised steel bottom backbar.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg anchors (FBL-178 
only) and lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• Welded corner joints with an internal  
8mm thick steel plate for added strength  
and aesthetic appearance.

• all external bolts are stainless steel.

• Floor fixed goals have a short runback, therefore 
must be anchored at all times (see page 108).

Required net
FBL-052 – Freestanding – £52.65 
FBL-169 – Floor fixed – £52.65

Freestanding Goal – 3m x 2m x 2m

781kg per set

FBL-178  £673.55

Floor Fixed Goal – 3m x 2m x 1m

55kg per set

FBL-179  £631.20

3m x 2m Weighted Futsal Goal
Self weighted portable aluminium futsal goal, 
complies with BS 8462 safety standards without 
the need for any separate anchorage. Backbar 
consists of individual galvanised steel rollers.

• uprights, crossbars and sidebars made 
from 102mm x 112mm x 2.2mm thick 
reinforced aluminium.

• international net supports and diagonal braces 
manufactured from 31.8mm diameter x 1.5mm 
thick galvanised steel.

• Welded corner joints provide added strength 
and aesthetic appearance.

• Full length bottom net retaining bar.

• Handles on sidebars make movement easier.

• polyester powder coated white 
(excluding rollers).

• Complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Required net
FBL-665 – FpX 4mm Futsal net – £113.00

FBL-656  £2461.60

Five-A-Side�Football

Classic Five-a-Side with optional Weights

Heavy Duty galvanised Steel goal*

NEW Heavy Duty  
Galvanised Steel Goal
ideal for football specific venues that have high 
usage. these heavy duty football goals have fully 
welded side frames.

• 60mm diameter galvanised steel goals.

• Fully welded side frame with bolt on  
crossbar and backbar.

• all polyester coated white.

• Heavy braided twine for securely  
attaching the net.

• 5-a-side FBL-141 requires 4 x anC-005 
counterbalance weights for synthetic surfaces.

Recommended nets 
FBL-522 – 4.88m HD goal net – £70.10  
FBL-523 – 3.66m HD goal net – £70.10

4.88m x 1.22m

176kg per set

FBL-512  £572.10

3.66m x 1.22m

163kg per set

FBL-513  £561.40

* Freestanding goals require anchorage.

classic Five-A-Side

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• Heavy duty post designed for outdoor locations 
that have constant heavy usage.

• Crossbars, backbars and side frames are 
manufactured from 48mm x 3mm thick steel.

• Heavy duty tube clamp joints have factory 
fitted grub screws with the exception of 
crossbar and backbar joints which have 
stainless steel bolt fixings.

• goals supplied with a 3ml sachet of Loctite® 
threadlocker glue. We recommend this is used 
where goal is to receive heavy usage and does 
not need to be dismantled.

• Crossbars and side frames are polyester 
powder coated white.

• Heavy duty tube clamps ensure a secure 
assembly of all joints.

Recommended nets
FBL-031 – 4.88m – £43.90 
FBL-032 – 3.66m – £41.55

4.88m x 1.22m

132kg per set

FBL-140  £504.70

3.66m x 1.22m

112kg per set

FBL-141  £485.30

all independently tested to BS 8462 all independently tested to BS 8462
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NEW
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aluminium Senior gaelic posts Steel Senior gaelic posts

Steel Juvenile gaelic posts

10.67m Steel Senior  
Gaelic posts
• manufactured from steel tube and  

polyester powder coated white.

• Bottom uprights 7.3m long, 60mm dia.  
x 3mm thick.

• top uprights 5.1m long, 50.8mm dia.  
x 2.6mm thick.

• Crossbar 6.49m long, 60mm dia. x 4mm thick.

• net supports are manufactured from 
galvanised 32mm dia. x 1.5mm steel.

• 1m deep sockets with 66mm inside dia.

• Complete with base plates, posts are fitted with 
a pin and drop 940mm below ground level.

Recommended net
gaL-006 – £87.65

out of ground height, Two piece uprights

302kg per set

GAL–004  £776.60

6.2m Steel Juvenile  
Gaelic posts
• manufactured from steel tube and polyester 

powder coated white.

• uprights 7.3m long, 60mm dia. x 4mm thick.

• Crossbar 4.5m long, 60mm dia. x 4mm thick.

• net supports are manufactured from 
galvanised 32mm dia. x 1.5mm steel.

• 1m deep sockets with 66mm inside dia.

• Complete with base plates, posts are fitted with 
a pin and drop 940mm below ground level.

Recommended net
gaL-007 – £83.55

out of ground height, one piece uprights

253kg per set

GAL–002  £530.00

10.67m Aluminium Senior 
Gaelic posts
these posts are lightweight and easy to handle, with 
uprights supplied in sections for ease of storage.

• manufactured from aluminium tube and 
polyester powder coated white.

• Bottom uprights 7m long, 76mm dia.  
x 5mm thick.

• top uprights 5.5m long, 63.5mm dia.  
x 3.25mm thick.

• Crossbar 6.49m long, 76mm dia. x 5mm thick.

• net supports are manufactured from 
galvanised 32mm dia. x 1.5mm steel.

• 1m deep sockets with 79mm inside dia.  
complete with base plates, posts are fitted with 
a pin and drop 940mm below ground level.

• Stainless steel fasteners.

Recommended net
gaL-006 – £87.65

out of ground height, Two piece uprights

200kg per set

GAL–001  £1280.40

Detail

Goal post Risk Assessor* 
• Heavy duty steel trolley, zinc plated  

and powder coated red. 

• High specification winch. 

• 2 x pneumatic tyred wheels for easy 
transportation and detachable handle  
for compact storage. 

• portable load cell for measuring force  
and LCD display unit. 

• 5m portable telescopic measuring rod c/w bag.

• 6 Spirafix anchors for secure ground  
fixing and lump hammer. 

• Heavy duty 1000kg lifting harness  
and 4mm thick straining wire. 

• 8m tape measure.

• not suitable for use on artificial pitches.

Goal post Risk Assessor

FBL-900  £1965.00

Football�–�Goalpost�Safety

goal post risk assessor conducting strength test

goal post risk assessor – detailsgoal post risk assessor – detail

*this device does not allow users to self certificate. please contact sales office for further information or to arrange a demonstration.

goal post risk assessor – detail

concerned about goal  
post safety? 
if you are concerned about goal post Safety  
and want to ensure your goals are tested to  
Fa guidelines and European Standards, then  
this is a must have device. 

the Harrod uK goal post risk assessor enables 
you to replicate the strength and stability tests 
outlined in BSEn 748:2004 and BS 8462:2009. 

this device can perform an accurate risk 
assessment on all football goals used on grass 
pitches to ensure they are safe to use. 

Independently Tested 
all Harrod uK football goals have been independently 
tested by the accredited test house CSt (Centre 
for Sports technology). all goals are supplied  
with a copy of the relevant test certificate for your 
peace of mind. on site testing and training days 
for the use of the goal post risk assessor can be 
organised by pitchworks in conjunction with 
Harrod uK. please get in touch for more details.

See www.theFa.com/guidancenotes for details on testing all independently tested to iS 356
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premier portable galvanised Steel Cricket Cage
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Cricket

Diagonal crosspiece fittings Easily transported by two adults Corner bracket and wheel – detail

galvanised Steel Cage – with wheels aluminium Cage – with wheels Wheel – detail

premier portable Aluminium 
cricket cage
the aluminium structure is designed to be lighter 
in weight, easily portable and is recommended for 
use in secure premises only.

• 50mm x 2mm thick aluminium uprights, 
toprods & lifting handle.

Six Wheel Aluminium cage

• Specification as per CrK-151 but with 
aluminium uprights and toprods.

• Easily transported by two adults.

130kg per cage

cRK-156  £1669.20

Two Wheel Aluminium cage

• Specification as per CrK-150 but with 
aluminium uprights and toprods.

114kg per cage

cRK-155  £1337.50

premier cricket cage Swivel 
Wheel Kit
to convert an existing two wheel Harrod uK 
portable cage into six wheel version.

30kg per set

cRK-158  £322.50

Replacement Net for  
premier cricket cage
• 2mm thick black polypropylene netting.

• Surround & roof netting joined  
for easy installation.

6.40kg each

cRK-152  £265.90

Our portable wheelaway and 
freestanding cricket cages are 
suitable for any pitch where it is 
impractical to have a permanent 
practice net. Ideal for schools 
and clubs of all standards.

premier portable Galvanised 
Steel cricket cage
this cage is designed to be extremely durable 
and the heavy duty galvanised structure is 
suitable for all venues.

• 3.2m H x 3.6m W x 7.2m D.

• 50mm dia. x 2mm uprights and toprods.

• 60mm x 3mm fixings joints.

• Diagonal supports for added stability.

• Detachable front lifting handle to prevent 
unauthorised play.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• Supplied complete with 2mm thick  
black polypropylene netting.

• Surround and roof netting joined  
for easy installation.

• Complete with ‘u’ peg anchors.

Six Wheel Steel cage

• Six large cellular wheels for improved 
manoeuvrability.

• 4 swivel wheels and two fixed rear wheels.

• Easily transported by two adults.

215kg per cage 

cRK-151  £1522.65

Two Wheel Steel cage

• two large cellular wheels.

199kg per cage 

cRK-150  £1219.10

Freestanding Steel 4.5m  
Junior Gaelic posts
• manufactured from steel and polyester  

powder coated white.

• uprights 4.5m long, 60mm dia. x 4mm thick.

• Crossbar 3.0m long, 60mm dia. x 4mm thick.

• the side rails and backbar are made from 50mm 
square x 2mm thick steel providing stability and 
distributing the weight more evenly.

• net supports are manufactured from 
galvanised 32mm dia. x 1.5mm steel.

• Complete with four ‘u’ peg pEg-021 anchors, 
for pegging on grass (risk assessment required).

• Stainless steel fasteners.

Recommended net
gaL-008 – £53.05

3.66m Junior Gaelic posts, one piece uprights

160kg per set

GAL–003  £824.60

Aluminium Weighted 
Gaelic portagoal
Self weighted portable aluminium goal,  
backbar consists of individual galvanised  
steel rollers. goal size 3m x 1.83m,  
gaelic uprights 4.5m overall.

• aluminium uprights crossbars and sidebars.

• 31.8mm diameter international galvanised 
steel net supports and diagonal braces.

• Full length bottom net retaining bar.

• polyester powder coated white  
(excluding rollers).

• Complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

Recommended net
gaL-017 4mm fpx style net – £80.40

GAL–016  £1905.80

Gaelic�Football

Detail

mini aluminium gaelic SupergoalsFreestanding Steel Junior gaelic posts

mini Aluminium Gaelic Goals
mini aluminium goals are sold in pairs and are 
the ideal choice for junior clubs and schools.  
the set is very lightweight and easily assembled 
using a unique button clip and anchoring system. 
When the match has finished the goal can be 
broken down, transported and stored in the large 
carry bag.

• 63mm dia. aluminium tube.

• Set of two goals each with two piece crossbar, 
overall upright height of 3.6m.

• assembled in less than 10 minutes.

• Strong 2.5mm thick net  with net clips  
for ease of use.

• Complete with anchors, anchor puller,  
net and carrying bag.

3m x 1.83m

33kg per set

GAL–010  £737.65

3.66 x 1.83m

34kg per set

GAL–014  £739.60

Gaelic Nets
2.5mm polyethylene

GAL-006 Senior   £87.65

GAL-007 Juvenile  £83.55

GAL-008 Junior  £53.05

all independently tested to iS 356
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Heavy Duty parks Cage

Single Bay parks Cage Double Bay parks Cage

Our sturdy and robust heavy  
duty and parks cages are made 
from galvanised steel and are 
designed for use in areas prone 
to vandalism.

Heavy Duty parks cage
• 42.4mm dia. x 3mm galvanised  

steel uprights and toprods.

• 3.66m long toprods complete  
with 11 net hanging hooks.

• 450mm deep steel sockets fitted  
with stabilising base plates.

• a heavy duty tube clamp is supplied  
with each upright.

• netting must be ordered separately.

quotations available on request for any size  
of cage, please call for a quotation.

parks cage
the ideal choice for use in most parks and schools.

• 38mm dia. x 1.6mm galvanised steel  
uprights and toprods with reduced  
ends to fit 33.9mm clamps.

• 3.66m long toprods complete  
with 11 net hanging hooks.

• 460mm deep steel sockets fitted with 
stabilising base plates.

• Heavy duty tube clamps are supplied  
with each upright.

• netting must be ordered separately.

quotations available on request for any size  
of cage, please call for a quotation.
any size and configuration up to a maximum height 3.6m can 
be constructed using our standard components – see diagram. 
a minimum netting thickness of 2mm is recommended for all 
steel cages.

Cricket

Winch Cricket System

Winder post Dog Clip Split ring

pulley Wheel net protection Skirt

SocKET 600mm DEEp 

Each

FBL-293  £26.10

4mm STRAINING WIRE 

per metre

WIR-100  £1.30

50mm STAINLESS STEEL SpLIT RINGS

Each

SpI-310  £0.60

DoG cLIp 

Each

cRK-300  £0.35

No16 2mm THIcK cRIcKET NETTING

2.7m high per metre

cRK-011  £6.45

3.0m high per metre

cRK-012  £6.80

No16 2mm RooF NETTING

per sq. metre

cRK-110  £2.20

NET pRoTEcTIoN SKIRT

Designed to help prevent vermin damage to the 
bottom of netting, 500mm high skirt is stitched to 
netting and made from black mesh with a 18mm 
bottom rope. please order netting separately.

per metre

cRK-304  £11.40

50mm BLAcK BoTTom BAND

Designed to be stitched to the bottom of netting 
to help prevent billowing in windy conditions. 
Brass eyelets at both ends. Fitted with 18mm 
rope. please order netting separately.

per metre

cRK-302  £2.75 

Ideal for groundsmen and venues 
that wish to fully cut, roll and 
maintain natural grass batting 
ends. Any configuration of bays 
can be achieved.

The Winch cricket System
Comprising of 76mm square galvanised steel 
winch posts c/w ratchet, anchor posts, 600mm 
deep ground sockets, tension wire and netting. 
netting can be drawn back so access can be 
gained without obstruction from socketed 
uprights, poles or guylines.

• available in standard heights of 2.7m or 3m.

• galvanised steel uprights are polyester  
powder coated green.

• roof netting can be fitted to a maximum 
length of 7m.

• maximum distance between posts is 30 metres.

• 3.6m high or systems over 30m can be 
achieved using the 100mm square posts  
from our pitch divider system  
(please see page 125).

cricket Bay 3m high

Winch post 37.5kg each 

cRK-200  £254.10

anchor post 25.8kg each

cRK-201  £205.40

cricket Bay 2.7m high

Winch post 23.5kg each

cRK-203  £242.65

anchor post 21.8kg each

cRK-204  £194.20

Winch cricket Accessories

SocKET compLETE WITH HINGED LID 

Each

cRK-202  £32.15

5352
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cricket Throw Down Net 
a quick and easy net system which 1 person can 
set up in minutes for pre-match cricket warm-up 
practice. Suitable for the outfield, whether for 
batting, bowling or fielding, this versatile net can 
be used for many different cricket practice drills. 

11m cricket Throw Down Net

• 11m long x 1.8m high.

• 2 each 50mm diameter round poles with 
ferruled tops, spiked ends and painted green.

• Complete with guylines, runners and  
300mm iron ground pegs.

• 50mm x 2mm thick polypropylene  
cricket netting.

9.20kg per set

cRK-360  £108.55

21m cricket Throw Down Net

• 21m long x 1.8m high.

• 3 each 50mm diameter round poles with 
ferruled tops, spiked ends and painted green.

• Complete with guylines, runners and  
300mm iron ground pegs.

• 50mm x 2mm thick polypropylene  
cricket netting.

13.70kg per set

cRK-361  £170.90
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Cricket

pro Flex Cricket Stumps, Cp1, Cp3, Cp2 (left – right) Braided 3.5mm cricket netting

no.16 2.0mm cricket netting

Cricket throw Down net

No.16 2.0mm cricket Netting
50mm square mesh, uV resistant, 2.0mm thick 
black polypropylene netting with selvedged edges.

Surround Netting

2.7m high per metre

cRK-011  £6.45

3.0m high per metre

cRK-012  £6.80

3.3m high per metre

cRK-013  £7.40

3.6m high per metre

cRK-014  £7.65

Roof Netting 

per sq. metre 

cRK-110  £2.20

non-standard surround heights under 2.7m or netting orders 
under 30 sqm will be subject to an additional charge. roof 
netting is only available for sizes over 3.6m x 3.6m. 

Braided 3.5mm cricket Netting
50mm square mesh, uV resistant, 3.5mm thick 
heavy duty black braided polypropylene netting 
with selvedged edges.

Surround Netting

3.0m high per metre

cRK-023  £10.60

3.6m high per metre

cRK-025  £11.85

Roof Netting

per sq. metre

cRK-112  £3.35

Black polypropylene Twine
• For fitting and repairing nets.

• 2mm thick twine.

450g ball, approx 330m

TWN-001  £8.50

pro Flex cricket Stumps
• Strong moulded rubber base with integral  

steel counter weight.

• regulation 711mm x 37mm dia. stumps with bails.

• Complete with carry bag.

6.5kg each

cRK-265  £27.10

cp1 cricket Stumps
• Strong cast iron base powder coated green.

• 710mm x 30mm dia. ash stumps and bails.

• Zinc plated retaining springs.

7kg each 

cRK-053  £54.60

cp2 cricket Stumps
• Steel throughout to overcome broken stumps.

• 305mm x 250mm fabricated base, complete 
with 690mm x 25mm dia. galvanised stumps 
with plastic caps.

• available with or without bails.

Without bails, 4kg each

cRK-054  £32.65

With bails, 4kg each

cRK-109  £33.80

cp3 cricket Stumps
• Same design as Cp1.

• polyester powder coated steel lower section 
gives added protection to stumps.

7kg each 

cRK-255  £66.45
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Wooden pole Cricket Bay rebound trainer

Wicket protection matting
• 1.8m wide long lasting brown fibre matting.

• 10mm thick.

• Each length has strongly bound eyeletted ends.

• Complete with ground pegs.

Wicket protection matting 

5.5m long matting 

cRK-043  £133.30

8.3m long matting 

cRK-044  £188.70

11m long matting 

cRK-045  £239.10

17.4m long matting 

cRK-046  £379.20

20.2m long matting 

cRK-047  £419.60

Rebound Trainers
• With a galvanised steel frame the rebounders 

provide an ideal training aid for cricket 
catching practice.

• 19mm dia. x 1.2mm frame.

• 50mm x 2.0mm thick netting complete with 
4mm elastic cord for attaching to framework.

Senior 1.8m x 1.2m 

WAv-005  £44.35

Spare Elastic Cord (Senior)

WAv-009  £8.70

Junior 0.91m x 0.91m

WAv-004  £23.90

Spare Elastic Cord (Junior)

WAv-008  £4.50

cricket Sundries

180mm STEEL GRoUND pEGS

pack of 10 

FBL-016  £1.85

250mm x 10mm dia. pack of 10 

FBL-116  £15.20

‘U’ pEG 6mm x 200mm LoNG

pack of 10

pEG-025  £5.85

300mm IRoN pEG

Each 

cRK-041  £1.45

6mm poLyETHyLENE RopE

per metre run 

cRK-039  £0.30

HANGING HooKS

pack of 100

TEN-059  £13.05

DoG cLIpS

Each

cRK-300  £0.35

Boundary Rope
• White polypropylene rope, supplied  

in 220m long coils with sealed ends.

Boundary Rope 

24mm dia. 

cRK-210  £233.30

28mm dia. 

cRK-211  £317.25

32mm dia. 

cRK-212  £381.85

Spare Guylines
• one double polyethylene guyline required per pole.

• Complete with iron pegs.

7.3m Guyline to fit poles

2.4m to 2.7m 

cRK-050  £4.85

10m Guyline to fit poles

3m to 3.6m 

cRK-051  £6.30

Spare Guyline Runners 

cRK-042  £1.15

Wooden pole cricket Bay
• Bay size: 2.7m H x 3m W x 7.2m D.

• Complete with six 50mm round wooden poles with 
ferruled tops, spiked ends and painted green.

• Six guylines, runners and 12 x 300mm iron pegs.

• Complete with 2mm netting, surround and roof 
netting joined for easy installation.

cRK-351  £352.35

Standard Wooden pole Bay
• Complete with 2.7m high poles, guylines  

and surround netting only.

5.5m x 4.6m (4 pole system) 

cRK-095  £243.80

9.1m x 4.6m (6 pole system) 

cRK-097  £356.85

Wooden cricket poles
• 50mm round poles with ferruled tops,  

spiked ends and painted green.

• Complete with guylines, runners  
and 2 x 300mm iron pegs.

• to prevent sag netting should not span  
more than 5.5m between each pole.

Wooden cricket pole 

2.4m high pole 

cRK-027  £25.90

2.7m high pole 

cRK-028  £27.85

3.0m high pole 

cRK-029  £31.05

3.3m high pole 

cRK-030  £34.40

3.6m high pole 

cRK-031  £36.80
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Harrod UK are Sole Suppliers  
of Hockey Goals, Nets and 
Dugouts for the London 2012 
Olympic Games. 

Hockey pitch Divider pads
Designed for multi-use purpose on and around 
the hockey pitch.

use for hockey training to divide one full size 
pitch in half for small sided games or used to 
divide up specific areas as required for practice.

also ideal for shooting practice – one pad will fit 
inside the goal backboard to protect from 
repeated low shots in training and the pads can 
also be positioned to the outside of each post 
catching any off-target low shots.

• Supplied singly, pads can be combined together 
to create the required length.

• 16 pads will divide the full width of a hockey pitch.

• manufactured from pVC covered Foam with an 
internal strip of wood to provide stability.

• pads are long thin sections (3.6m long, 120mm 
high and 160mm wide) and each pad can be 
joined to the next via a secure velcro fixing.

4kg each

Hoc-046  £89.50

London�2012�Hockey�Range

Hockey Backboard protection System

Hockey pitch Divider pads – square

Hockey pitch Divider pad

Hockey Accessories

HocKEy BAcKBoARD pRoTEcTIoN SySTEm

Designed as a board protection pad for hockey 
training session. During any one session the 
hockey goal can sustain more than it would in 
match situations for a whole season, therefore the 
pads are designed to add protection to the 
backboards and improve the overall lifespan of 
the goal.

• the pads are manufactured from pVC covered 
foam, and split into 4 transportable section.

• Each pad has a velcro backing for attaching to 
the carpet on Harrod uK aluminium boards.

• Velcro straps will be required to be used for 
goals with pVC or wooden backboards.

• 1 set will provide protection for 2 goals.

as used at Bisham abbey, the England Hockey 
training Centre.

Hoc-048  £491.40

1.5m HIGH coRNER poLE (50mm) AND BASE

• 50.8mm dia pole, 1.5m high complete with 
proflex spring back connector and base.

• Base manufactured from laser profiled mild 
steel, zinc plated then polyester coated white 
with spigot to suit proflex springback connector.

• Flag not included.

• 1500mm high x 494mm wide x 344mm deep.

Hoc-060   £118.75

WHITE pAD FoR pRoFLEx BASE

• 50mm thick white closed cell polyethylene 
foam for pro flex corner pole c/w industrial 
double sided tape.

Hoc-061  £25.70
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Hockey Backboard protection System

1.5m High Corner pole (50mm) and Base

London�2012�Hockey�Range

olympic Hockey goal 

olympic Hockey goal – back printed Carpet Backboard Wheel Detail

NEW London 2012 Weighted 
Hockey Goal
• 3.66m x 2.14m x 1.3m internal runback.

• uprights & crossbars made from 75mm x 50mm 
reinforced aluminium.

• uprights & crossbars have an extra heavy duty 
7mm thick reinforced front wall to prevent ball 
damage and are polyester powder coated white.

• net supports and backboards are polyester 
powder coated blue.

• Specially designed 50.8mm dia. back tubes allow 
the net to hang freely eliminating ball rebound.

• Backbar consists of a single weighted tube  
with 2 cellular wheels allowing for ease of 
manoeuvrability. 

• integral net retaining system holds the net 
firmly in place without the use of net clips.

• 460mm high reinforced aluminium backboard 
panels with external noise absorbing carpet  
on all inside faces.

Required net
HoC-156 – £155.75

290kg per set

Hoc-151  £2632.50

printed carpet Backboard
option of logo printed on the carpet –  
please ring, price on application.

Weighted Hockey Net
• 3.7m x 1.7m x 1.3m.

• 3mm thick blue polyethylene net.

• Specifically designed for the integral  
Weighted goal.

Hoc-156  £155.75

Harrod UK were sole suppliers 
of Hockey Goals to the London 
2012 Olympic Games.

Harrod UK were the first 
company in the UK to introduce 
a uniquely designed range of 
integral weighted goals. All goals 
are developed to meet BSEN 
standards and the goals are safe 
to use at all times, eliminating the 
users responsibility of attaching 
separate anchorage.

NEW

all independently tested to BS En 750
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Hockey

Fence Folding Hockey goal

Fence Folding Hockey goal

roller – detail

Corner – detail

Fence Folding Hockey Goals
ideal for synthetic surfaces, unique pivot joints 
allow the goal to fold back against surround fence 
without detaching the backboards.

• 3.66m x 2.14m.

• uprights & crossbars made from 75mm x 
50mm reinforced aluminium.

• uprights & crossbars have an extra heavy duty 
7mm thick reinforced front wall to prevent ball 
damage and are polyester powder coated white.

• net supports and backboards polyester  
powder coated green.

• 460mm high reinforced aluminium backboard 
panels with green noise absorbing carpet  
on all inside faces.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• Support posts made from 100mm x  
100mm galvanised steel & polyester powder 
coated green.

• adjustable telescoping side bars and vertical 
support bar made from 60mm x 60mm 
galvanised steel & polyester powder coated green.

• 460mm deep sockets with a 103mm square 
internal measurement.

• Complete with locking device so goal is secure 
whilst in play and when folded.

Required net
HoC-135 – £113.50

2.1m to 2.5m projection

353kg per set

Hoc-130  £3534.60

2.5m to 3.3m projection

356kg per set

Hoc-131  £3574.35

3.3m to 4.8m projection

365kg per set

Hoc-132  £3740.50

Fence Folding Hockey Net

Hoc-135  £113.50

H
oc
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y

London�2012�Hockey�Range

Spare Substitute number paddles olympic Sin Bin Seats

HocKEy BAG TRoLLEy SqUAD NUmBERS

• pack of 32 numbered white aluminium composite 
panels plus 1 blank for hockey bag trolley. 

Set of 32

Hoc-087 poA

SUBSTITUTE NUmBER RAcK

• White polyester powder coated aluminium frame 
with aluminium front, side and back panels.

• Complete with 32 numbered substitute paddles.

• numbered compartments for the 32 aluminium 
substitute paddles.

• 4 x 100mm swivel wheels, front wheels 
complete with brake.

• 976mm high x 1371mm wide x 529mm deep.

Hoc-072   poA

SpARE SUBSTITUTE NUmBER pADDLES

• pack of 32 numbered white aluminium 
substitute paddles.

Hoc-088   poA

oLympIc SIN BIN SEATS

• 50mm white polyester powder coated 
aluminium frame.

• 3 blue injection moulded polypropylene seats.

• Freestanding.

• 836mm high x 1451mm wide x 708mm deep.

Hoc-074   poA

FLAGS

• 300mm x 300mm pvc flags with  
internal foam stiffener.

Single colour padded Flag

Hoc-062  £20.00

2 colour diagonal padded flag

Hoc-063   £23.75

2 colour Horizontal padded Flag

Hoc-064  £23.75

2 colour (Double Sided) padded Flag

Hoc-065  poA

HocKEy STIcK RAcK

• White polyester powder coated aluminium frame.

• 2mm clear polycarbonate back, sides,  
roof and lid.

• retractable lid to provide rain protection to 
stick handle.

• Holds 16 sticks.

• 4 x 100mm swivel wheels.

• Front wheels complete with brake.

• 1272mm high x 1254mm wide x 509mm 
wide.

Hoc-070  poA

HocKEy BAG TRoLLEy

• White polyester powder coated aluminium frame.

• 2mm clear polycarbonate back, sides and roof.

• individual compartments with securing straps 
and front bar to prevent bags sliding off.

• Holds 5 bags - 3 trolleys are required per team.

• Each compartment has frame for optional 
squad number.

• 4 x 100mm swivel wheels.

• Front wheels complete with brake.

• 1575mm high x 1662mm wide x 534 mm deep.

Hoc-071  poA

Hockey Stick rack Hockey Bag trolley

Hockey Bag trolley Squad numbers Substitute number rack

all independently tested to BS En 750
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Freestanding Steel Hockey Goals
• 50mm sq. x 2.0mm thick steel, uprights and 

crossbars all polyester powder coated white.

• net supports manufactured from 25.4mm dia. 
x 2.0mm thick steel.

• Board support rails for added strength.

• Complete with 12 synthetic arrow net hooks 
per set for attaching the net to the crossbar.

Recommended net 
HoC-001 – £92.85

Regulation backboards

• 460mm x 18mm thick green regulation 
wooden backboards.

155kg per set

Hoc-015  £850.60

practice backboards

• 152mm x 25mm thick white practice backboards.

92kg per set

Hoc-014  £566.00

Hockey

Freestanding Steel premier Hockey goal

Flip-over Wheel Kit premier Hockey goal with pVC Backboard Freestanding Steel Hockey goal

Freestanding Steel premier 
Hockey Goals
• manufactured from 50mm sq. x  

2mm thick steel.

• uprights and crossbars all polyester  
powder coated white.

• uprights and crossbars feature stainless  
steel retaining rods to ensure net is  
held firmly in position.

• Complete with net supports, lifting handles 
and top backbar manufactured from  
25mm square pre-galvanised steel.

• Lifting handles designed for use with  
the flip-over wheel kit.

Recommended net
HoC-003 – £123.35

Wooden backboards

• 460mm x 18mm thick green regulation 
wooden backboards. 190kg per set.

 Hoc-016  £924.35

pvc backboards

the reconstituted pVC backboards are extremely 
durable against high impact hockey balls. they 
are also extremely weather resistant and will not 
crack or warp when exposed to the elements.

• as per HoC-016 but with 460mm x 18mm 
thick pVC back and side boards.

211kg per set

Hoc-017  £1079.60

Flip-over Wheel Kit
• For use with all products featured on this page 

(HoC-014/HoC-015/HoC-016/HoC-017).

• 260mm dia. puncture resistant solid  
rubber wheels.

• Wide wheels allow better weight distribution  
for easier transportation.

17kg per set of 4

Hoc-140  £174.10
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Heavy Duty aluminium Hockey goal

Cellular rubber Wheel Kit

An excellent option specifically 
suited to both water and sand 
based synthetic surfaces. The 
goals can be easily moved using 
our cellular rubber wheel kit 
preventing damage to the surface.

Heavy Duty Aluminium  
Hockey Goals
• regulation size 3.66m wide x 2.14m high  

with a 1.22m runback.

• manufactured from 50.8mm x 65mm  
x 2.5mm thick reinforced aluminium.

• uprights, crossbar and side frames  
all polyester powder coated white.

• Zinc plated corner joints made from  
8mm thick steel plate.

• Back supports and top backbar manufactured 
from 32mm dia. x 2.6mm thick aluminium.

• 460mm high reinforced aluminium backboard 
panels with green noise absorbing carpet  
on all inside faces.

• Side frames complete with fully welded back 
tubes and lifting handles for added strength.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• uprights and crossbars feature stainless  
steel retaining rods to ensure net is held  
firmly in position.

Recommended net
HoC-003 – £123.35

190kg per set 

Hoc-104  £1871.85

cellular Rubber Wheel Kit
Cellular rubber puncture proof wheels for 
aluminium goals.

16kg per set of 4

Hoc-141  £239.35

optional Counterbalance Weights

Hockey Goal Anchoring options
these options are available for all freestanding 
hockey goals.

Fence Type Anchor

4 required per set of goals

ANc-022  £38.70

Flip-up Style Anchor Socket

4 required per set of goals

ANc-020  £77.65

counterbalance Weights

20 required per set of goals

ANc-005  £45.05

HocKEy GoALS mUST BE ANcHoRED 
coRREcTLy To coNFoRm To BS EN 750.

1. on synthetic surfaces, suitable provision for 
anchorage must be made. this can be achieved 
by installing a ground anchor below the synthetic 
grass level or by attaching the goal to the nearest 
perimeter fixing point.

2. if freestanding weights are the only option  
then 10 x an C-005 are required per goal.

all independently tested to BS En 750 all independently tested to BS En 750
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indoor Steel Folding Hockey
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Hockey

Heavy Duty aluminium indoor Hockey goal Hp14 Hockey net Hp1 Hockey net

H
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Heavy Duty Aluminium  
Hockey Net
• 3mm thick white polypropylene net.

3.0m x 2.1m x 1.0m

Hoc-009  £123.35

Hp16 Hockey Net
• 2mm thick white polypropylene net.

• 45mm sq mesh.

3.0m x 2.1m x 1.0m

Hoc-019 £99.25

Indoor Steel Folding  
Hockey Goal
• 3.0m wide x 2.0m high with a 1.0m runback.

• manufactured from 50mm sq. x 2mm thick steel.

• Folding wheelaway goal, simply lift out the 
backboard, fold the net supports and the goal 
is ready to be moved by two adults.

Recommended net 
HoC-019 – £99.25

REGULATIoN BAcKBoARDS

• With 460mm x 18mm thick green regulation 
size backboards.

141kg per set

Hoc-026  £1060.60

pRAcTIcE BAcKBoARDS

• 152mm x 18mm thick white practice size 
wooden backboards.

90kg per set

Hoc-018  £785.10

Heavy Duty Aluminium  
Indoor Hockey Goal
• 3.0m wide x 2.0m high with a 1.0m runback.

• manufactured from 80mm square x 2.5mm 
thick reinforced aluminium.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Zinc plated corner joints made from 8mm  
thick steel plate.

• Back supports and top backbar manufactured 
from 32mm dia. x 2.6mm thick aluminium.

• 460mm high backboards made from reinforced 
aluminium panels with green needle felt carpet 
on all inside faces.

• Side frames complete with fully welded back 
tubes and lifting handles for added strength.

Recommended net 
HoC-009 – £123.35

170kg per set

Hoc-106  £1871.85

outdoor Hockey Nets

INTEGRAL WEIGHTED HocKEy NET

• 3mm thick blue polyethylene net with 50mm 
banded edges and sewn in rope.

3.7m x 1.7m x 1.3m

Hoc-156  £155.75

FENcE FoLDING HocKEy NET

• 3mm thick green polyethylene net  
specially designed to fit goal whilst  
in use and folded position.

3.7m x 1.7m x 1.2m

Hoc-135  £113.50

Hp14 HocKEy NET

• 3mm thick green polyethylene net.

3.7m x 2.1m x 1.2m

Hoc-003  £123.35

Hp1 HocKEy NET (STANDARD)

• 2mm thick black polypropylene net.

3.7m x 2.1m x 1.2m

Hoc-001  £92.85

Hockey

outdoor Folding Wheelaway Hockey goal outdoor Folding Wheelaway Hockey goal

outdoor Folding Wheelaway Hockey goal

WooDEN BAcKBoARDS

• Backboards are manufactured from  
plywood for extra strength.

• Sideboards manufactured from mDF.

• Supplied hinged for socket type posts, 
complete with hooks and eyes.

To Fit portable Goals

• pre-drilled ready to fit HoC-015 & HoC-014 goals

75kg per set 

Hoc-111  £388.50

When ordering 460mm Backboards, please specify whether 
the posts are socket type, freestanding or wheelaway. 

mini Hockey Goals
• manufactured from 22mm dia. x 1.6mm thick 

steel and polyester powder coated yellow.

• Folding side frames and a detachable  
backbar for easy storage.

• Complete with nets.

450mm H x 600mm W

8.4kg per pair 

Hoc-031  £98.15

600mm H x 900mm W

13kg per pair 

Hoc-034  £102.75

1000mm H x 1400mm W

18kg per pair

Hoc-035  £120.50

outdoor Folding  
Wheelaway Hockey Goals
Folding hockey goal with integral wheels. Simply 
lift out the backboard, engage the wheels and  
the goal is ready to be moved by two adults.

• manufactured from 50mm sq. x 2mm thick steel.

• uprights and crossbars all polyester  
powder coated white.

• uprights and crossbars feature stainless  
steel retaining rods to ensure net is held  
firmly in position.

• Heavy duty hinged folding side frame 
manufactured from 25.4mm sq. steel and 
polyester powder coated green.

• Large wheels and robust handle ensure goals 
can be transported safely by two adults.

• 460mm x 18mm thick green regulation 
wooden backboards.

Recommended net 
HoC-003 – £123.35

213kg per set

Hoc-030  £1100.50

Spare Backboards
• Set comprises of two backboards  

and four sideboards.

• Sideboards have a 1.2m runback 460mm  
high x 18mm thick.

• Designed to fit Harrod uK goals only.

pvc BAcKBoARDS

• Each backboard supplied in 3 sections.

• reconstituted green pVC sections mounted  
in a zinc plated steel frame.

137kg per set

Hoc-113  £694.75

all independently tested to BS En 750
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Rugby

millennium rugby posts at twickenham millennium rugby posts at millfield School

millennium post protector

Rugby

aluminium rugby posts

Hinge adaptor – detail Crossbar – detail

millennium post protectors
• red flame retardant reinforced polyester pVC 

cover filled with 75mm thick high density foam.

• Covers are double stitched for strength with 
integral velcro fastening edges. 

• other colours available on request – poa.

1.8m high x 450mm wide face

Set of 4

RUG-050   £626.95

millennium Drop-in Socket Lids
Set of 4

RUG-024  £101.45

Suppliers to Twickenham, 
Millennium Stadium,  
Wembley Stadium, Lansdowne 
Road and Croke Park.

millennium Rugby posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• international specification design.

• manufactured from heavy duty aluminium  
and polyester powder coated white.

• Bottom upright 7.3m long, 140mm dia.  
x 4mm thick.

• middle upright 7.3m long, 130mm dia.  
x 3mm thick.

• top upright 4.16m long, 120mm dia.  
x 3mm thick (17m posts).

• Crossbar 5.6m long, 88.9mm dia.  
x 3.25mm thick.

• 1.5m deep sockets, 146mm dia.  
x 6.5mm thick galvanised steel c/w lids.

• Complete with internal fitting hinged adaptors 
and high tensile stainless steel bolts which make 
erection of the posts safer.

• pennant fixing on top uprights.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• Supplied complete with the hinged post 
assembly roller (see page 68 for details).

• out of ground height.

17m Hinged millennium Rugby posts

• three piece uprights.

730kg per set

RUG-020  £5971.95

13.5m Hinged millennium Rugby posts

• two piece bottom & middle uprights.

678kg per set

RUG-021  £5437.65

Socketed Aluminium Rugby

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• Specification as per hinged aluminium,  
but without the hinged adaptors.

• Designed so posts drop directly into sockets.

• out of ground height.

• two piece uprights.

12m Socketed Aluminium Rugby

169kg per set

RUG-201  £1729.60

10m Socketed Aluminium Rugby

133kg per set

RUG-200  £1569.10

5m Aluminium mini Rugby posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• Very lightweight and easy to handle.

• manufactured from aluminium and polyester 
powder coated white.

• uprights 5.6m long, 63mm dia. x 3m thick.

• Crossbar 4.5m long, 50mm x 3mm thick.

• 600mm deep sockets with 70mm inside dia. 
with base plate.

• out of ground height.

• one piece uprights.

50kg per set

RUG-213  £856.05

These posts are lightweight and 
easier to handle, with uprights 
supplied in sections for ease  
of transportation and storage. 
Optional galvanised hinged adaptors 
make erection of the posts safer.

Hinged Aluminium Rugby

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• manufactured from aluminium tube and 
polyester powder coated white.

• Bottom uprights 7m long, 76mm dia.  
x 5mm thick.

• top uprights 7m long, 63.5mm dia.  
x 3mm thick (13m only).

• top uprights 5m long, 63.5mm dia.  
x 3mm thick (11m only).

• Crossbar 5.6m long, 50mm dia. x 3mm thick.

• 1006mm deep sockets with 80mm inside dia. 
complete with base plates.

• Hinged adaptors with high tensile bolts  
make erection of posts safer.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• out of ground height.

13m Hinged Aluminium Rugby

• two piece uprights.

250kg per set

RUG-210  £2658.80

11m Hinged Aluminium Rugby

• two piece uprights.

220kg per set

RUG-211  £2219.10

7m Hinged Aluminium Rugby

• one piece bottom upright.

203kg per set

RUG-212  £2093.55Hinged post assembly roller

NEW
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Rugby

nEW no.1 Steel rugby posts nEW no.2a Steel rugby posts

nEW no.3 Steel rugby posts Hinge adaptor – detail

Rugby

Heavy Duty rugby posts

*Existing posts require tailoring to achieve correct crossbar height

Combination Football/rugby posts

NEW Hinged No.2a Steel Rugby
• manufactured from steel tube and polyester 

powder coated white.

• Bottom uprights 6m long, 70mm dia. x 2mm thick.

• top uprights 5m long, 63.5mm dia. x 2mm thick.

• Crossbar 5.6m long, 63.5mm dia. x 2mm thick.

• 917mm deep sockets with 73mm inside dia. and 
complete with stabilising fins and base plates.

• Hinged adaptors with high tensile bolts make 
erection of posts safer.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• top uprights are fitted with caps.

• out of ground height.

• two piece uprights.

10m Hinged No.2a Steel posts

240kg per set

RUG-011  £1094.35

NEW Socketed No.2a Steel Rugby
• Specification as per hinged steel, but without 

the hinged adaptors.

• Designed so posts drop directly into sockets.

9m Socketed No.2a Steel posts

193kg per set

RUG-007  £864.45

NEW Hinged No.1 Steel Rugby
• ideal for clubs and senior schools.

• available in two heights.

• manufactured from steel tube and polyester 
powder coated white.

• Bottom uprights 7.3m long, 89mm dia. x 
3.2mm thick.

• top uprights 6.5m (13m) or 5.25m (11m) 
long, 76mm dia. x 3.2mm thick.

• Crossbar 5.6m long, 76mm dia. x 3.2mm thick.

• 1.2m deep sockets with 91mm inside dia. and 
complete with stabilising fins and base plates.

• Hinged adaptors with high tensile bolts make 
erection of posts safer.

• Stainless steel bolts throughout.

• top uprights are fitted with caps.

• out of ground height.

• two piece uprights.

13m Hinged No.1 Steel posts

594kg per set

RUG-018  £2381.70

11m Hinged No.1 Steel posts

550kg per set

RUG-019  £2065.80

NEW Socketed No.1 Steel Rugby
• Specification as per hinged steel, but without 

the hinged adaptors.

• Designed so posts drop directly into sockets.

12m Socketed No.1 Steel posts

470kg per set

RUG-005  £1815.00

10m Socketed No.1 Steel posts

402kg per set

RUG-006  £1562.10

NEW Hinged No.3 Steel Rugby
• manufactured from steel tube and polyester 

powder coated white.

• uprights 7m long, 63.5mm dia. x 2mm thick.

• Crossbar 5.6m long, 63.5mm dia. x 2mm thick.

• all posts are complete with 910mm sockets 
with stabilising fins and base plates.

• Complete with hinged adaptors and high tensile 
steel bolts which make erection of the posts safer.

• Stainless steel fasteners.

• top uprights are fitted with caps.

• out of ground height.

• one piece uprights.

7m Hinged No.3 Steel posts

203kg per set

RUG-009  £878.95

NEW Socketed No.3 Steel Rugby
• Specification as per hinged steel, but without 

the hinged adaptors.

• Designed so posts drop directly into sockets.

6m Socketed No.3 Steel posts

169kg per set

RUG-008  £662.35

NEW Hinged Heavy Duty Rugby
• Specification as per Hinged no.3 Steel rugby 

posts but manufactured from extra heavy 76mm 
dia. x 3.2mm thick steel tube throughout.

7m Hinged Heavy Duty Steel posts

345kg per set

RUG-046  £1366.20

NEW Socketed Heavy Duty Rugby
• Specification as per hinged steel, but without 

the hinged adaptors.

• Designed so posts drop directly into sockets.

6m Socketed Heavy Duty Steel posts

256kg per set

RUG-045  £1096.20

NEW combination Football/ 
Rugby posts
these versatile Combination rugby/Football goal 
posts are the ideal solution for sports grounds 
where limited space is a primary concern. 

• For practice use only.

• Football goal uprights manufactured from 
60.3mm diameter x 3mm thick steel.

• Football goal crossbar manufactured from 
60.3mm diameter x 4mm thick steel.

• Complete with 24 synthetic arrow net hooks.

• rugby post uprights and crossbar 
manufactured from 50.8mm diameter x 
3.25mm thick aluminium.

• rugby uprights stand 6.4m overall.

• rugby crossbar is 5.6m long.

• polyester powder coated white.

• Complete with four 460mm deep sockets.

• Supplied as a set of 2 goal posts.

Recommended net support
Continental tubular steel FBL-018 – £100.80

Recommended net 
FBL-006 – Senior – £56.05 
FBL-090 – Junior – £59.65

7.32m x 2.44m Senior

186kg per set

FBL-235  £836.70

Junior 6.4m x 2.13m

152kg per set

FBL-236  £763.30

Rugby Accessories
• Supplied as a set of 4 pieces.

HINGE ADApToRS*

For no.1 steel posts 

RUG-051  £615.40

For aluminium posts 

RUG-052  £501.95

For no.2a steel posts 

RUG-053  £246.95

For no.3 steel posts 

RUG-054  £205.90

For Heavy Duty steel posts 

RUG-055  £578.00

STEEL DRop-IN LIDS

powder coated steel drop-in lids for rugby sockets.

For no.1 steel posts 

RUG-025  £61.90

For aluminium posts 

RUG-026  £41.90

For no.2a steel posts 

RUG-026  £41.90

For no.3 steel posts 

RUG-027  £45.05

For Heavy Duty steel posts 

RUG-026  £41.90

BLAcK pLASTIc RoUND SocKET cApS

ideal for open fields where steel lids are impractical.

For aluminium and Heavy Duty posts 

LID-002  £13.95

For no.2a posts 

LID-005  £18.40

For no.3 posts 

LID-003  £13.95nEW Crossbar Bracket – detail

NEW
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post protectors

cLUB RUGBy poST pRoTEcToRS

• red flame retardant reinforced polyester pVC 
cover filled with 75mm thick high density foam.

• Covers are double stitched for strength with 
integral velcro fastening edges.

• to fit posts with a maximum 100mm dia.

1.8m high x 254mm wide face

Set of 4

RUG-036  £284.60

1.8m high x 305mm wide face

Set of 4

RUG-037  £387.35

1.8m high x 355mm wide face

Set of 4 

RUG-038  £426.05

mULTI coLoURED cLUB pRoTEcToRS

Specification as per post pads above, but available 
with up to four panels in a combination of colours: 
Royal Blue/Navy/White/Black/Red/yellow/Green

1.8m high x 254mm wide face

Set of 4 

RUG-042  poA

1.8m high x 305mm wide face

Set of 4 

RUG-043  poA

1.8m high x 355mm wide face

Set of 4 

RUG-044  poA

mILLENNIUm RUGBy poST pRoTEcToRS

See page 64 for details

Set of 4 

RUG-050  £626.95
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Rugby

Hinged post assembly roller

Rugby

Club post protectors in three size options

The Hinged Post Assembly Roller 
allows users to safely erect and 
dismantle a set of hinged posts in 
a controlled manner.

Hinged post Assembly Roller
Designed to be mounted onto an appropriate 
tractor roll bar using two heavy duty ‘u’ bolt 
brackets. the upright rolls along the device 
allowing easy installation and dismantling in a 
controlled manner before being lifted off by a 
suitable number of persons (the tractor must 
ideally be fitted with an angled or adjustable roll 
bar, brackets will fit up to a 76mm square bar).

• a minimum of two people should always 
oversee the safe erection or dismantling of the 
rugby posts.

• never allow the tractor’s speed to exceed 
walking pace; we recommend that the tractor 
moves no faster than 3mph.

• the hinged post assembly roller is 
manufactured from zinc plated steel.

• Fitted with a rubber roller, a quick release 
webbed safety strap and two ‘u’ bolt brackets.

• Designed for use with hinged uprights only,  
we do not recommend the use of the hinged 
post assembly roller on socketed uprights.

5kg each

RUG-002  £164.20

“A brilliant device for groundsmen; 
a simple but effective aid that 
makes a difficult and awkward job 
a whole lot safer and easier.” 

Keith Kent 
grounds manager, twickenham Stadium 

Club post protectors

6968
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Rugby Lacrosse

cENTURIoN mULTI coLoURED poST pADS

Specification as per Centurion post pads, but 
available in multiple colours, red/White/green/
Blue/Black.

1.83m high x 250mm wide face

• Fits up to 100mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-500  £230.00

1.83m high x 275mm wide face

• Fits up to 125mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-501  £270.00

1.83m high x 300mm wide face

• Fits up to 150mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-502  £310.00

1.83m high x 350mm wide face

• Fits up to 200mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-503  £380.00

1.83m high x 400mm wide face

• Fits up to 250mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-504  £520.00

cENTURIoN RoyAL BLUE pADS

• Fits up to 100mm diameter post.

• Standard size Centurion royal Blue pads  
are available from stock, please allow up  
to four weeks for custom design pads.

• Specials of single or multiple colours can  
be supplied.

Set of 4

RUG-061  £200.00

centurion post pads

cENTURIoN poST pADS

Constructed from a high quality solid foam inner 
with heavy duty pVC cover, the pads fit around the 
posts and secure with Velcro.

1.83m high x 250mm wide face

• Fits up to 100mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-400  £210.00

1.83m high x 275mm wide face

• Fits up to 125mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-401  £250.00

1.83m high x 300mm wide face

• Fits up to 150mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-402  £290.00

1.83m high x 350mm wide face

• Fits up to 200mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-403  £360.00

1.83m high x 400mm wide face

• Fits up to 250mm diameter post.

Set of 4

RUG-404  £500.00

Standard sizes of Centurion post pads are 254mm x 254mm 
x 1.83m high and fits up to 100mm diameter posts. pads 
of 275mm, 300mm, 350mm, 400mm and 508mm square 
are available. Centurion post pads can be made to suit your 
specific requirements. pads can be printed with sponsor’s or 
club name – contact sales office for a quotation. 

corner post and pads

coRNER poST pADDING 

• 100mm square x 1200mm high universal 
corner post pads made from pVC covers and 
foam interiors.

• ideal for safety and suitable for printing of 
sponsors names.

Set of 4

RUG-300  £70.00

40/20 poST pADS

• pVC covered foam pads which fit over touchline 
posts are designed to mark the 20 and 40 lines 
without the need for flags.

• Size: 127mm square x 1600mm high.

Set of 8

RUG-311  £190.00

TRy-LINE poST pADS 

• pVC covered foam pads designed to fit over corner 
posts and remove the need for corner flags.

• Size: 100mm square x 1600mm high.

Set of 4

RUG-310  £85.00

Cross Lacrosse goals

Shown with Counterbalance anchorage

Regulation Freestanding 
Lacrosse Goals
• 1.8m high x 1.8m wide.

• uprights, crossbars and base frame 
manufactured from 50mm sq. x 2mm  
thick steel.

• polyester powder coated white.

• 32mm dia. x 1.5mm zinc plated  
central net supports.

• With two ‘u’ peg anchors.

• When using counterbalance weights  
3 per goal are recommended.

Recommended net
LaC-001

38kg per set

LAc-004  £409.45

LN1 Lacrosse Net
• 2mm polypropylene net.

LAc-001  £108.30

All pads on this page are 
manufactured by Primo Play.

7170
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Manufacturer’s�Guidelines�
Steel posts are zinc phosphated & aluminium 
posts are iron phosphated (unless otherwise 
stated), then finished with a baked on polyester 
powder coated finish that provides a very tough 
scratch resistant finish. 

all frames muSt be assembled as per instructions 
supplied and work must be carried out by a 
sufficient number of competent persons. 
appropriate personal protective equipment (ppE) 
must be worn at all times. 

When tall and/or heavy equipment is being 
erected it is recommended that scaffolding and/
or heavy lifting equipment is used. the correct 
tools for the job must be used at all times. 

all frames require regular maintenance, chips or 
scratches to paintwork muSt be treated to 
prevent corrosion occurring at these points. 

Fixings, joints, and the point where posts enter 
sockets are all areas which are most likely to rust, 
they should be examined by a responsible person 
and a record log kept of all inspections. 

the operator of the equipment has a 
responsibility to maintain equipment in perfect 
working order. to do so will require positive 
action. please refer to assembly and maintenance 
instructions provided.

1. Freestanding goals muSt be anchored at all 
times (excluding integral Weighted goals) – 
See anchors section.

2. Where anchors are being used a risk 
assessment of suitability must be carried out. 

3. all goal post sizes are given as internal 
measurements.

4. Football/rugby/Hockey goals are supplied in 
sets of 2 goals with 4 ground sockets unless 
otherwise stated (excluding freestanding 
options). goals and nets are available as 1 
i.e ½ set.

5. all sockets must be installed in concrete, as 
per product instructions.

6. rugby – We strongly recommend the use of 
hinged posts in conjunction with the hinged 
post assemble roller –always use mechanical 
assistance for erection of socketed goals, as 
recommended in institute of groundsmanship 
training manuals. Hinged post adaptors are 
available for all Harrod uK posts – this 
requires the original post to be cut down. 
Heights quoted are above ground level. 

7. Hockey – all hockey goals conform to 
BSEn 750.

8. Cricket – Heights quoted are above ground 
level. When ordering netting, allow 2.5% 
slack on all lengths. We strongly recommend 
the use of mesh skirt on bottom of netting to 
prevent rodent damage and all nets should be 
removed in winter to avoid deterioration. 

9. When providing equipment for sand or water 
based artificial surfaces, aluminium is the 
preferred option as it will withstand 
deterioration from inevitable abrasion and 
corrosion.

10. all spare parts available for purchase.

AGE GRoUp REcommENDED SIZE

Small Sided u7-10 12ft x 6ft (3.66m x 1.83m)

youth u11-12 16ft x 7ft (4.88m x 2.13m)

youth u13-14 21ft x 7ft (6.40m x 2.13m)

youth 15+ 24ft x 8ft (7.32m x 2.44m)

Senior 24ft x 8ft (7.32m x 2.44m)
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COURT

Whether�it’s�Badminton�or�Volleyball,�we�know�all�there�is�to�know�
about�court-based�sports�and�can�advise�you�on�which�equipment��
to�use�and�answer�any�queries�you�may�have�about�placement��
and�correct�height�adjustments.
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Badminton

premier competition posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

these freestanding posts are ideal for sports halls 
where ground sockets are not possible. 

• 40mm dia. heavy duty aluminium uprights  
with 5mm wall.

• Easy to use quick release clam cleats allow exact 
net height to be achieved for competition use.

• Each heavy duty wheelaway base weighs  
72kg and is 660mm wide.

• uprights & base are polyester powder coated blue.

• individual velcro net ties ensure net is held 
firmly to the uprights as per BS En 1509.

• 125mm dia. rubber wheels will not  
mark or damage floor.

• Foam filled pVC base protectors with  
velcro fastening.

• uprights and bases do not protrude  
into court area.

Recommended net
BaD-015 – £17.20

164kg per set

BAD-021  £724.70

Official post and net suppliers to 
BADMINTON England, our posts 
are used in top venues such as the 
National Badminton Centre and 
the National Institute of Sport.

All Harrod UK Badminton Posts 
are approved by BADMINTON 
England and conform to the  
latest European specification  
BS EN 1509:2008.

premier Competition posts Detail
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Badminton

Socketed competition posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• 40mm dia. heavy duty aluminium uprights  
with 5mm wall.

• Easy to use quick release clam cleats allow exact 
net height to be achieved for competition use.

• individual velcro net ties ensure net is held 
firmly to the uprights as per BS En 1509.

• uprights are polyester powder coated yellow.

• Complete with zinc plated steel sockets  
and flush fitting drop-in lid.

• uprights do not protrude into court area.

Recommended net 
BaD-015 – £17.20

12kg per set

BAD-023  £287.30

Floor Fixed competition posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• 40mm dia. heavy duty aluminium uprights  
with 5mm wall.

• Easy to use quick release clam cleats allow exact 
net height to be achieved for competition use.

• individual velcro net ties ensure net is held 
firmly to the uprights as per BS En 1509.

• uprights are polyester powder coated yellow.

• Complete with profiled base plate  
and fixing bolts.

• uprights and bases do not protrude  
into court area.

• Floor plugs not included and should be  
ordered separately as required SHp-001/100. 
(see page 109)

Recommended net
BaD-015 – £17.20

8kg per set

BAD-031  £232.10

Recommended by BADMINTON 
England for use in their centres 
of excellence.

Socketed Competition posts Fixed Floor Competition posts

Floor plug
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IMAGE�TO�BE�
SUPPLIED?

all independently tested to BS En 1509 all independently tested to BS En 1509
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Badminton
Recommended for club and  
school use. These posts are ideal 
for practice at all levels.

Wheelaway club Training posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

• 40mm steel uprights complete with cleats  
and grooved top.

• the ‘H’ shaped bases have built-in weight and 
are fitted with rubber pads for floor protection.

• Wide double wheels are housed in extra  
strong fabricated brackets and will not  
mark or dent floors.

• offset wheels allow you to maximise space 
between courts whilst still conforming to 
required safety standard.

• netting can be drawn very tight without 
movement of the upright and base (19kg).

• posts are attached to the base with a spring 
clip mechanism and can be easily detached  
for storage.

• uprights can be supplied welded to  
the base at extra cost.

• polyester powder coated blue.

• uprights and bases do not protrude  
into court area.

Recommended net
BaD-003 – £10.80

46.5kg per set

BAD-032  £164.35

combination club Training posts
Same design as BaD-032 but with sellock pin 
sleeve located at 86cm for mini tennis.

Recommended net
BaD-003 – £10.80

46.5kg per set

BAD-036  £167.65

Wheelaway Club training posts – 470mm wide at base Wheelaway Schools training posts – 330mm wide at base

BaD-032 interlocking Bases
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Combination training posts – Club (left) and Schools (right)

Badminton Nets

No.3 ToURNAmENT

tournament use and extra heavy wear.

• red heavy nylon 19mm regulation mesh.

• Double the thickness of the no.1 net.

6.0m in length

BAD-015  £17.20

No.1 cLUB

For club use.

• red 19mm regulation mesh.

• Brown nylon cord, bound at the top  
with white band.

• Fitted with head and bottom cord.

6.0m in length

BAD-003  £10.80

6.7m in length

BAD-004  £11.80

7.3m in length

BAD-005  £12.25

vELcRo NET TIES

pack of 20

BAD-060  £4.85

Wheelaway Schools  
Training posts

ImpRovED SpEcIFIcATIoN

Same design as club posts but with lighter and 
deeper base and no offset wheels. 

• Weight per base 12kg.

Recommended net
BaD-003 – £10.80

33kg per set

BAD-034  £120.10

combination Schools  
Training posts
Same design as BaD-034 but with sellock pin 
sleeve located at 86cm for mini tennis.

Recommended net
BaD-003 – £10.80

33kg per set

BAD-038  £123.55

Badminton

no.3 Badminton netno.1 Badminton net
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all independently tested to BS En 1509 all independently tested to BS En 1509
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Tennis Tennis

S1 76mm Round Tennis posts
• manufactured from 76mm x 3.2mm steel  

and polyester powder coated green.

• Heavy duty brass winder and aluminium  
pulley wheel.

• 4 steel net retaining hooks per post.

• 322mm deep sockets with 79mm inside dia. 
and fitted with stabilising base plates and  
flush fitting hinged lids.

• Sockets have a punched hole, allowing  
uprights to sit 170mm from the base.

Recommended net 
tEn-002 – £91.10

S1 Tennis posts with sockets

26kg per set

TEN-016  £220.25

S1 Tennis posts without sockets

19kg per set

TEN-116  £179.85

Spare Net Retaining Rod
For S8, S1 and aluminium posts.

TEN-094  £14.35

Aluminium 80mm Square 
Tennis posts
• manufactured from 80mm x 3mm reinforced 

aluminium polyester powder coated green as 
standard, white available on request.

• Heavy duty brass winder and brass pulley wheel.

• Stainless steel net retaining rod.

• 312mm deep galvanised steel sockets with a 
82mm square internal face.

• Sockets have a welded pin, allowing uprights to 
sit 160mm from the base.

• Sockets complete with flush fitting hinged lids.

Recommended net 
tEn-001 – £133.75

23kg per set

TEN-028  £273.50

S8 76mm Square Tennis posts
• manufactured from 76mm x 3.2mm steel  

and polyester powder coated green.

• Heavy duty brass winder and brass pulley wheel.

• Stainless steel net retaining rod 359mm deep 
sockets with a 79mm square internal face.

• Flush fitting hinged lids.

Recommended net 
tEn-002 – £91.10

S8 Tennis posts with sockets

33kg per set

TEN-017  £236.25

S8 Tennis posts without sockets

21kg per set

TEN-117  £192.25

S1 postsaluminium posts

retaining rod detailS8 posts complete with retaining rod

p1B tournament net

Tennis Nets
12.8m x 1.07m

p1B ToURNAmENT NET

• 3.5mm polyethylene.

• Heavy braided.

• Black band on side and bottom.

Black

TEN-001  £133.75

INTEGRALLy WEIGHTED NET

• 3.5mm polyethylene.

• Heavy braided.

• Designed specifically for tEn-150.

Black

TEN-155  £131.00

p17 ToURNAmENT NET

• 2.7mm polyethylene.

• Single twine.

• Black band on side and bottom

Black

TEN-002  £91.10

p2 cLUB NET

• 2.2mm polyethylene.

• Single twine.

Black

TEN-004  £64.75

all nets conform to BS En 1510. all of our lawn tennis nets 
are heat set and bonded for good knot stability and a good 
shape. nets are complete with a vinyl coated nylon headband 
and pVC covered headline and winding end. net headlines 
have loop fitting on one end and ferrule on the other. nets 
can be fitted with a polyester headband on request (price on 
application).

NET cENTRE TApES

Vinyl coated 

TEN-036  £2.70

Woven polyester 

TEN-091  £4.00

SpARE TENNIS HEADLINE

• 13.7m long x 4mm thick covered  
galvanised steel headline.

• Complete with a ferrule at one end  
and loop at the other.

TEN-010  £8.60

poLyESTER EyELETTED HEAD BAND

12.8m long x 13cm wide polyester band that is 
punched, eyeletted with lacing cord net fixing.

TEN-029  £30.45

Tennis Sundries

T2 ADJUSTER SET

Vinyl coated nylon centre tape with brass swivel 
adjuster and heavy round metal base. 

TEN-031  £26.35

T3 ADJUSTER SET

Specification as per t2 but with zinc plated 
ground socket.

TEN-032  £18.75

T4 ADJUSTER SET

Woven polyester band, fully adjustable to eliminate 
problems caused by various types of base. Complete 
with swivel and hook for use with ‘m’ peg, ground 
socket or ground base. 

TEN-081  £9.50

SoLID BRASS SWIvEL ADJUSTER

TEN-033  £8.25

GALvANISED ‘m’ pEG

TEN-034  £7.60

2.3KG mETAL GRoUND BASE

TEN-035  £17.75

pLUNGER GRoUND SocKET

TEN-080  £9.75

Eyeletted Headband, ground Base and plunger Socket

Brass adjuster, Centre tapes and t4 adjuster

all independently tested to BS En 1510
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Tennis Tennis

Freestanding trolly

SH5A 76mm Square  
Indoor posts
• Designed specifically for sports hall use.

• manufactured from 76mm x 3.2mm steel 
polyester powder coated blue.

• Heavy duty brass winder and brass pulley wheel.

• Stainless steel net retaining bar.

• Steel reinforced base with nylon wheels and 
rubber pads to protect floor.

• Floor plugs not included. order separately  
as required SHp-001/100 (see page 109).

• Floor plugs require professional installation.

Recommended net 
tEn-002 – £91.10

46kg per set

SHp-005  £346.45

practice Steel Freestanding posts
• manufactured from 76mm sq. x 3.2mm steel.

• Steel brace for added strength.

• polyester powder coated green.

• Heavy duty brass winder and brass pulley wheel.

• Stainless steel net retaining bars.

• 3 x 50mm sq. detachable middle sections  
for easy storage.

• rubber pads to protect surface.

Recommended net 
tEn-002 – £91.10

68kg per set

TEN-098  £440.50

Freestanding Tennis Trolleys
Consists of two swivel wheeled trolleys allowing 
transportation of tEn-098.

TEN-095  £153.35
practice Steel Freestanding posts indoor posts

integrally Weighted tennis posts – detail

Base pad
Flame retardant reinforced green polyester pVC 
cover. Filled with high density foam.

TEN-152  £68.10

Steel Tow Bar
Bolts to front base foot allowing single post and 
base to be moved using a tractor.

5kg each

TEN-151  £41.35

Revolutionary tennis post design, 
encompassing the unique Harrod 
UK integral weighted roller 
system. The perfect solution for 
multi court facilities.

Integrally Weighted Tennis posts
the integrally Weighted tennis posts allow 
regulation net height to be achieved.

• Detachable front uprights manufactured from 
80mm sq x 3mm extruded aluminium.

• 1.13m wide base frame manufactured from 
76mm sq x 3mm aluminium with 300mm long 
front stabilising foot.

• unique roller system, 5 separate galvanised 
steel outer rollers with individual solid steel 
internal weights.

• Each roller measures 193mm in dia.

• Eliminates the need of a full length bottom bar.

• Complete with rubber feet to protect the playing 
surface and lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• overall depth of base: 1045mm, depth from 
front of upright to rear of base: 750mm.

• polyester powder coated green.

• Heavy duty brass winder and brass pulley wheel.

Recommended net 
tEn-155 – £131.00

193kg per set

TEN-150  £1027.60

integrally Weighted tennis posts – detail

integrally Weighted tennis posts – detail

Steel tow Bar integrally Weighted tennis posts – detail

all independently tested to BS En 1510 all independently tested to BS En 1510
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Tennis

Tennis Trainer
• Size 2.7m x 2.2m 31.8mm dia. galvanised 

steel frame.

• Sturdy back support frame with adjustable 
settings to vary the angle the ball is returned at.

• 1.8mm thick nylon net and elastic cord, allows 
you to control the speed of the ball return.

• orange net height indicator tape.

23kg per trainer

TEN-517  £112.25

Set of 4 Spare Elastics

TEN-519  £14.20

Wooden Tennis Umpire chair
• 1.5m high chair painted green. 

• Complete with seat, arm rest and desk  
(overall height 1.95m).

50kg each

TEN-149  £517.25

tennis trainer umpire Chair

Mini�Tennis

Freestanding practice  
mini Tennis posts
• 6m long x 0.876m high.

• manufactured from 25mm sq. steel and 
polyester powder coated white.

• 4 section centre brace to achieve good net tension.

• Complete with tEn-077 mini tennis net.

10kg per set

TEN-220  £69.10

Harrod mini Net
• 2.9m wide x 860mm high.

• the set comes complete with a tough pVC frame, 
fine mesh net and a drawstring carry bag.

5.5kg per set

TEN-575  £51.50

TS1 Wheelaway mini Tennis 
posts
• Base is manufactured from 40mm dia. solid 

steel complete with nylon wheels and rubber 
floor pads. Each base weighs 9.5kg.

• 0.86m uprights manufactured from  
25mm dia. steel.

• polyester powder coated blue.

Recommended net
tEn-077

19kg per set 

TEN-083  £58.80

TS1 mini Tennis Net
• 5.94m long x 0.86m.

• manufactured from 45mm square mesh nylon 
complete with white headband, cord headline 
and side pockets.

TEN-077  £16.05

Wheelaway mini Tennis posts
• 6m long x 0.86m high.

• manufactured from 50mm x 50mm steel.

• polyester powder coated red.

• Easily adjustable upright mechanism for three 
height settings of 86cm, 73cm & 60cm.

• rope cleat net tensioner.

• Complete with 6m long, 2.5mm thick net, with 
fluorescent yellow band and 12mm rope headline.

• net sideband has printed mini tennis graphics.

• Fully portable complete with 5 swivel castors, 
2 with brake.

34kg per set

TEN-571  £326.10

Replacement net

TEN-572  £63.25

Socketed mini Tennis posts
Specification as per S8 tennis post (tEn-017  
– see page 80 for details) but 0.86m high and 
polyester powder coated blue.

Recommended net
tEn-570

27kg per set

TEN-560  £236.25

p17 mini Tennis Net

TEN-570  £95.60

T4 mini Tennis Adjuster Set

TEN-580  £10.45

Freestanding practice mini tennis post

Wheelaway mini tennis post 

tS1 Wheelaway mini tennis post

Harrod mini net
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all independently tested to BS En 1510
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Basketball

Heavy Duty Socketed Goals
• permanent or socketed basketball goals.

• Steel or wooden backboards.

• regulation 3.05m high 100mm sq. x 4mm 
thick heavy duty steel uprights.

• uprights polyester powder coated blue.

• regulation BB4 ring is bolted directly through 
to steel arm for added strength and polyester 
powder coated orange.

• 120cm projection.

• 914mm deep sockets with a 103mm square 
internal measurement.

• Complete with 4.5mm no.1 nets.

Ground sockets require min. 1m cube of concrete.

mechanical lifting equipment mUST  
be used when assembling goals. 

Special size projections to a maximum of  
2m can be manufactured to suit requirements,  
please contact our sales office for further details.

Wooden practice Backboard – 1.22m x 0.9m

267kg per set

BAS-030  £1001.20

Wooden Regulation Backboard – 1.8m x 1.05m

288kg per set

BAS-031  £1356.25

Steel practice Backboard – 1.22m x 0.9m

275kg per set

BAS-029  £1109.40

Spare Basketball Socket

914mm deep socket with a 103mm internal dia.

26kg per socket

BAS-045  £56.00

Drop-In Lid For Basketball Socket

1.4kg per lid

BAS-039  £17.35

Heavy duty goals designed 
specifically for playground  
and park use. These robust goals 
are designed to be left in situ  
all year round.

Heavy Duty Socketed goalsground Socket

Heavy Duty Socketed goals – detail 

B
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Basketball
The Cantilever basketball goals 
are adjustable at installation stage 
for junior and senior heights. 

cantilever Basketball Goals
• regulation 3.05m high 100mm sq. x 3mm 

thick heavy duty steel uprights.

• uprights are polyester powder coated blue.

• regulation BB4 ring is bolted directly through 
to steel arm for added strength & polyester 
powder coated orange.

• Designed to be concreted 914mm,  
directly into ground.

• Can also be used with sockets –  
requires 2 x BaS-045.

• Cantilever extension arm provides  
120cm projection.

• Complete with 4.5mm no.1 nets.

mechanical lifting equipment mUST be used 
when assembling goals. 

Wooden practice Backboard – 1.22m x 0.9m

155kg per set

BAS-041  £629.75

Steel practice Backboard – 1.22m x 0.9m

163kg per set

BAS-046  £736.80

please note: Height adjustable prior to installation, the 
cantilever arm must not be adjusted whilst erected.

Cantilever Basketball goals
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all independently tested to BS En 1270 all independently tested to BS En 1270
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BB4 Regulation Basketball Rings
• 20mm solid steel, welded net hooks,  

polyester powder coated orange.

• Extra heavy duty retaining back plates  
with welded diagonal braces & backboard  
fixing bolts.

16kg per pair

BAS-008  £115.75

Wall mounted Brackets
• provides a standard 0.6m projection.

• polyester powder coated blue.

• Complete with fixings to attach backboards.

• Sold as pair of brackets which is  
sufficient for a single backboard.

• Brackets do not include wall fixings.

Under no circumstances should these wall 
brackets be used with slam dunk rings

26kg per pair

BAS-020  £91.40

Basketball
Mini Basketball is a game for 8-12 
year old children with a regulation 
size ring at a height of 2.6m from 
the ground, and is played with a 
smaller ball. The English Mini 
Basketball Association is actively 
promoting the game as a way of 
introducing a fun game to children 
to encourage them into the sport.

Socketed mini Basketball Goals
• mini Basketball with a 19mm thick moisture 

resistant wooden regulation size board. 

• regulation 2.6m high 100mm sq. x 3mm  
thick heavy duty steel uprights.

• uprights and rings are polyester powder coated.

• regulation ring is bolted directly through to 
steel arm for added strength.

• 600mm projection.

• ring height is 2.6m from ground.

• 914mm deep sockets with a 103mm internal dia.

It is strongly advised that mechanical lifting 
equipment is used when assembling goals.

Wooden Regulation Backboard – 1.22m x 0.9m

116kg per set

BAS-080  £506.35

permanent mini Basketball Goals
as per socketed goals but designed to be 
concreted directly 914mm into the ground.

Wooden Regulation Backboard – 1.22m x 0.9m

101kg per set

BAS-082  £506.35

Socketed mini Basketball goals Socketed mini Basketball goals– detail Wall Brackets

regulation rings
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Basketball

Basketball post protectors
• Supplied as a flat pad 1.8m high x 560mm 

wide x 50mm thick to fit posts with a max. 
150mm dia.

• made with 50mm thick foam and white 
reinforced polyester pVC covers as standard 
– other colours available on request*.

• For easy attachment pads are eyeletted one 
side and supplied with 4 adjustable straps.

colour options*
royal Blue/navy/White/Black/red/Yellow/green

20kg per pair

Single colour

BAS-090  £225.05

multi coloured

BAS-091  £252.70

Wooden Backboards
White 18mm moisture resistant bonded wooden 
backboards drilled to take Harrod uK rings.

1.06m x 0.76m – practice Size

23kg per pair

BAS-010  £108.10

1.22m x 0.9m – practice Size

32kg per pair

BAS-011  £131.75

1.8m x 1.05m – Regulation Size

52kg per pair

BAS-017  £240.95

Basketball Nets

Regulation No.1 Net

4.5mm heavy duty white nylon cord

BAS-001  £7.05

practice Nets

3mm polyethylene, red, white and blue striped cord

BAS-016  £4.40

Backboards

post protector
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all independently tested to BS En 1270
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Netball

Socketed International posts
international standard and used for the England 
teams home international matches. Specially 
designed for use in sportshalls and outdoor 
courts where posts have continual use.

• uprights manufactured from 80mm dia. x 
2.5mm thick reinforced aluminium and  
adjusts to 2.5m, 2.75m and 3.05m heights.

• ring height is fully adjustable.

• regulation 16mm solid steel rings complete 
with white nets.

• uprights & rings polyester powder coated white.

• Supplied with heavy duty floor sockets and 
blanking caps.

Sockets require professional installation

27kg per set

NBL-030  £397.30

Freestanding International posts
as used by England netball for international matches.

• Specifications as nBL-030 but with 
freestanding base.

• triangular base which does not protrude into 
the playing court complete with double nylon 
wheels and rubber pads for floor protection.

• Bases manufactured from solid steel bar 
throughout and constructed so they will not be 
blown over under normal weather conditions.

• polyester powder coated white.

75kg per set

NBL-040  £421.65

it is strongly recommended that all freestanding netball posts 
are stored horizontally when not in use.

Freestanding international post

Socketed international posts

Freestanding international post

N
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Netball

Floor Fixed International posts
• Specifications as nBL-030 but with  

floor fixing plate.

• Complete with profiled base plate and fixings.

• Floor plugs not included and should be  
ordered separately as required. SHp-001/100 
(see page 109).

Requires professional installation

40kg per set

NBL-032  £391.40

post protectors
• See page 95

NB1Ac combination post
Badminton/netball/mini tennis

• uprights manufactured from 50mm steel,  
with reinforced holes and welded cleats  
to allow badminton nets to be easily fitted.

• Base is manufactured from solid steel  
bar and polyester powder coated green 
complete with nylon wheels.

• Complete with one 17kg counterweight  
per base for added stability.

• Weight per base 36kg.

• Complete with nB4 netball rings  
and 4mm netball nets.

Recommended nets
BaD-003 – £10.80

82kg per set

com-004  £289.05

Additional 17kg counterweight

voL-009  £38.55

Floor Fixed international post

Floor Fixed international post – detail

N
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nB1aC Combination post with its three configurations – netball, badminton and mini tennis (left to right)

9190
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Netball

NB3R Regulation Socketed posts
Safer than the freestanding posts, socketed posts 
are the recommended choice of England netball.

• uprights manufactured from 50mm dia. x 
1.6mm thick zinc plated steel with punched 
holes which allow rings to be adjusted to 2.5m, 
2.75m and 3.05m heights.

• Complete with 300mm deep ground sockets 
with integral hinged flush fitting lids.

• 16mm dia. x 2mm thick tubular steel rings 
with safety collar and nets.

24kg per set

NB2A Green Socketed posts

NBL-015  £138.95

NEW NB3Rp Regulation Socketed posts

Same specification as nBL-015 but with pink ring.

NBL-063  £138.95

NB3 Socketed posts
Same specification as the nB3r but fitted  
with 10mm solid steel rings.

23kg per set

NBL-005  £106.40

NB1AR Regulation Netball posts
Designed to conform to England netball 
regulations and the ideal freestanding post for 
schools use.

• uprights manufactured from 50mm dia. x 
1.6mm thick zinc plated steel with punched 
holes which allow rings to be adjusted to 2.5m, 
2.75m and 3.05m heights.

• triangular base which does not protrude into 
the playing court complete with double nylon 
wheels and rubber pads for floor protection.

• Bases manufactured from solid steel bar and 
constructed so they will not be blown over 
under normal weather conditions.

• Bases are polyester powder coated green.

• 16mm dia. x 2mm thick tubular steel rings 
with safety collar & nets.

40kg per set

NB1AR Green Netball posts 

NBL-014  £186.55

NEW NB1Rp Regulation pink Netball posts

Same specification as nBL-014 but with pink 
base and ring.

NBL-061  £215.15

NB1A Wheelaway  
Netball posts
Same specification as the nB1ar but fitted with 
10mm solid steel rings.

40kg per set

NBL-003  £129.85

NEW NB1p Wheelaway  
Netball posts
Same specification as the nB1ar pink but fitted 
with 10mm solid steel rings.

40kg per set

NBL-060  £194.60 nB1a Wheelaway post

nB1ar regulation post – green nB1rp Wheelaway netball post

nB3r Socketed posts in three heights
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Netball

Netball Nets

compETITIoN

per pair

NBL-035  £4.35 

pRAcTIcE

per pair

NBL-001  £3.35

post protectors

compETITIoN poST pRoTEcToRS 

• Designed to fit 80mm dia. posts.

• Covered with hard-wearing extra strong white 
vinyl coated nylon cloth, and foam filled.

• 2.9m high x 340mm wide x 25mm thick.

colour options
royal Blue/navy/White/Black/red/Yellow/green

6.5kg per set

Single colour

NBL-055  £182.30

multi colour

NBL-056  £poA

STANDARD poST pRoTEcToRS

• Designed to fit 50mm dia. posts.

• Covered with hard-wearing extra strong white 
vinyl coated nylon cloth, and foam filled.

• 2.4m high to fit under junior height settings.

colour options
royal Blue/navy/White/Black/red/Yellow/green

4.5kg per set

Single colour

NBL-050  £111.65

multi colour

NBL-051  £148.20

Netball Rings
Regulation Netball Rings
• manufactured from 16mm dia. x 2mm tubular 

steel with safety collar and nets.

polyester powder coated Green

5kg per pair

NBL-018  £48.95

pink

5kg per pair

NBL-048  £48.95

NB4 NETBALL RING

• manufactured from 10mm dia. solid steel with 
safety collar and nets.

polyester powder coated Green

4kg per pair

NBL-007  £30.75

pink

4kg per pair

NBL-047  £30.75

WALL FIxED RING

• manufactured from 10mm dia. solid steel 
complete with welded plate, net and fixings.

5kg per ring

NBL-012  £20.40

DRop-IN RING

• Suitable for fitting directly onto a brick wall.

• Complete with brackets and wall fixings.

3kg per pair

NBL-008  £18.00
Wall Fixed ring

regulation netball ring Drop-in ring

nB3 post with Standard post protectors
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Volleyball
As used at most UK tournaments 
and Beach Grand Prix. Designed 
by Sportset and made under 
licence by Harrod UK for club and 
tournament use on grass or sand. 
Set packs away into carrying bag. 
Large bore aluminium tube for 
strength and weight reduction. 
Net is supplied with heavyweight 
fluorescent head and side bands. 
Tensioning is achieved by an 
adjustable pull down clamp system.

portable volleyball
Can be completely assembled by two people in 
less than ten minutes. Simply drive in four pegs, 
roll out the net, snap together the posts, hook  
up the guy ropes to support the net and the final 
net headline tension is achieved by pulling on the 
tension handle.

• Built in net tensioner.

• 10 metre 2.0mm polyethylene net.

• packed length less than 1.2m.

• Fluorescent banding for twilight visibility.

• adjusts to men’s and ladies’ height.

• aluminium poles polyester powder coated black.

• Complete with carry bag, steel handled rubber 
mallet & steel ground pegs.

• alloy guy tensioners.

• Black rope with crimped loop ends.

9kg per set

voL-150  £231.20

Junior Height conversion Upright

0.7kg per set

voL-154  £12.25

 

Beach grand prix

pack contents

practical and easy for grass tournaments

Vo
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match play volleyball posts
• 75mm x 50mm heavy duty aluminium uprights.

• Sliding net retainer complete with hand wheel, 
ratchet tensioner and brass pulley wheels.

• uprights & base are polyester powder coated blue.

• adjustable to mens, ladies and junior play 
without removing the net.

• Wheelaway steel base does not protrude  
into the court.

• upright brace for added stability.

• Floor plugs not included. please order separately 
as required. SHp-001/100 (see page 109).

Sockets require professional installaton.

Supplied with metric m12 Floor Fixings. Imperial 
½” Whitworth floor fixings available – please call 
our sales office for details.

Recommended net 
VoL-001 – £69.20

37.5kg per set

voL-050  £362.45

Volleyball

competition Telescopic 
volleyball posts
Designed to competition standard, these posts 
have a safe net tensioning system which allows 
simple transitions between heights with a further 
unique fine adjustment mechanism.

• Easily adjustable to men’s (2.43m), women’s 
(2.24m) and junior (2.13m) heights.

• Bespoke aluminium extrusion 102mm dia. x 
4mm which allow internal mechanisms to move 
in harmony.

• 60mm x 40mm x 3mm laser cut steel 
telescopic top upright, mounted on internal 
slider with an integral plunger mechanism for 
smooth transition to different heights.

• Winder and dummy posts include a unique easy 
to use fine adjustment screw mechanism that can 
be operated whilst the net is under full tension.

• 8mm thick steel base with support fins, floor 
fixings and wheels for ease of movement.

• uprights & bases polyester powder coated red.

• Floor plugs not included. please order separately 
as required. SHp-001/100 (see page 109).

Sockets require professional installation.

Supplied with metric m12 Floor Fixings. Imperial 
½” Whitworth floor fixings available – please call 
our sales office for details.

Recommended net 
VoL-030 – £127.65

FLooR FIxED poSTS

70.5kg per set

voL-055  £1057.20

SocKETED poSTS

60kg per set

voL-060  £992.95

poST AND BASE pRoTEcToR

14kg per set

voL-065  £304.80

Competition telescopic Volleyball posts match play Volleyball postsprofessional installation required
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vB5 Socketed posts
• 50mm uprights are polyester powder coated blue.

• Supplied with ground sockets complete with 
flush fitting hinged lids.

Recommended net 
VoL-005 – £23.35

16.5kg per set

voL-011  £124.95

Volleyball

VB5 Socketed posts
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Volleyball

volleyball Referee Stand
• non-slip steel platform.

• Complete with two nylon wheels and safety chain.

25kg per stand

voL-013  £464.80

Antennae/Headlines

ANTENNAE

• red and white fibreglass antennae.

voL-007  £37.75

ANTENNAE IN SHEATH

• as above with antennae enclosed in sheaths.

• For use with Supermatch, no.30 & no.25 nets.

voL-006  £57.20

REpLAcEmENT HEADLINE

Kevlar

voL-130  £22.75

Steel

voL-101  £6.55

volleyball Nets
9.5m L x 1.0m H. made from 100mm sq. mesh.

SUpERmATcH compETITIoN NET

• 2.8mm braided black nylon net.

• White woven polyester headband complete  
with 11.7m kevlar rope.

• Sides: Black woven polyester with enclosed 
fibreglass dowels & 3 x ‘D’ shaped fastening rings.

• Bottom: Black woven polyester band complete 
with sewn in strengthening rope.

• Conforms to FiVB specifications.

voL-030  £127.65

No.30 REGULATIoN voLLEyBALL NET

• 3mm braided black polyethylene.

• Vinyl coated nylon headband complete with 
pVC covered galvanised steel wire headline.

• Vinyl coated sidebands with enclosed wood dowels.

• Vinyl coated bottom band.

voL-001  £69.20

No.25 mATcH voLLEyBALL NET

• 3mm braided black polyethylene.

• Vinyl coated nylon headband complete with 
pVC covered galvanised steel wire headline.

voL-002  £46.75

No.1 pRAcTIcE NET

• 2mm black polyethylene.

• Vinyl coated nylon headband complete with 
pVC covered galvanised steel wire headline.

voL-004  £29.40

No.2 pRAcTIcE NET

• 2mm black polyethylene.

• Vinyl coated nylon headband complete with 
cord headline.

voL-005  £23.35

referee Stand Wall mounted practice Volleyball VB4 Floor Fixed Club posts

Wall mounted practice Volleyball – detail Wall mounted practice Volleyball – detail

Wall mounted practice volleyball
Designed to span either the length or width  
of a sports hall for multi person volleyball or 
badminton practice.

• net height can be adjusted to all volleyball 
positions including sitting volleyball.

• posts can also be used for badminton.

• manufactured from 83mm x 43mm  
aluminium extrusion.

• attached to permanently installed wall bracket 
and can be easily removed outside of play.

• Complete with adjustable slider and ratchet 
winch to achieve practice net tension.

• Complete with full length protection pad.

• 1 floor and 2 solid wall fixings included per 
upright (all fixing require installation).

Recommended net 
VoL-005 – £23.35

voL-075  £403.30

Intermediate Base
recommended for long spans

voL-077  £86.10

Base pad

voL-048  £40.40

per metre volleyball Nets
nets to suit wall mounted system, can be ordered 
in any length up to 35m.

No.2 voLLEyBALL NET

voL-015  £3.10

No.1 voLLEyBALL NET

voL-014  £3.65

No.2 LIGHTWEIGHT voLLEyBALL NET

• Half height volleyball net.

voL-017  £2.70

vB4 Floor Fixed club posts
Combination posts for volleyball and badminton.

• uprights and base polyester coated blue.

• 50mm uprights are attached to the base  
with a spring clip and can be easily  
detached for storage.

• Low profile curved floor fixed base.

• 2 floor sockets required per base.

• post and base protector pads and floor  
sockets should be ordered separately.

Recommended nets
VoL-005 – £23.35

BaD-003 – £10.80

voL-047  £154.45

vB1 Floor Fixed Schools posts
• as per VB4 but with a 38mm dia upright.

voL-046  £144.80

Floor Fixed Base for  
vB4/vB1 Uprights
• Can be used to convert existing weighted posts 

to conforming floor fixed option - 2 floor 
sockets required per base.

Floor Fixed Base for vB4 Uprights

voL-040  £117.65

Floor Fixed Base for vB1 Uprights

voL-041  £115.05

volleyball protectors

vB1/vB4 Base protector

voL-045  £48.30

vB1/vB4 Upright protector

voL-044  £72.25
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Handball

Steel Folding Handball Goals
• 3m x 2m x 1m goal, polyester powder coated 

white with red and white markings.

• Crossbars and uprights manufactured from 
80mm square x 3mm thick steel.

• 28.6mm dia. net supports with non-marking 
rubber wheels.

Recommended nets 
Han-001

144kg per set

HAN-003  £974.90

HB1 Handball Goal Nets
• 2.5mm polyethylene net, 100mm mesh.

HAN-001  £61.20

please note: Handball goals have a short runback in comparison 
to the height of the posts, therefore they must be anchored at all 
times. recommended Floor Sockets SHp-001/SHp-100.

 

competition Handball Goals
this regulation aluminium handball goal is the 
ideal choice for top level matches with its angled 
side frame and free-hanging net.

• 3m wide x 2m high x 1.3m deep.

• polyester powder coated frame with red and 
white markings.

• Crossbars and uprights manufactured from 
reinforced 80mm sq. x 2.5mm aluminium.

• 31.8mm steel folding net supports with a 1.1m 
top and a 1.3m bottom runback angled out to 
facilitate free hanging net. plunger mechanism 
allows net supports to fold easily.

• Complete with lock-on synthetic net hooks.

• Supplied with metric m12 Floor Fixings for  
use with optional floor sockets (recommended 
method of anchoring).

• Complete with detachable steel back bar.

• overall goal size 3520mm Wide x 2080mm 
High x 1352mm deep.

Recommended net 
Han-005

95kg per set

HAN-010  £1135.25

competition Aluminium Goal Nets
• 3m x 2m net, 0.8m top and 1m bottom 

runback with sewn in 3m x 1.9m curtain  
net to prevent the ball rebounding out.

• 3mm polyethylene net, 100mm mesh.

HAN-005  £132.30

Competition Handball goals

To order visit www.pitchworks.co.uk or call our Freephone Orderline on 0800 195 1943

Manufacturer’s�Guidelines

Steel posts are zinc phosphated & aluminium 
posts are iron phosphated (unless otherwise 
stated), then finished with a baked on polyester 
powder coated finish that provides a very tough 
scratch resistant finish. 

all posts muSt be assembled as per instructions 
supplied and work must be carried out by a 
sufficient number of competent persons. 
appropriate personal protective equipment (ppE) 
must be worn at all times. 

When tall and/or heavy equipment is being 
erected it is recommended that scaffolding and/
or heavy lifting equipment is used. the correct 
tools for the job must be used at all times. 

all posts and nets require regular maintenance, 
chips or scratches to paintwork muSt be treated 
to prevent corrosion occurring at these points. 

Fixings, joints, and the point where posts enter 
sockets are all areas which are most likely to rust, 
they should be examined by a responsible person 
and a record log kept of all inspections. 

the operator of the equipment has a 
responsibility to maintain equipment in perfect 
working order. to do so will require positive 
action. please refer to assembly and maintenance 
instructions provided.

Netball Notes
1. posts supplied in sets of two, complete  

with nets and rings.

2. all posts are height adjustable to 2.5m, 
2.75m and 3.05m.

3. all netball post rings have safety collars  
to provide a secure connection to the post.

4. posts & nets are available as 1/2 set  
i.e. 1 post only, 1 net only.

5. SH2 Floor Sockets (where supplied) must  
be fitted by professional installers.

6. it is strongly recommended that all 
freestanding netball posts are stored 
horizontally when not in use.

7. all spare parts available for purchase.

Tennis Notes
1. ground sockets must be installed in an 

appropriate concrete cube as per instructions.

2. post sets are supplied as one winder post, 
one dummy post and 2 ground sockets. nets 
and net adjuster must be ordered separately.

3. all winder posts are fitted with a superior 
quality, easy action, polished front brass winder.

4. all posts and nets conform to BSEn 1510.

5. all nets are regulation size and 45mm  
square mesh.

6. nets are complete with a vinyl coated 
headband and pVC covered headline 
designed to fit our posts.

7. net maintenance: When not in use loosen 
nets and fold them over the net band to keep 
the bottom of the nets clear of the ground. 
nets should always be stored in a completely 
dry condition, and away from vermin.

8. all spare parts available for purchase.
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TRACk�AND�FIELD

All�of�our�track�and�field�equipment�has�been�designed�and�built�to�the�
highest�standards.�From�discus�cages�to�hurdles;�we�can�issue�you�
with�the�right�apparatus�for�both�junior�and�senior�level�competitions.�
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Archery

Archery Netting
• Heavy quality nylon netting.

• Woven close mesh.

• available in white or green.

• Complete with eyelets and split rings at 
300mm intervals along the top edge.

• netting includes separate tie cords on each side.

• archery netting is not designed for use with 
tungsten tipped arrows or crossbows.

• Banded on all edges.

White Archery Netting

per sq. m

ARc-001  £14.20

Green Archery Netting

per sq. m

ARc-003  £17.10

Wire
4mm dia. wire for hanging and supporting  
archery netting.

Wire per metre 

ARc-002  £1.00

Wooden poles
50mm round poles with ferruled tops, spiked 
ends and painted green.

2.4m High pole

cRK-027  £25.90

2.7m High pole

cRK-028  £27.85

3.0m High pole

cRK-029  £31.05

Due to wind resistance Wooden poles may only be used to 
maximum 3m high and 5m wide.

practice Discus Cage and netting

Net pegs
• ‘u’ peg 6mm x 200mm long.

• ideal for pegging down discus netting.

1kg per pack of 10

pEG-025  £5.85

cast Iron Shot
• For practice use only.

2.72kg*

SHT-001  £8.80

3.25kg*

SHT-002  £10.45

4.00kg* 

SHT-003  £12.40

5.00kg*

SHT-004  £15.80

6.25kg*

SHT-005  £18.95

7.25kg*

SHT-006  £22.55

*Weights are approximate.

practice Discus cage
an ideal cage for schools practice use, with 3.3m 
high x 42mm dia. galvanised steel uprights.

• Size 19.2m x 3.3m.

• Complete with 8 galvanised steel uprights  
and 8 ground sockets.

• 450mm deep.

• netting not included.

• We recommend that the netting on cages should 
be at least 300mm deeper than the frame.

Recommended Netting 
atH-001

134kg per cage

ATH-005  £809.75

this cage is not regulation size and is for practice use only.

Discus Netting
• 50mm square mesh, uV resistant, 2.0mm 

thick black polypropylene netting with 
selvedged edges.

• Designed for use with Harrod uK practice cage 
19.2m x 3.6m atH-005.

19.2m x 3.6m

ATH-001  £330.25

per square metre

ATH-002  £4.75

Cast iron Shot

archery netting

Discus netting

archery netting
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Athletics Athletics
A competitive range of senior and 
junior practice high jump stands 
with calibrated strip label for 
accurate height measurement.

Schools aluminium Lath

Height adjuster – detail

HJ1 Senior practice  
High Jump Stands
• Steel stands are zinc phosphated and polyester 

powder coated green.

• 25mm x 1.6mm thick square steel uprights.

• Solid steel base fitted with rubber caps for 
floor protection.

• Complete with heavy duty 55cm to 215cm 
calibrated strip label.

16kg per set

HJU-001  £91.40

HJ2 Junior practice  
High Jump Stands
• Same specification as HJu-001 (above)  

with shorter uprights.

• Complete with heavy duty 55cm to 135cm 
calibrated strip label.

14kg per set

HJU-002  £81.40

Regulation Glassfibre Lath
• 4.0m long regulation 30mm dia. lath.

• Yellow with plastic square end caps.

1.8kg per lath

HJU-005  £57.20

please note: Circular glassfibre laths are very strong and 
flexible but may shatter in some circumstances.

Schools Aluminium Lath
• 4.0m long x 30mm dia. lath.

• red with plastic square end caps.

1kg per lath

HJU-007  £27.55

regulation glassfibre Lath

H6 Fixed Leg  
competition Hurdle
Competition standard hurdle, conforms  
to i.a.a.F. and uK athletics height and toppling 
force regulations.

• tubular zinc plated steel base construction.

• Complete with 75mm x 25mm thick pVC lath.

• Fully enclosed adjustable weights in hurdle feet.

• Height adjustable aluminium uprights from 
685mm to 1067mm in 76mm increments.

12kg per hurdle

HUR-006  £77.30

H7 Schools practice Hurdle
practice style hurdles are the ideal option for school 
and club use, available in senior and junior sizes.

• tubular galvanised steel construction.

• Complete with 75mm x 25mm thick pVC lath.

• Height adjustable aluminium uprights from 
685mm to 1067mm in 76mm increments.

• no additional weights supplied.

5kg per hurdle

HUR-007  £60.60

H8 Junior practice Hurdle
• Same specification as Hur-007 with shorter 

uprights.

• Height adjustable uprights from 460mm to 
762mm in 76mm increments.

4.5kg per hurdle

HUR-008  £42.90

pvc Hurdle Lath
• Spare 75mm x 25mm thick laths for use with 

all Harrod uK hurdles. 

1kg per lath

HUR-004  £7.45

Competition and practice 
hurdles to suit all requirements. 
Each supplied complete with 
laths which can be screen 
printed on request.

H6 Fixed Leg Competition Hurdle

H7 Schools practice Hurdle H8 Junior practice Hurdle
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ACCESSORIES

In�addition�to�our�main�equipment�line�we�also�provide�a�range�
of�key�accessories�to�help�you�tidy�and�maintain�your�venue.�
From�extra�storage�to�line�marking,�we’ve�made�sure�everything�
will�be�taken�care�of.
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Sportshall Anchor
Specification as anC-005, with the addition of 
rubber floor protection pad on base.

17kg per anchor

ANc-009  £48.70 

‘U’ peg Anchor
a risk assessment is required to evaluate 
suitability of soil conditions.

• Suitable for use on grass surfaces.

• Heavy duty steel peg made from  
10mm dia. solid bar.

• 450mm long and fits over maximum  
bar dia. of 70mm.

2.3kg per set of 4 anchors

pEG-021  £19.55 

counterbalance Weight Anchor
• Suitable for use on grass, artificial  

and 3g surfaces.

• polyester powder coated blue.

• Fits on to backbars up to 43mm dia.

• 17kg Handbag style weight complete  
with 3 link galvanised chain, carbine clip  
and ‘u’ type bracket.

• nut and bolt included for use with  
aluminium goals.

• requirements (per goal): 
Hockey – 10 
Full size Football – 6 
mini Soccer – 6 
9 v 9/Futsal – 6 
Five-a-Side – 4.

17kg per anchor

ANc-005  £45.05

Anchors

Turf Anchor
For all Freestanding Football and other  
portable games posts.

• Suitable for use on grass surfaces.

• Fits on to backbars up to 43mm dia.

• Complete with 3 link galvanised chain, carbine 
clip and ‘u’ type bracket.

• patent no 9117137-1.

6kg per set of 4 anchors

FBL-055  £82.75

Tarmac Anchor
• Specification as FBL-055 without the 

stabilising bar.

• Designed to be installed below ground level.

• Complete with hole pre-former for installing 
directly through a tarmac surface.

3.5kg per set of 4 anchors

ANc-004  £82.75 

Fence Anchor chain
• Suitable for use on artificial and 3g surfaces.

• For attaching to surround fence or  
use with anC-020.

• Complete with eyebolt, 2 x carbine clips and 
3m length of chain.

• Extra lengths of chain can be ordered per metre.

0.7kg per anchor

ANc-022  £38.70 
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Counterbalance Weight anchor ‘u’ peg anchor tarmac anchor Fence anchor Chain

turf anchor

SH2 Sportshall Floor plugs
Floor fixed anchors for Badminton,  
netball and Volleyball.

• requires professional installation into 
Sportshall flooring.

• SH2 socket complete with ‘t’ bar bolts.

SH2 160mm deep for solid floors

0.3kg per floor plug

SHp-001  £35.25 

SH2 210mm deep for suspended floors

0.5kg per floor plug

SHp-100  £44.45 

Anchors

Flip-up Anchor Socket
• Specifically designed for installation  

on synthetic pitch areas and tarmac.

• requires installation into a 350mm  
cube of concrete.

• galvanised steel construction complete  
with stainless steel top plate and flip-up 
anchorage point.

• anti-tamper lid produces a flush fit to the 
surface for optimum safety.

• Complete with allen key to prevent 
unauthorised access to sand trap.

• anchorage point flips up to enable easy 
attachment of a carbine clip.

• Socket only, use anC-022 anchor for 
attachment to goal.

3.2kg per socket

ANc-020  £77.65 

SH2 Sportshall Anchors
Floor fixed anchors for mini Soccer,  
Five-a-Side, Handball and Hockey.

• requires professional installation into 
Sportshall flooring.

• SH2 socket complete with eyebolt,  
300mm plastic covered chain, carbine clip  
and ‘u’ type bracket.

• to fit up to 43mm dia. backbar.

• recommended minimum use of 2 anchors  
per goal.

SH2 160mm deep for solid floors

0.5kg per anchor

ANc-001  £34.75 

SH2 210mm deep for suspended floors

0.7kg per anchor

ANc-002  £41.40 

Wall Fixed Sportshall Anchors
• Complete with 100mm rawbolt, eyebolt, 

300mm plastic covered chain, carbine clip  
and ‘u’ type bracket.

• to fit backbar up to 43mm dia.

• recommended minimum use of 2 anchors  
per goal.

0.3kg per anchor

ANc-003  £14.55

Spirafix Kit for Team Shelters
Easy to install, the Spirafix ground anchor penetrates 
most ground conditions, dealing with obstructions 
such as tree roots, small bricks and stones.

• Easily removed and re-used (removal tool included).

• Complete with locating pegs to ensure  
accurate installation.

• m12 head 38 cm long.

Spirafix Kit for 4m Shelters and
all premier curved Shelters

4.4kg per set of 5 anchors

ANc-012  £68.30 

Spirafix Kit for 2.5m Shelters

3.6kg per set of 4 anchors

ANc-013  £54.35 

Wall anchorFlip-up anchor Socket shown with chain

Spirafix Kit

SH2 Floor anchor (top) and Wall anchor (bottom)

SH2 Floor plug
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From the Standard singleperson 
bootwiper, the heavy-duty 
Premier version to the Multi 
bootwiper for use by 1 – 4 
persons, there is something to 
suit every requirement within  
our bootwiper range. Polyester 
powder coated matt black these 
sleek bootwipers are the perfect 
choice for all sports facilities.

Standard Bootwiper
Freestanding bootwiper for single person use.  
the Standard Bootwiper is designed for use 
pitchside, outside communal changing areas or 
the teeing area of the golf course.

• polyester powder coated matt black.

• Fully freestanding and 1029mm high.

• 2 individual 265mm long x 65mm wide bottom 
brushes with 47mm long black bristles.

• 2 individual 265mm long x 65mm wide side 
brushes with 65mm long black bristles.

• 2 rubber gripped handles.

• 2 recessed shoe scraping plates.

6kg each

BWp-001  £88.00 

pREmIER FIxED BooTWIpER

• Specification as per BWp-011 but with floor 
fixing plates.

• please note no bolts or fixings are included.

Standard length

21kg each

BWp-010  £213.35 

Extra length – 1.75m wide

BWp-015  £321.75

SocKETED pREmIER BooTWIpER

• Specification as per BWp-011 only socketed.

Standard length

7kg each

BWp-013  £248.00

Extra length – 1.75m wide

BWp-017  £356.15 

Spare Brush Sets

STANDARD BRUSHES

2.1kg per set

BWp-020  £34.60 

multi 1 – Brushes

2kg per set

BWp-021  £48.50 

multi 2 – Brushes

3.3kg per set

BWp-022  £62.30 

multi 3 – Brushes

4.5kg per set

BWp-023  £97.00 

multi 4 – Brushes

5.8kg per set

BWp-024  £103.85 

premier Fixed &  
Freestanding Bootwipers
Freestanding or fixed bootwiper designed for 
single person use outside communal changing 
areas, the premier Bootwipers are extremely 
sturdy and hard-wearing, manufactured from 
2mm thick x 50.8mm dia. steel and polyester 
powder coated matt black.

pREmIER FREESTANDING BooTWIpER

• polyester powder coated matt black.

• Fully freestanding and 1m high.

• 2 individual 610mm long x 73mm wide side 
brushes with 65mm long black bristles.

• 2 individual 152mm long x 73mm wide side 
brushes with 65mm long black bristles.

• 2 internal shoe scraping plates for added safety.

• Complete with 2 (160mm deep) freestanding 
plates and fixings.

Standard length

22kg each

BWp-011  £231.75 

Extra length – 1.75m wide

BWp-016  £340.15

premier Fixed Bootwiper (1.13m wide) premier Fixed Bootwiper – detail

Bootwipers
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Standard Bootwiper 

Bootwipers
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multi Bootwiper 

optional Socket

Bootwiper Brush – detail

premier Freestanding Bootwiper

optional Socket Set

FoR mULTI 1/mULTI 2 BooTWIpER

1.5kg per set

BWp-008  £16.60 

FoR mULTI 3/mULTI 4 BooTWIpER

2.2kg per set

BWp-009  £22.80 

pREmIER BRUSHES

3.3kg per set

BWp-025  £69.25 

please note: the brushes are a consumable item and will 
wear over time.

multi Bootwiper
the multi Bootwiper is available as a 1, 2, 3 or 4 
person station. manufactured from 1.6mm thick 
by 31.8mm dia. steel and polyester powder coated 
matt black, the multi Bootwiper is designed to be 
concreted straight in to the ground, but sockets are 
available separately if required.

multi 1 permanent Bootwiper

• 0.8m wide.

• one 610mm x 73mm bottom brush  
& two 152mm x 73mm side brushes.

7kg each

BWp-003  £167.60 

multi 2 permanent Bootwiper

• 1.3m wide.

• two 610mm x 73mm bottom brushes  
& two 152mm x 73mm side brushes.

10kg each

BWp-004  £186.75 

multi 3 permanent Bootwiper

• 1.9m wide.

• three 610mm x 73mm bottom brushes  
& two 152mm x 73mm side brushes.

14kg each

BWp-005  £225.35 

multi 4 permanent Bootwiper

• 2.6m wide.

• Four 610mm x 73mm bottom brushes  
& two 152mm x 73mm side brushes.

17kg each

BWp-006  £257.50 
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NEW Grit Bin
• Height 775mm, width 1156mm, depth 

385mm, Capacity 336 litres.

15kg each

BIN-005  £238.90

NEW Hooded Bin
the bin has a circular closed top. the features 
include a domed top section and a robust mid 
section for added strength.

• Height 965mm, diameter 457mm,  
capacity 84 litres.

• Bins may be coloured black or green 
dependant on colour stocked when ordering.

BIN-010  £154.40

NEW Galvanised Liner
BIN-012  £95.00

NEW Galvanised Foot Grate
the galvanised foot grate offers a quick and easy 
method of boot wiping allowing players the 
opportunity to clean footwear before and after 
entering the pitch.

• manufactured from rust resistant 
galvanised steel.

• grates are 610mm wide.

• ideal for synthetic pitch entrances.

• trough and surround not included.

7kg each

610mm x 610mm

BWp-030  £101.10

21kg each

1830mm x 610mm

BWp-035  £172.60

Bins�and�Grates
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Mat�Trolleys

grit Bin

galvanised Foot Crate
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Heavy Duty Flat Trolleys

2m LoNG x 0.6m WIDE

• Same design specification as mat-010 except 
one piece, this trolley is ideal for narrow 
corridors and doorways.

max number of 25.4mm mats: 33

30kg per trolley

mAT-040  £171.40 

1.2m LoNG x 0.9m WIDE

• Same specification as mat-010  
except one piece.

max number of 25.4mm mats: 33

32kg per trolley

mAT-050  £179.40 

please check door width before ordering.

Super Heavy Duty Trolley

2m LoNG x 1.2m WIDE

• Frame is manufactured from heavy duty  
50mm x 50mm steel and is polyester  
powder coated white.

• 12mm thick wood platform for carrying mats.

• 300mm dia. pneumatic rubber tyred wheels.

• Hinged handle and axle steering for  
carrying greater weight.

• Front steering ‘trailer’ action for ease  
of manoeuvre.

• maximum loading capacity 750kg.

• Suitable for 2m x 1m, 1.8m x 1.22m  
and 1.22m x 0.9m rigid mats.

max number of 25.4mm mats: 45

83kg per trolley

mAT-012  £626.00 

Heavy Duty Flat Trolleys

2m LoNG x 1.2m WIDE

• Frame is manufactured from 50mm x 25mm 
steel and is polyester powder coated white.

• 12mm thick wood platform for carrying mats.

• Six non-marking 100mm castors, four swivel 
and two fixed wheels for stability.

• two front swivel wheels fitted with foot brake.

• two piece design allows half of the trolley  
to be used separately for transporting  
smaller size mats.

• removable handle for storage.

• maximum loading capacity 250kg.

• Suitable for 2m x 1m, 1.8m x 1.22m and 
1.22m x 0.9m rigid mats.

max number of 25.4mm mats: 33

48kg per trolley

mAT-010  £198.95

 2m x 0.6m Heavy Duty Flat trolley (left) and 1.2m x 0.9mHeavy Duty Flat trolley (right)

Super Heavy Duty trolley (left) and 2m x 1.2m Heavy Duty Flat trolley (right)

Hooded Bin

NEWNEW

NEW 113112
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vertical
• polyester powder coated white frame.

• tubular steel construction with folding  
main frame and detachable handle  
for easier storage.

• Central divider section provides extra  
support for larger mats.

• 12mm thick wood platform for carrying mats.

• Four non-marking 100mm swivel castors,  
foot brakes on two wheels on alternate sides.

• requires some assembly.

• Suitable for 2m x 1m, 1.8m x 1.22m  
and 1.22m x 0.9m rigid mats.

max number of 25.4mm mats: 13

35kg per trolley

mAT-020  £188.10 

Inclined
• polyester powder coated white frame tubular 

steel construction with folding handle holds 
mats firmly in place against 12mm thick 
wooden back support.

• Base and back supports angled for extra 
support to prevent mats collapsing.

• Four non-marking 100mm swivel castors,  
foot brakes on two wheels on alternate sides.

• Suitable for 2m x 1m, 1.8m x 1.22m and 
1.22m x 0.9m rigid mats.

max number of 25.4mm mats: 13

49kg per trolley

mAT-011  £251.05 

Aerobics

1.1m LoNG x 0.85m WIDE x 1.2m HIGH

• tubular steel frame is polyester powder  
coated blue.

• 12mm thick wood platform for carrying mats.

• Four non-marking 100mm swivel castors,  
foot brakes on two wheels on alternate sides.

• Supplied flat packed.

• Suitable for 980mm x 720mm aerobics mats.

max number of 8mm mats: 150

33kg per trolley

mAT-100  £186.10 

Heavy Duty carpet Trolley
• tubular steel frame is polyester powder  

coated white.

• Four non-marking 100mm swivel castors,  
foot brakes on two wheels.

• max load to carry 80kg.

Suitable for one 11m cricket mat or
one short mat bowls carpet

14kg per trolley

mAT-030  £115.30 

Vertical trolley inclined trolley

aerobics trolley Carpet trolley

manufacturers Guidelines
1. all steel work on mat trolleys is zinc 

phosphated, then finished with a baked 
on polyester powder finish that provides 
a very tough scratch resistant finish.

2. always check door widths before 
ordering; we recommend that mat sizes/
weights are checked also to ensure they 
do not exceed capacity of trolley.

Mat-040 0.6m wide 2m long x 0.94m high

Mat-050 0.9m wide 1.2m long x 0.94m high Mat-010 1.2m wide 2m long x 0.92m high Mat-012 1.2m wide 2m long x 1.2m high

Mat-020 0.42m wide 1.93m long x 1.38m high Mat-011 0.65m wide 2.1m long x 1.4m high Mat-030 0.7m wide 1.4m long x 0.32m high
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Storage
Storage Trolley frames are 
manufactured from 25mm sq x 
1.5mm thick steel. Frames are 
polyester powder coated blue. 
Complete with four non-marking 
75mm swivel castors (unless 
otherwise stated).

Aerobic Storage Trolley
1.06m H x 0.58m W x 1.05m L.

• maximum loading capacity 200kg.

• Four non-marking 100mm castors.

22kg per trolley

STo-017  £167.20 

Standard Storage Trolley
1.05m H x 0.58mW x 1.05m L.

• Complete with hoop storage rack and space for 
storing sticks or poles.

• Complete with four storage containers, but can 
hold up to a maximum of six.

• maximum loading capacity 120kg.

19kg per trolley

STo-010  £207.70 

Large Storage Trolley
1.05m H x 0.58mW x 1.4m L.

• Features integral wire basket storage area.

• Supplied with four storage containers, but can 
hold up to a maximum of six.

• maximum loading capacity 120kg.

24kg per trolley

STo-014  £226.45 
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sBall Storage Shelf Unit
1.4m H x 0.4mW x 1.55m L.

• Frame is manufactured from 25mm dia.  
x 1.5mm thick steel.

• Frame is polyester powder coated white.

• 4 adjustable shelves to suit varying ball  
sizes from tennis to basketball.

24kg per trolley

STo-050  £143.40 

Storage containers
the jumbo containers will stack both on  
top and inside each other.

• 280mm D x 385mm W x 560mm L.

• 54 litre capacity and will fit all Harrod uK 
equipment trolleys.

Red container

STo-040  £11.70 

yellow container

STo-041  £11.70 

clear container

STo-042  £11.70 

Blue container

STo-043  £11.70 

Heavy Duty Storage Brackets
See page 39.

7.5kg per pair

STo-025  £52.50

please note the loading capacity stated is not the actual 
carrying capacity.

Large Storage trolley

aerobic Storage trolley Standard Storage trolley

Ball Storage Shelf unit

Heavy Duty Storage Brackets

Synthetic�Pitch�Dividers

Economy Winch System
Designed to be installed outside of the perimeter 
fence and can hang netting with minimal sag over 
a span of up to 63m.

• 100mm sq. posts manufactured from 4mm 
thick galvanised steel that are polyester powder 
coated green.

• Winch post is fitted with an economy  
winch and top pulley wheel.

• Dummy post complete with pulley wheel  
and cleat.

• Winch has exposed mechanism and a 
maximum load rating of up to 350kg.

(please note load rating is not restricted and can  
be over tightened)

available in the following out of ground heights:

2.7m high posts

72kg per set

FBL-111  £957.50

3m high posts

80kg per set

FBL-112  £1033.95

3.6m high posts

95kg per set

FBL-113  £1110.15

to help alleviate billowing of the net we recommend the use 
of a bottom band with sewn in 20mm rope.

3m Intermediate post
to sit in middle of the astro.

FBL-110  £138.15

Heavy Duty Winch posts
pitch divider systems allow the playing surface  
to be divided up into sections. Designed to be 
installed outside of the perimeter fence and  
can hang netting with minimal sag over a  
span of up to 63m.

• 100mm square posts manufactured from 4mm 
galvanised steel that are polyester powder 
coated green,other colours available poa.

• Winch post is fitted with a high specification 
brake winch and top pulley wheel.

• anchor post complete with pulley wheel  
and cleat.

• Winch has enclosed gears for added safety, 
detachable handle and a maximum  
load rating restricted to 100kg.

available in the following out of ground heights:

2.7m high posts

72kg per set

FBL-107  £1166.45 

3m high posts

80kg per set

FBL-108  £1239.45 

3.6m high posts

95kg per set

FBL-109  £1520.40 

pitch divider posts must be installed in a minimum 1 metre 
cube of concrete, consult a construction engineer for advice 
where required. the posts are designed to be concreted 
directly in the ground but ground sockets can be supplied 
separately at an additional cost.

pitch Divider post Socket
914mm deep sockets with a 103mm square 
internal face.

BAS-045  £56.00 

No.16 2mm Thick Netting
50mm square mesh, uV resistant, 2.0mm thick 
black polypropylene netting with selvedged edges.
allow 2.5% extra on overall length of netting

2.7m high (per metre)

cRK-011  £6.45 

3.0m high (per metre)

cRK-012  £6.80 

3.6m high (per metre)

cRK-014  £7.65 

4mm pitch Divider Wire (per metre)

WIR-100  £1.30 

50mm Stainless Steel Split Rings (each)

SpI-310  £0.60 

Dog clips (each)

cRK-300  £0.35 

Bottom Band with 20mm Rope (per metre)

cRK-302  £2.75

polyethylene 6mm Rope (per metre)

cRK-039  £0.30 

Net Storage pouch
pVC storage pouch designed to fix to weld-mesh 
fences. the pouch allows for easy storage of the 
divider netting protecting it against unnecessary 
wear and tear when not in use.

• one 1020mm high x 1440mm wide black pVC 
pouch complete with 2 x fixing plates and 
antiluce fasteners for ease of use.

• 4 drainage holes along bottom edge to 
eliminate water build up.

• pouch designed to take netting of up to 65 
linear metres.

FBL-105  £118.05

Winch – detail

Heavy Duty Winch posts Various sizes available to  
fit your requirements, POA
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Team�Shelters
NEW Fibre Tech Team Shelters 
manufactured in one piece from advanced 
materials that make these shelters extremely 
strong, durable and impact resistant to hockey 
and footballs.

• Composite Fibreglass and polyester resin with 
a smooth gel coat gloss finish.

• Colour green outer shell with black uV 
stabilised polypropylene seats.

• 10 year material warranty (excluding vandalism 
and voluntary damage).

• Very low maintenance and with no corrosive parts.

• Fixing holes are located along the base every 
500mm for anchoring.

• Shelters must be anchored at all times.

2.5m FibreTech Team Shelters

• Complete with 5 individual seats.

• 1675mm High x 911mm Deep.

• Freestanding – must be anchored at all times

70kg each

SHE-055  £2053.80 

5m FibreTech Team Shelters

• Complete with 10 individual seats.

• 1675mm High x 911mm Deep.

• Freestanding – must be anchored at all times.

125kg each

SHE-057  £3036.10

Specials

• Bespoke team shelters with club colours and 
logos (min order of 4)

SHE-057-s  poA

FibreTech Shelter post Anchor
ANc-018   £228.80

Fibretech team Shelters

6m Shelter with team Shelter anchor Fibretech team Shelter – detail Fibretech team Shelter – Bespoke

Installations�–�POA
Harrod UK provide a full 
delivery and assembly service 
for synthetic pitch equipment. 
Our skilled team of fitters can 
deliver and erect any product 
from our range of freestanding 
equipment, and can offer 
anchorage and maintenance 
advice whilst on site. Please 
contact our sales office for  
a quotation.

Harrod UK manufacture a  
wide range of aluminium 
equipment which is ideally  
suited to synthetic surfaces.  
Aluminium equipment is strong, 
non rusting, lightweight and  
under normal use will not  
damage the surface. Safety and 
maintenance information is 
supplied with all products and if 
you require further information 
on safety, visit the goal post 
safety pages on our website at 
www.harrod.uk.com

NEW

NEW
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officials curved Shelters
Specification as per premier Curved team 
Shelters, except all 1m wide.

1m Shelter – 2 person

80kg per shelter

SHE-040 with red seats  £1646.95

SHE-045 with blue seats  £1646.95

SHE-047 with black seats  £1646.95 

1m Socketed Shelter – 2 person

85kg per shelter

SHE-041 with red seats  £1663.15

SHE-046 with blue seats  £1663.15 

SHE-048 with black seats  £1663.15

Spirafix Kit

4.4kg per set 5 anchors

ANc-012  £68.30 

officials Curved Shelter – 1m Socketed Shelter (blue)officials Curved Shelter – 1m Shelter (red)

Team�Shelters

premier curved Team Shelters
the premier Curved team Shelter is available  
in 8, 10 and 12 seat versions. all shelters are 
2.05 metres high allowing full standing access, 
with a total external depth of 1.57 metres  
and an internal depth of 1.3 metres. Shelters  
are available as floor fixed or socketed options 
with a choice of red or blue seats.

• manufactured from 50 x 50mm bespoke 
aluminium extrusion.

• polyester powder coated white.

• 4mm thick clear copolyester side and back sheets.

• individual injection moulded polypropylene seats.

4m Shelter – 8 person

183kg per shelter

SHE-010 with red seats  £3170.75

SHE-015 with blue seats £3170.75 

SHE-017 with black seats £3170.75  

5m Shelter – 10 person

218kg per shelter

SHE-020 with red seats  £3697.45 

SHE-025 with blue seats  £3697.45 

SHE-027 with black seats  £3697.45 

6m Shelter – 12 person

252kg per shelter

SHE-030 with red seats  £4333.65 

SHE-035 with blue seats  £4333.65

SHE-037 with black seats  £4333.65

curved Team Shelter Anchor
Complete with two 460mm deep sockets, 
100mm sq galvanised steel support posts  
and anchorage arms to secure one shelter  
of any length.

ANc-017  £246.85 

SHELTERS MUST BE  
ANCHORED AT ALL TIMES

6m Shelter rear View6m Shelter Front View

4m Shelter

6m Shelter with team Shelter anchor

Socketed curved Team Shelters
Specification as anC-017, but with 4 extended 
legs and sockets.

4m Socketed Shelter – 8 person

192kg per shelter

SHE-011 with red seats  £3307.95 

SHE-016 with blue seats  £3307.95

SHE-018 with black seats  £3307.95 

5m Socketed Shelter – 10 person

223kg per shelter

SHE-021 with red seats  £3834.50

SHE-026 with blue seats  £3834.50 

SHE-028 with black seats  £3834.50 

6m Socketed Shelter – 12 person

257kg per shelter

SHE-031 with red seats  £4470.85 

SHE-036 with blue seats  £4470.85 

SHE-038 with black seats  £4470.85
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Team Shelters
Specification as per aluminium team shelter,  
but with 4 extended legs and sockets.

2.5m Socketed Five person Shelter

101kg per shelter

SHE-003  £1522.30 

4m Socketed Eight person Shelter

132kg per shelter

SHE-005  £1740.35 

please note: all team shelters are self assembly. team 
Shelters must be anchored correctly at all times. the 
socketed option must have ground sockets concreted in as 
per instructions and freestanding versions should be fixed 
using suitable anchors such as spirafix. please contact the 
sales office for further details.

Spirafix Kit for 2.5m Shelter

3.6kg per set 4 anchors

ANc-013  £54.35

Spirafix Kit for 4m Shelter

4.4kg per set 5 anchors

ANc-012  £68.30 

Team Shelter Anchor

55kg per set 2 anchors

ANc-015  £246.85

Team�Shelters

Aluminium Team Shelters
1.9m high front x 1.72m high rear x 0.9m deep.

• made from 50 x 50mm and 75  
x 25mm aluminium.

• Frame is polyester powder coated white.

• 10mm thick multi-wall polycarbonate  
top and back panels.

• 3mm shatter proof polycarbonate sides.

• aluminium flashing provides a neat finish.

• Freestanding with fixing lugs, shelters  
must be secured at all times.

• Bottom bars are 100mm off the ground  
to aid ventilation.

• Hardwearing pVC bench seats.

• Screen printing available – price on 
application. please note we require  
hi-resolution digital files for all logos.

2.5m Five person Shelter

83kg per shelter

SHE-002  £1231.35 

4m Eight person Shelter

114kg per shelter

SHE-004  £1594.90 

4m aluminium team Shelter

Spirafix Kit2.5m aluminium team Shelter4m aluminium team Shelter

123122

Team�Shelters

5m Curved team Shelter With Superior Blue Seats

premier Shelter  
with Superior Seats
premier curved team shelters with superior  
seats are available in 7,9 and 11 seat versions.

• all shelters are 2.05m high allowing full 
standing access, with a total external depth of 
1.57m and an internal depth of 1.3m.

• manufactured from 50 x 50mm bespoke 
aluminium extrusion.

• all polyester powder coated white.

• 4mm thick clear copolyester side  
and back sheets.

• injection moulded blue polypropylene  
bucket seats.

FLooR FIxED SHELTERS

4m premier curved 7 person Shelter

• Complete with 7 superior individual blue seats.

SHE-060  £3975.40 

5m premier curved 9 person Shelter

• Complete with 9 superior individual blue seats.

SHE-064  £5090.10

6m premier curved 11 person Shelter

• Complete with 11 superior individual blue seats.

SHE-066  £5847.45 

SHELTERS MUST BE  
ANCHORED AT ALL TIMES

SocKETED FIxED SHELTERS

4m premier curved 7 person Shelter

• Complete with 7 superior individual blue seats.

SHE-062  £4333.80

5m premier curved 9 person Shelter

• Complete with 9 superior individual blue seats.

SHE-065  £5130.50

6m premier curved 11 person Shelter

• Complete with 11 superior individual blue seats.

SHE-067  £6007.95 

Name Board for  
premier Team Shelter
• Sold per set for a single shelter with 2 stick on 

name board holders and 2 plain name boards. 

• Screen printing of boards can be  
quoted on request.

SHE-084  poA 

curtain pack For  
premier Team Shelter
2 piece waterproof curtain with central velcro 
fixing. requires self assembly to shelter utilising  
a top wire and upright button studs.

SHE-079 - to fit 1m shelter  £390.85 

SHE-080 - to fit 4m shelter  £409.15  

SHE-081 - to fit 5m shelter £427.45   

SHE-082 - to fit 6m shelter  £451.85 
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2m High pitch Divider System
Designed as a semi permanent netting system 
utilising the unique Harrod uK turf Screw.  
2m high sleeved netting with 50mm dia. 
aluminium uprights. ideal for professional  
football training grounds and academies along 
with schools and universities that have a  
need for dividing grass pitches.

• uprights are manufactured from 50mm 
aluminium and polyester powder coated black.

• 120mm square mesh sleeved netting with 
bottom band for easy installation.

• turf screw sockets must be ordered separately.

per 10m run

BAR-024  poA 

Turf Screw
Designed where concrete is not possible or  
a preferred method of installation, the turf  
screw provides a strong socket style solution.  
Complete with caps to take 50mm,  
42mm and 30mm poles.

BAR-030  £12.50

Turf Screw insertion Tool
• Device required to screw turf screw  

into the ground.

BAR-031  £74.60 

turfscrew Socket and 2m High Sleeved netting

2m High pitch Divider System

Spectator Barrier Starter Kit turf Screw Socket

turf Screw

Spectator�Barrier�System Pitch�Divider�System

Spectator Barrier System
the Spectator barrier System is made from 
glavanised steel and is suitable for Clubs, Schools 
and universities. the system is the ideal way to 
barrier pitches or walk ways and is designed 
specifically for use with the unique Harrod uK 
turf screw, negating the requirement of concreting 
in sockets. For a more permanent solution, 
standard sockets can be used.

• 0.95m high out of ground uprights  
with 2.1m top rails.

• upright and top rails are polyester  
powder coated white.

• manufactured from 42mm diameter galvanised 
steel and complete with key clamp fixings.

• turf Screw sockets must be ordered separately.

per 10m run

 poA 

Spectator Barrier Starter Kit
Consists of 2 uprights, 1 top rail and 2  
end clamps; providing 2 end units to  
start and finish a run. 

BAR-003 poA 

Spectator barrier 2m mid 
Section Kit
Consists of 1 upright, 1 top rail and 1 three  
way corner joint clamp allowing users to  
plan runs in 2m sections. 

BAR-004 poA 

Spectator Barrier corner Kit
Consists of 1 upright, 2 mitred top rails and 1 
corner clamp, this allows the users the ability to 
have a 90 degree corner section.

BAR-005 poA 

Spectator Barrier Adapter Kit
Converts standard spectator barrier to take 
sponsorship board. Kit includes bottom rail and 
key clamps. price on application.

BAR-spec poA

Turf Screw
Designed where concrete is not possible or  
a preferred method of installation, the turf  
screw provides a strong socket style solution.  
Complete with caps to take 50mm,  
42mm and 30mm poles.

BAR-030  £12.50

Turf Screw insertion Tool
• Device required to screw turf screw  

into the ground.

BAR-031  £74.60 

turfscrew Socket and 2m High Sleeved netting
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To order visit www.pitchworks.co.uk or call our Freephone Orderline on 0800 195 1943

GROUND�CARE

Sport�is�only�as�good�as�the�surface�it’s�played�on�and�to�ensure�
your�field�or�court�of�play�is�the�best�it�can�be,�we’ve�created�a�
range�of�specialist�ground�care�products�and�services.
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26

C VEriNG thE WorLDs GrEAtEst stAGEs

”

I am delighted to receive the 
IOG Professional Football 
Groundsman of the year 
award. It’s fantastic recognition 
of the work we do & the high 
standards we set at Villa Park. 
As a team we aim to deliver a 
first class pitch from the first to 
the last game of the season.”

“ “We selected Johnsons seed based on the 
reputation & proven quality of the cultivars 
&  have used Johnsons J Premier Pitch 
and J Rescue for many years now, we are 
delighted with the results!”

“I know I can rely on the Johnsons mixtures 
to give me the density, wear tolerance and 
recovery that I am looking for.

Jonathan Calderwood 
grounds manager  |  Aston Villa Football Club 

PrEMiEr PitCh

% Cultivar species stri rating

40% EURODIAMOND Perennial Ryegrass 8.1

25% COLUMBINE Perennial Ryegrass 8.1

25% BIZET 1 Perennial Ryegrass 7.3

10% BERLIOZ 1 Perennial Ryegrass 7.3

% Cultivar species stri rating

20% DOUBLE TETRAPLOID Perennial Ryegrass 5.3

20% EURODIAMOND Perennial Ryegrass 8.1

30% BERLIOZ 1 Perennial Ryegrass 7.3

30% PONDEROSA Perennial Ryegrass 6.7      

the uK’s number 1 sports turf renovation mixture, delivers proven results!

Europe’s highest rated cultivars, deliver a sward of exceptional wear tolerance 
and density

rapid establishment!

Rapid recovery and regrowth from wear

Camera friendly,  attractive colour, high disease resistance, providing a turf with exceptional 
visual merit 

treated, maximises seeding development

option available 

Very rapid establishment!

New 4turf tetraploid ryegrass delivers fastest establishment, deeper rooting for 
summer stress tolerance and exceptional winter colour and disease resistance

New highly rated companion  cultivars for the highest density & wear tolerance

Ideal for training grounds & high wear turf were irrigation is restricted  

treated, maximises seedling development

PitCh Football & rugby pitches, gallops & racecourses,
(ideal for the renovation of winter wear)

Premier quality football 
& rugby pitches

SOWING RATE 35-75g/m² OVERSOWING 25-75g/m² MOWING HEIGHT Down to 25mm SOWING RATE 35-75g/m² OVERSOWING 25-75g/m² MOWING HEIGHT Down to 25mm

NEWFORMULATION2013

NEWFORMULATION2013

25 129128
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For the full range of Everris products available from Pitchworks visit www.everris.comFor the full range of DLF products available from Pitchworks visit www.dlf.com
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– the Professional Choice

The professional range of Amenity Grasses,
Wild Flowers and Fertilisers 2013/14

pro master 81 premier pitch 
Sports Field Renovation

NEW FoRmULATIoN

• pro master 81, incorporating top rated 
Eurodiamond perennial ryegrass, gives 
unrivalled sward density and wear tolerance.

• the mixture will establish rapidly providing 
excellent colour and disease resistance.

• as the name suggests it is a mixture suitable 
for new build and renovation of top 
performance Winter sports pitches.

%  cULTIvAR SpEcIES

20% Eurodiamond perennial ryegrass

40% Berlioz perennial ryegrass

20% Himalaya perennial ryegrass

20% Ligala perennial ryegrass

Sowing Rate: 35-75g/m2

oversowing: 36-75g/m2

mowing Height: Down to 25mm

pro master 80 Renovator 
Sports Field Renovation

NEW FoRmULATIoN

• an ideal mixture for the renovation of worn 
playing surfaces.

• pro master 80 will establish rapidly and with 
the inclusion of Verdi perennial ryegrass 
provides a hard wearing turf with excellent 
colour and disease resistance, representing 
unbeatable value.

%  cULTIvAR SpEcIES

40% pondersoa perennial ryegrass

20% Verdi perennial ryegrass

40% platinum perennial ryegrass

Sowing Rate: 35-75g/m2

oversowing: 36-75g/m2

mowing Height: Down to 25mm

pro master 79 playing Field 
Sports Field Renovation

NEW FoRmULATIoN

• a good quality, economical sports field 
renovation mixture. Fast establishment. 
Contains only BSpB uK listed cultivars. 
Delivers results and value.

%  cULTIvAR SpEcIES

20% platinum perennial ryegrass

20% Stravinsky perennial ryegrass

60% Esquire perennial ryegrass

Sowing Rate: 35-75g/m2

oversowing: 25-75g/m2

mowing Height: Down to 25mm

®Registered trade mark of Everris Limited. Banner Maxx®, Heritage Maxx®, Medallion®TL, registered trade mark of Syngenta Group Company. Banner Maxx contains 
propiconazole, Heritage Maxx contains azoxystrobin, Medallion TL contains fludioxonil. USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND PRODUCT 
INFORMATION BEFORE USE. Distributed in the UK & Ireland by Everris Limited, Epsilon House, West Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 9FJ, Tel: 0845 8094470,Fax: 01473 237128 
E-mail: prof.sales@everris.com, www.everris.co.uk

Dedicated to your turf
As well as fertilizer, plant 
protection products and grass 
seeds, Everris offers expertise 
and solutions to a range of turf 
problems, which we bring together 
in our unique programme of 
integrated turf practices and 
treatments ... iTurf.

Driven by innovation
Inspired by nature

Ground�CareGround�Care

Sierrablen plus
Sierrablen plus sets the standards for turf 
grass nutrition as it features poly-S and  
paCE technology. Combining these 2 
technologies provides consistent feeding, 
enhanced longevity and a low-scorch risk.  
its small sized granules also allow for even 
coverage and equal nutrient distribution.

these fertilizer products offer a wide choice of 
analyses for proper nutrient input for every growth 
phase of the turf. Sierrablen plus products deliver 
an extended uniform response with no speckling.

Sierrablen plus has high-analyses in low 
application rates which makes it extremely 
economical. Sierrablen plus is the best choice for 
giving your turf a rapid and healthy kick-start 
while enjoying long-lasting effects.

Sierraform GT
Sierraform gt is an advanced slow release 
fertilizer that combines slow release nitrogen and 
potassium for strength and resilience, plus slow 
release Silica and trace elements in each granule.

this advanced product contains 2 technologies 
created by Everris known as mu2 – a unique slow 
release nitrogen chain and SilK – a slow release 
potassium and Silica matrix.

it is ideal for intensely managed turf that is cut 
lower than 6mm because of the fertilizer’s very 
fine granule size. Sierraform gt provides optimum 
plant nutrition to protection the turfgrass against 
stress from cold, heat, drought, wear and disease, 
and results in even color and growth. 

Sierraform gt has longevity of 6 – 8 weeks and 
is recommended for greens, tees, fairways and 
sports fields.

Greenmaster pro-Lite
greenmaster pro-Lite is a name that has been 
trusted by turf managers for decades. it is well 
known for its delivery of high-quality fine turf 
nutrition based on a compound granule from 
Everris´ advanced pro-Lite technology.

pro-Lite improves the effectiveness of fertilizers 
while enhancing the performance of root zones. 
this provides a more consistent supply of 
nutrients to the turf for better performance, 
longevity and colour response.

greenmaster pro-Lite has longevity of 6 weeks 
and is recommended for greens, tees, fairways 
and sports fields.

131130
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Fieldmaster Fluid
• Sold per 20 litres of fluid.

• Supplied in 2 x 10 litre drums.

• Weather proof additive for sports  
ground marking.

31kg per 20 litres

mRK-006  £29.95

3mm orange marking Twine
1kg cop 

TWN-030  £8.40

29kg per machine.

Wm1 50mm marking machine

mRK-002  £244.60

Wm1 76mm marking machine

mRK-001  £244.60

Wm1 100mm marking machine

mRK-010  £282.85

Spare 50mm marking and Transfer Wheels 

mRK-004  £87.25

Spare 76mm marking and Transfer Wheels

mRK-003  £87.25

Wm1 Line marker
• manufactured from steel and polyester  

powder coated blue.

• Knurled transfer wheel for improved  
fluid distribution.

• marking wheels on 50mm and 76mm models 
are interchangeable.

• Complete with large rigid handle and heavy 
duty 305mm dia. rubber wheels.

• Front wheel marking for improved cornering.

• 18 litre tank enables up to 2 football pitches  
to be marked in one filling.

• tank wheel lifts out for easy cleaning.

• only 50mm and 76mm machines have 
interchangeable wheels.

Line marking machine for use on 
grass pitches. Large capacity tank 
with interchangeable marking 
wheels allow different line widths 
to suit differing sports regulations.

50mm marker, 75mm marker, 100mm marker (Lr)

Harrod�Line�Marking
SpRAy Boom

With an adjustable five height position, easy 
push-on and pull-off boom along with a 1.5 metre 
spray width, the spray boom offers the user an 
advanced spray system at an affordable price.

 poA

Spray marking paints

REDDISpRAy pLUS

• Extremely bright, very rain resistant, very long 
lasting line.

• White and colours.

• 15 litre drums and multifills.

• ready to use.

 poA

pITcHmARKER c

• Extremely bright, very rain resistant,  
very long lasting line.

• 15 litre drums and multifills.

• Dilute between neat and 4:1.

 poA

q2

• Extremely bright, very rain resistant,  
very long lasting line.

• 15 litre drums and multifills.

• Dilute between neat and 5:1.

 poA

SUpER c

• Extremely bright, very rain resistant,  
very long lasting line.

• 15 litre drums and multifills.

• Dilute between 2:1 and 8:1.

 poA

Fleet�Line�Marking

Kombi and Knib
the Kombi comes with the unique ‘standard knib’ 
attachment that gives adjustable line widths, 
crisp well defined line with each marking. the 
heavy duty battery and pump will give an 8-hour 
marking session before having to be re-charged. 
When used with Fleet’s range of marking liquid 
there is no need for external mixing: the paint 
disperses into the water immediately in the 25 
litre tank. at the end of the day’s marking, and 
just a flick of a switch, the Kombi flushes clean 
water, drawn from it’s rear water tank, through 
the nozzle assembly, thus eliminating expensive 
pump and nozzle blockages. Fleet believes 25 
litres is the optimum size for a pedestrian spray 
marker paint tank, any smaller would be 
impractical, any larger would be too heavy and 
could give rise to Health and Safety implications.

DISc WHEELED KNIB

poA

ATHLETIc Boom

athletic track lane marking becomes easy with 
the athletic boom. Just clip on the boom 
and mark multiple lanes at once. Lane width 
is totally adjustable.

poA

Kombi and Disc Wheeled Knib

BLINDER

• Extremely bright, very rain resistant,  
very long lasting line.

• 15 litre drums and multifills.

• Dilute between 2:1 and 15:1.

 poA

mULTIFILL

• 1000 litre multifills are an option offered  
for many of the paints in our range.

 poA

coLoUR xS

• Extremely bright, very rain resistant,  
very long lasting line.

• 12.5 litre drums.

• Dilute between neat and 4:1.

 poA

Transfer Wheel machines
quality paints for the quality machine.  
Everything you need from a transfer wheel  
liquid is taken care of with the Fleet range  
of transfer wheel liquids.

• Highly visible bright white lines.

• Easy to pour.

• rain resistant composition.

• 6 month guarantee of product in the drum.

• Long lasting lines.

• Easy to pour.

TIm

• primary use - grass tennis courts.

• 2” marking wheel as standard.

• 2 gallon tank.

• use with pitchmarker B plus or  
Elite marking paint.

 poA

ARNoLD

• primary use - grass, field and track sports.

• 3” marking wheel as standard.

• 3 gallon tank.

• use with pitchmarker B plus or  
Elite marking paint.

 poA

LIoNEL

• primary use - grass, field and track sports.

• available with 3” or 4” marking wheel.

• 4 gallon tank.

• use with pitchmarker B plus or 
Elite marking paint.

 poA

pITcHmARKER B pLUS

• ideal for wheel-to-wheel machines.

• Very bright, rain resistant, and long lasting line.

• 15 litre drums and multifills.

• use neat up to 1 part B plus to 1 part water.

 poA

ELITE

• ideal for wheel-to-wheel machines.

• gives bright white line.

• non-toxic.

• 10 litre drum.

• use neat for optimum performance.

 poA
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ANc-001 £9.90

ANc-002 £9.90

ANc-003 £9.90

ANc-004 £11.50

ANc-005 £12.00

ANc-009 £12.00

ANc-012 £11.50

ANc-013 £11.50

ANc-015 £19.20

ANc-018 poA

ANc-020 £11.50

ANc-022 £11.50

ARc-001 £9.90

ARc-002 £9.90

ARc-003 £9.90

ATH-001 £9.90

ATH-002 £9.90

ATH-005 £48.10

BAD-003 £9.90

BAD-004 £9.90

BAD-005 £9.90

BAD-015 £9.90

BAD-021 £67.60

BAD-023 £16.60

BAD-031 £19.10

BAD-032 £22.40

BAD-034 £20.60

BAD-036 £22.40

BAD-038 £20.60

BAD-060 £9.90

BAR-001 £15.50

BAR-003 poA

BAR-004 poA

BAR-005 poA

BAR-010 £52.20

BAR-020 £9.90

BAR-030 £11.50

BAR-031 £9.90

BAR-032 £9.90

BAS-001 £9.90

BAS-008 £14.60

BAS-010 £20.20

BAS-011 £21.90

BAS-016 £9.90

BAS-017 £23.50

BAS-020 £17.10

BAS-029 £81.40

BAS-030 £67.00

BAS-031 £73.70

BAS-039 £9.90

BAS-041 £51.10

BAS-045 £17.10

BAS-046 £51.10

BAS-080 £36.10

BAS-082 £36.10

BAS-090 £13.00

BAS-091 £13.00

BIN-005 £24.50

BIN-010 £22.50

BIN-012 £10.50

BWp-001 £14.00

BWp-003 £18.50

BWp-004 £22.50

BWp-005 £27.80

BWp-006 £31.20

BWp-008 £11.10

BWp-009 £11.10

BWp-010 £27.80

BWp-011 £31.20

BWp-013 £31.20

BWp-015 £32.80

BWp-016 £36.20

BWp-017 £36.20

BWp-020 £11.10

BWp-021 £11.10

BWp-022 £11.10

BWp-023 £12.90

BWp-024 £14.00

BWp-025 £12.90

BWp-030 £10.50

BWp-035 £21.00

com-004 £36.10

cRK-011 £9.90

cRK-012 £9.90

cRK-013 £9.90

cRK-014 £9.90

cRK-023 £9.90

cRK-025 £9.90

cRK-027 £9.90

cRK-028 £9.90

cRK-029 £9.90

cRK-030 £9.90

cRK-031 £9.90

cRK-039 £9.90

cRK-041 £9.90

cRK-042 £9.90

cRK-043 £22.30

cRK-044 £22.30

cRK-045 £22.80

cRK-046 £31.90

cRK-047 £31.90

cRK-050 £9.90

cRK-051 £9.90

cRK-053 £9.90

cRK-054 £9.90

cRK-095 £9.90

cRK-097 £9.90

cRK-109 £9.90

cRK-110 £9.90

cRK-112 £9.90

cRK-150 £9.90

cRK-151 £9.90

cRK-152 £9.90

cRK-155 £9.90

cRK-156 £9.90

cRK-158 £9.90

cRK-200 £9.90

cRK-201 £9.90

cRK-202 £9.90

cRK-203 £9.90

cRK-204 £9.90

cRK-210 £48.60

cRK-211 £48.60

cRK-212 £48.60

cRK-255 £9.90

cRK-265 £9.90

cRK-300 £9.90

cRK-302 £9.90

cRK-304 £9.90

cRK-351 £14.00

cRK-360 £13.60

cRK-361 £13.60

FBL-002 £9.90

FBL-003 £9.90

FBL-006 £9.90

FBL-008 £9.90

FBL-011 £9.90

FBL-013 £9.90

FBL-016 £9.90

FBL-017 £9.90

FBL-019 £9.90

FBL-020 £9.90

FBL-022 £9.90

FBL-023 £9.90

FBL-028 £9.90

FBL-029 £9.90

FBL-030 £9.90

FBL-031 £9.90

FBL-032 £9.90

FBL-035 £9.90

FBL-036 £26.10

FBL-037 £22.30

FBL-038 £22.30

FBL-043 £93.50

FBL-044 £93.50

FBL-045 £93.50

FBL-046 £89.20

FBL-047 £71.10

FBL-049 £75.80

FBL-051 £66.90

FBL-052 £9.90

FBL-053 £13.00

FBL-054 £88.20

FBL-055 £11.50

FBL-057 £88.20

FBL-058 £89.20

FBL-059 £75.80

FBL-060 £78.80

FBL-066 £19.80

FBL-080 £9.90

FBL-081 £13.00

FBL-082 £13.00

FBL-083 £13.00

FBL-084 £109.60

FBL-090 £9.90

Carriage All prices are exclusive of VAT and subject to a reduction with multiple orders. 
Please email us at enquiries@pitchworks.co.uk or call 0800 195 1943 for more details.
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FBL-091 £9.90

FBL-092 £9.90

FBL-094 £93.50

FBL-095 £9.90

FBL-098 £9.90

FBL-100 £13.40

FBL-101 £36.70

FBL-116 £9.90

FBL-120 £9.90

FBL-121 £9.90

FBL-123 £9.90

FBL-124 £9.90

FBL-125 £34.70

FBL-126 £31.60

FBL-127 £31.10

FBL-131 £35.00

FBW32 £31.90

FBL-133 £31.10

FBL-134 £35.00

FBL-135 £31.90

FBL-136 £31.10

FBL-137 £22.30

FBL-138 £31.90

FBL-139 £29.70

FBL-140 £41.30

FBL-141 £37.10

FBL-142 £31.90

FBL-143 £22.30

FBL-144 £33.30

FBL-145 £22.60

FBL-146 £19.60

FBL-147 £33.30

FBL-148 £31.90

FBL-149 £22.30

FBL-152 £34.20

FBL-158 £9.90

FBL-160 £9.90

FBL-161 £9.90

FBL-163 £9.90

FBL-165 £18.70

FBL-166 £9.90

FBL-167 £13.00

FBL-170 £9.90

FBL-171 £9.90

FBL-172 £9.90

FBL-178 £22.30

FBL-179 £22.30

FBL-180 £31.90

FBL-181 £22.30

FBL-185 £22.60

FBL-186 £19.80

FBL-187 £16.90

FBL-189 £32.30

FBL-190 £32.30

FBL-191 £32.30

FBL-192 £40.20

FBL-193 £40.20

FBL-194 £32.30

FBL-199 £29.70

FBL-200 £29.70

FBL-210 £66.10

FBL-215 £67.00

FBL-218 £9.90

FBL-219 £9.90

FBL-221 £9.90

FBL-222 £9.90

FBL-225 £9.90

FBL-227 £9.90

FBL-228 £9.90

FBL-229 £9.90

FBL-235 £91.10

FBL-236 £80.50

FBL-240 £38.30

FBL-242 £38.30

FBL-245 £9.90

FBL-246 £9.90

FBL-250 £37.00

FBL-251 £42.70

FBL-293 £12.30

FBL-303 £9.90

FBL-308 £9.90

FBL-309 £9.90

FBL-310 £9.90

FBL-311 £9.90

FBL-357 £9.90

FBL-358 £9.90

FBL-359 £9.90

FBL-360 £9.90

FBL-362 £9.90

FBL-363 £9.90

FBL-370 £9.90

FBL-371 £9.90

FBL-400 £9.90

FBL-410 £9.90

FBL-412 £9.90

FBL-435 £137.40

FBL-436 £137.40

FBL-437 £137.40

FBL-438 £86.00

FBL-439 £72.80

FBL-510 £26.90

FBL-511 £29.00

FBL-512 £26.90

FBL-513 £29.00

FBL-520 £9.90

FBL-521 £9.90

FBL-522 £9.90

FBL-523 £9.90

FBL-539 £20.00

FBL-541 £27.90

FBL-544 £32.10

FBL-545 £95.70

FBL-546 £58.90

FBL-548 £58.90

FBL-552 £33.70

FBL-559 £14.00

FBL-563 £53.00

FBL-564 £53.00

FBL-565 £59.00

FBL-566 £59.00

FBL-567 £59.00

FBL-568 £59.00

FBL-580 £64.30

FBL-581 £60.00

FBL-583 £64.30

FBL-586 £70.20

FBL-587 £64.30

FBL-588 £70.20

FBL-589 £64.30

FBL-600 £109.60

FBL-605 £105.60

FBL-606 £14.40

FBL-607 £15.80

FBL-608 £17.00

FBL-613 £98.40

FBL-615 £110.40

FBL-618 £9.90

FBL-626 £9.90

FBL-627 £9.90

FBL-628 £9.90

FBL-635 £137.40

FBL-636 £9.90

FBL-637 £137.40

FBL-640 £44.10

FBL-641 £39.70

FBL-642 £9.90

FBL-643 £9.90

FBL-644 £72.80

FBL-645 £72.80

FBL-646 £72.80

FBL-650 £60.40

FBL-651 £9.90

FBL-654 £86.00

FBL-655 £72.80

FBL-659 £9.90

FBL-660 £9.90

FBL-661 £9.90

FBL-662 £9.90

FBL-663 £9.90

FBL-664 £9.90

FBL-666 £9.90

FBL-680 £133.90

FBL-681 £133.90

FBL-682 £133.90

FBL-683 £133.90

FBL-684 £9.90

FBL-900 £70.20

FLG-100 £9.90

FLG-200 £9.90

FLG-300 £9.90

GAL-001 £85.00

GAL-002 £37.40

GAL-003 £62.70

GAL-004 £74.60

GAL-006 £9.90

To order visit www.pitchworks.co.uk or call our Freephone Orderline on 0800 195 1943
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GAL-007 £9.90

GAL-008 £9.90

GAL-010 £34.80

GAL-014 £40.50

GAL-016 £73.80

GAL-017 £9.90

HAN-001 £9.90

HAN-003 £43.10

HAN-005 £9.90

HAN-010 £75.20

HJU-001 £26.10

HJU-002 £26.10

HJU-005 £15.30

HJU-007 £15.30

Hoc-001 £9.90

Hoc-003 £9.90

Hoc-009 £9.90

Hoc-014 £44.50

Hoc-015 £48.80

Hoc-016 £48.80

Hoc-017 £60.70

Hoc-018 £33.50

Hoc-019 £9.90

Hoc-026 £48.90

Hoc-030 £50.90

Hoc-031 £14.40

Hoc-034 £15.80

Hoc-035 £16.40

Hoc-046 £11.60

Hoc-048 £15.00

Hoc-060 £12.00

Hoc-061 £9.90

Hoc-062 £9.90

Hoc-063 £9.90

Hoc-064 £9.90

Hoc-065 poA

Hoc-070 poA

Hoc-071 poA

Hoc-072 poA

Hoc-074 poA

Hoc-087 poA

Hoc-088 poA

Hoc-104 £52.40

Hoc-106 £48.80

Hoc-111 £35.80

Hoc-113 £34.40

Hoc-130 £75.20

Hoc-131 £75.20

Hoc-132 £75.20

Hoc-135 £9.90

Hoc-140 £14.40

Hoc-141 £14.40

Hoc-151 £87.20

Hoc-156 £9.90

HUR-004 £9.90

HUR-006 £9.90

HUR-007 £9.90

HUR-008 £9.90

LAc-001 £9.90

LAc-004 £31.60

LID-001 £9.90

LID-002 £9.90

LID-003 £9.90

LID-004 £9.90

LID-005 £9.90

mAT-010 £25.50

mAT-011 £30.80

mAT-012 £39.50

mAT-020 £25.50

mAT-030 £19.20

mAT-040 £22.30

mAT-050 £23.20

mAT-100 £17.90

mNT-001 £9.90

mNT-002 £9.90

mNT-003 £9.90

mRK-001 £22.30

mRK-002 £22.30

mRK-003 £12.30

mRK-004 £12.30

mRK-006 £15.30

mRK-010 £22.30

NBL-001 £9.90

NBL-003 £24.20

NBL-007 £9.90

NBL-008 £9.90

NBL-012 £9.90

NBL-014 £24.20

NBL-015 £23.80

NBL-018 £9.90

NBL-030 £24.20

NBL-032 £23.10

NBL-035 £9.90

NBL-040 £38.10

NBL-050 £16.40

NBL-051 £16.40

NBL-055 £16.40

NBL-056 £16.40

pEG-025 £9.90

RUG-002 £18.40

RUG-005 £186.20

RUG-006 £169.50

RUG-007 £85.00

RUG-008 £74.70

RUG-009 £74.70

RUG-011 £85.00

RUG-018 £194.00

RUG-019 £173.90

RUG-020 £270.70

RUG-021 £211.70

RUG-024 £9.90

RUG-025 £9.90

RUG-026 £9.90

RUG-027 £9.90

RUG-036 £29.50

RUG-037 £29.50

RUG-038 £29.50

RUG-042 £29.50

RUG-043 £29.50

RUG-044 £29.50

RUG-045 £101.80

RUG-046 £107.10

RUG-050 £35.60

RUG-051 £28.30

RUG-052 £28.30

RUG-053 £22.80

RUG-054 £22.80

RUG-055 £28.30

RUG-200 £76.40

RUG-201 £85.00

RUG-210 £100.50

RUG-211 £87.20

RUG-212 £75.30

RUG-213 £48.00

SHE-002 £52.40

SHE-003 £52.40

SHE-004 £72.80

SHE-005 £72.80

SHE-010 £88.30

SHE-011 £88.30

SHE-015 £88.30

SHE-016 £88.30

SHE-017 £88.30

SHE-018 £88.30

SHE-020 £99.70

SHE-021 £99.70

SHE-025 £99.70

SHE-026 £99.70

SHE-027 £99.70

SHE-028 £99.70

SHE-030 £111.10

SHE-031 £111.10

SHE-035 £111.10

SHE-036 £111.10

SHE-037 £111.10

SHE-038 £111.10

SHE-040 £69.30

SHE-045 £69.30

SHE-047 £69.30

SHE-055 £80.00

SHE-057 £125.00

SHE-060 £88.30

SHE-062 £88.30

SHE-064 £99.70

SHE-065 £99.70

SHE-066 £111.10

SHE-067 £111.10

SHE-079 poA

SHE-080 poA

SHE-081 poA

SHE-082 poA

SHE-084 poA

SHT-001 £9.90

SHT-002 £9.90

SHT-003 £9.90

Carriage All prices are exclusive of VAT and subject to a reduction with multiple orders. 
Please email us at enquiries@pitchworks.co.uk or call 0800 195 1943 for more details.

To order visit www.pitchworks.co.uk or call our Freephone Orderline on 0800 195 1943

SHT-004 £9.90

SHT-005 £9.90

SHT-006 £9.90

SpI-310 £9.90

STo-010 £36.50

STo-014 £36.50

STo-017 £36.50

STo-025 £9.90

STo-040 £9.90

STo-041 £9.90

STo-042 £9.90

STo-043 £9.90

STo-050 £17.00

TEN-001 £9.90

TEN-002 £9.90

TEN-004 £9.90

TEN-016 £22.30

TEN-017 £22.30

TEN-028 £22.30

TEN-029 £9.90

TEN-031 £9.90

TEN-032 £9.90

TEN-033 £9.90

TEN-034 £9.90

TEN-035 £9.90

TEN-036 £9.90

TEN-059 £9.90

TEN-077 £9.90

TEN-080 £9.90

TEN-081 £9.90

TEN-083 £22.30

TEN-091 £9.90

TEN-094 £9.90

TEN-095 £22.30

TEN-098 £33.50

TEN-116 £21.90

TEN-117 £21.90

TEN-120 poA

TEN-121  poA

TEN-149 £33.50

TEN-150 £57.00

TEN-151 £14.50

TEN-152 £9.90

TEN-155 £9.90

TEN-220 £9.90

TEN-517 £15.00

TEN-519 £9.90

TEN-560 £17.00

TEN-570 £9.90

TEN-571 £20.50

TEN-572 £9.90

TEN-575 £11.70

TEN-580 £9.90

TWN-001 £9.90

TWN-030 £9.90

voL-001 £9.90

voL-002 £9.90

voL-004 £9.90

voL-005 £9.90

voL-006 £9.90

voL-007 £9.90

voL-009 £12.00

voL-011 £22.30

voL-013 £48.60

voL-014 £9.90

voL-015 £9.90

voL-017 £9.90

voL-030 £9.90

voL-040 £12.00

voL-041 £12.00

voL-044 £12.00

voL-045 £12.00

voL-046 £18.30

voL-047 £18.30

voL-048 £12.00

voL-050 £27.00

voL-055 £29.00

voL-060 £29.00

voL-065 £18.70

voL-075 £22.20

voL-077 £13.90

voL-101 £9.90

voL-130 £9.90

voL-150 £14.40

voL-154 £9.90

WAv-004 £9.90

WAv-005 £9.90

WAv-008 £9.90

WAv-009 £9.90

WIR-100 £9.90
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Terms�&�Conditions

All orders are subject to our full terms  
and conditions of sale detailed below. 
Your statutory rights as a consumer are 
not affected. These terms and conditions 
apply to all purchases from Pitchworks 
limited. Please read them carefully.  
We may occasionally amend these terms 
and conditions and changes will be 
posted on the Pitchworks limited site.

Definitions
“Customer” means the person who buys 
or agrees to buy the goods from 
Pitchworks limited.

“Conditions” means the terms and 
conditions of sale set out in this document 
and any special terms and conditions 
agreed in writing by Pitchworks limited.

“Delivery date” means the date specified 
by Pitchworks limited when the goods are 
to be delivered.

“Goods” means those goods specified.

“Consumer” shall have the meaning 
ascribed in section 12 Unfair Contract 
Terms Act 1977.

making an order
All items are subject to availability.

When you buy something from the 
Pitchworks Limited site, you warrant to us 
that you are resident in the UK, that you 
are accessing Pitchworks Limited from the 
UK, that you are at least 18 years old and 
legally capable of entering into binding 
contracts, and that you accept the terms 
and conditions described here.

All orders placed by you are subject to 
acceptance by us and we will confirm 
such acceptance to you by e-mail. If we 
are unable to accept your order, we will 
contact you by email, telephone or post to 
inform you.

prices
Prices quoted in the guide are correct at 
the time of going to press. Goods will be 
invoiced as priced at the date of placing 
and paying for the order. However, 
occasionally because of circumstances 
beyond our control, we may have to adjust 
the price of any item before dispatch;  
we will give you the opportunity to cancel 
your order if we change an items price 
after confirmation but before dispatch.

Settlement 
All items must be paid in full with funds 
cleared before any item is dispatched. You 
may make a payment online/over the 
telephone/by cheque. Account holders 
must refer to the separate terms and 
conditions set out in their contracts.

Title
Whether or not the risk in goods sold shall 
have passed to the customer, the property 
and goods shall be and shall remain in the 
company until the company has received 
payment in full for them, together with 
payment in full for any other goods 
supplied by the company to the customer 
the price for which is overdue for payment.

carriage
Every item has an individual carriage 
charge, which is in addition to the 
purchase price, the carriage charge is 
only applicable to deliveries throughout 
the UK Mainland. However, there are 
conditions applied to some areas of 
mainland UK which may incur additional 
carriage charges and extended delivery 
lead times. Refer to the delivery page to 
identify restricted areas. Any carriages not 
listed, please ring for best carriage charge.

value Added Tax
All our prices are exclusive of  
V.A.T. Grass seed is zero rated.

Risk
Notwithstanding the provisions of the title 
clause, goods supplied by the company 
shall be at the customers risk immediately 
on delivery to the customer or into 
custody on the customers behalf 
(whichever is sooner) and the customer 
should therefore be insured accordingly.

complaints procedure
Any complaint as to goods supplied,  
work done or services rendered is to be 
notified to us in writing within seven days.

Delay & Delivery
So long as any circumstances beyond 
reasonable control of the company may 
prevent, hinder or delay delivery, the 
company shall not be bound to make 
delivery of any goods which it may have 
contracted to manufacture, sell or supply 
and the company shall not be liable in any 
matter whatsoever for the failure or delay 
in delivery when so prevented, hindered 
or delayed.
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Specifications
Are subject to alteration without prior 
notice; we reserve the right to use 
alternative materials if we find that they 
are more materials and prices suitable or 
necessary. If it should be necessary to 
change grass seed cultivars, only varieties 
of similar performance will be used.

Damaged Goods
Claims for damaged goods must be 
notified to the company head office by 
telephone or telefax within three days of 
delivery with written confirmation to be 
received by head office by post within 
seven days of delivery.

cANcELLATIoNS  
HANDLING cHARGES 
REFUNDS AND RETURNS

cancelled orders before goods 
have been dispatched:
You may cancel your order at any time 
prior to dispatch and will incur a charge of 
10% of order value to cover administration 
and payment refund charges

cancelled orders after goods 
have been dispatched:
We reserve the right to levy a handling 
charge of up to 30% on returned goods. 
APPROVAL FROM HEAD OFFICE MUST 
BE OBTAINED BEFORE GOODS ARE 
RETURNED. When an article is not a 
stock item and is obtained to fulfil a 
specific order, it cannot be returned for 
credit.

orders cancelled by  
pitchworks Ltd:
Should this action be necessary, a full 
refund will be given unless the order is 
cancelled to prevent any fraudulent act in 
which case we reserve the right to levy a 
handling charge of up to 15% of the value.

Insolvency of buyer
In the event of the buyer becoming 
insolvent, going into liquidation, becoming 
subject to an administration order, making 
voluntary arrangements with its creditors 
or becomes bankrupt or gives reasonable 
grounds for causing Pitchworks Limited to 
apprehend that any of the events 
mentioned is about to occur, Pitchworks 
Limited shall be entitled to cancel the 
contract or suspend any further deliveries 
under the contract without any liability to 
the Buyer, and if the products have been 
delivered but not paid for, the Price shall 
become immediately due and payable 
that despite any previous arrangement or 
agreement to the contrary.

General
Pitchworks Limited shall not be liable for 
any delay or failure to perform any of its 
obligations if the delay or failure results 
from events or circumstances outside its 
reasonable control, including but not 
limited to strikes, lock outs, accidents, 
war, fire, reduction in or unavailability of 
power at the Pitchworks Limited premises 
or its manufacturing plant, breakdown of 
plant or machinery or shortage or 
unavailability of raw materials from a 
natural source of supply, and the party 
shall be entitled to a reasonable extension 
of its obligations.

Representations
No statement, description, warranty 
condition or recommendation contained 
in any catalogue, price list or 
advertisement or communication or made 
verbally by any of the Agents or 
Employees of the Seller shall be construed 
to enlarge, vary or override in any way 
thereof any of these conditions.

Law and jurisdiction
These terms and conditions shall be 
governed by English Law and any dispute, 
question or remedy howsoever arising 
determined exclusively by the  
English Courts.
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or call our Freephone Orderline  
on 0800 195 1943 

Pitchworks Limited.

Poplar Park, Cliff Lane,  
Lymm, Cheshire, WA13 0TD.

Telephone 
01925 758666 

Fax 
01925 758577

Email 
enquiries@pitchworks.co.uk
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